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A B S T R A C T
By: Tarìq Saad Mujber, MSc
Modern manufacturing is characterised by high levels of automation and integration, 
complex interactions among system elements, and high capital costs. Simulation and 
Virtual Reality technologies hold tremendous promise for reducing costs, improving 
quality, process data management, enhancing control over operations and shortening 
the time-to-market for manufactured goods. Unfortunately, these technologies still 
remains largely underutilised by industry today due to the requirement for a high 
standard of skills in programming and modelling methodologies.
Visualisation has become a critical component of simulation technology in 
manufacturing applications. It provides the simulation practitioners with an 
environment to discuss and get a better understanding of the simulation model’s 
behaviour. Graphical presentation and animation can be a significant tool to 
communicate the outcome of simulation models for the non-technical audience. 
Decision makers often do not have the technical knowledge to understand the 
statistical results of a simulation model. But when the outcome can be expressed 
using animation, a better level of understanding becomes possible.
This thesis presents a VR-Simulator software developed entirely by the author to 
overcome some of the limitations of simulation packages to allow users (who are not 
specialists in simulation and virtual reality techniques, or have no programming 
skills) to develop simulation and virtual models of manufacturing systems 
automatically without any need for excessive training on modelling techniques or 
programming. The users can interact with the generated models using voice 
commands and virtual reality devices (e.g. HMD). The VR-Simulator can be used as 
an operational décision-support tool to enable decision makers to model and analyse 
manufacturing systems.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
C H A P T E R  1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
In today’s global market, manufacturing industries are learning that constant 
improvement is a prerequisite for continued existence. Global markets for goods and 
services and the worldwide availability of technology and capital are the main 
characteristics of today’s industrial environment. These markets are highly 
competitive. Product innovation, quality and cost are the major elements of this 
competition. To remain competitive industries must implement state-of-the-art 
technology to support the decision-making process. Industries may rely on these 
technologies to obtain benefits such as the improvement of process data management, 
better control over operations and improvement in both the planning and decision­
making functions [1].
In general, numerous modelling methodologies have been developed to support 
industries in gaining a better understanding of their system behaviours and processes 
that will enable them to make the kind of system designs and operational decisions to 
ensure market competitiveness. Examples of such methodologies are Process 
Modelling, Simulation Modelling, and Virtual Reality technology.
The Process M odelling Methodologies have been developed to support the 
description of functionalities and operational behaviour (dynamics) of manufacturing 
systems. These methods identify both operational activities, and all relevant 
information such as product, orders, process plans and resources. These 
methodologies provide models that could assist in developing a better understanding 
of a company’s processes.
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The Simulation M odelling Methodologies have been developed to address 
manufacturing system design and operation problems. Simulation Modelling is a 
technique that evaluates a given set of decisions by providing the user with 
performance measures.
The Virtual Reality Methodologies have been used to support the simulation tools to 
give a better understanding of the results and the dynamic behaviour of the models of 
manufacturing systems. It provides the simulation practitioners with a graphical 
presentation and animation of the manufacturing system to discuss and communicate 
the outcome of the simulation models, where the user can interact with the virtual 
model using VR devices.
The aim of this project is to develop new software that integrates process modelling, 
simulation modelling and virtual reality technology to address manufacturing 
systems.
1.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Simulation provides an alternative to the conventional techniques of designing and 
modelling manufacturing systems. Simulation has proven to be an excellent strategic 
tool for high level planning as well as a day-to-day tactical tool to study, model, 
analyse, design and improve manufacturing systems. Simulation modelling and 
Virtual Reality (VR) have been widely used as successful tools to address 
manufacturing systems activities such as product design and modelling, process 
planning, new product testing, shop floor controls, training, maintenance, and 
inspection.
Simulation modelling has been applied successfully for investigating current and 
anticipated planning strategies used to configure/reconfigure manufacturing systems 
in order to improve system performance. Such popularity of simulation has resulted 
in a large number of simulation packages being available in the software market. 
However, those packages have many limitations to fulfill the user requirements. 
Some of the limitations of simulation package are listed below:
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■ Modelling and programming skills are required.
■ Time consuming to develop simulation models.
■ No real time interaction.
■ Virtual models of many simulation packages do not support virtual reality 
devices e.g. Head Mounted Display (HMD).
The main aim of this research is to develop new software that overcomes some of the 
above mentioned limitations of the presently available simulation packages.
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
The main objective of this research is to develop a software that supports the design 
and analysis of manufacturing systems by allowing personnel without sufficient 
skills and knowledge of simulation to automatically develop a robust simulation 
model and create a virtual model of a manufacturing system to address its behaviour. 
The software should provide the following features:
1. To be easy to use by non-technical personnel.
2. To provide a Process Modelling (PM) tool.
3. To allow non-expert users to develop simulation models of manufacturing 
systems, and generate a virtual environment of these models dynamically.
4. To provide framework to simulate the activities of the simulation model in a 3D 
presentation within the virtual model in real time.
5. To allow the user to interact with the virtual model and the simulation model of a 
manufacturing system in real time using input devices (e.g. keyboard, joystick, 
mouse, voice commands).
6. To support Virtual Reality devices (e.g. Head Mounted Display).
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1.4 STRUCTURE OF THESIS
This thesis is divided into six chapters. A description of each chapter is described 
below:
The first chapter presents a brief introduction on the technologies that have been used 
to carry out this research; subsequently the problem statement and the objectives of 
the research have been defined.
Chapter 2 “Literature Review”: This chapter is divided into three main sections:
■ The first section provides an overview on manufacturing system design and 
classifications.
■ The second section presents the technologies used in this research with an up-to- 
date review of the use of these technologies in manufacturing applications.
■ The final section of this chapter focuses on the current trends of integrating 
simulation with VR technology.
Chapter 3 “Integration o f  Simulation with VR”: This chapter is devoted to the 
development and integration of a simulation model with a virtual model of a real 
manufacturing system.
Chapter 4 “Design and Development o f  the VR-Simulator Software”: This chapter 
describes the software development phases, which are presented in three sections:
■ The first section briefly introduces the overall architecture of the developed 
software.
■ The second section reviews the software tools that have been selected to carry 
out this research.
■ The last section of this chapter provides the reader with an overall view of how 
the software was designed. It explores the different stages involved in designing 
and developing the software.
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Chapter 5 “VR-Software Testing and Evaluations”: This chapter is divided into 
three sections:
■ Software Testing: This section presents the various tests conducted on the 
developed software after the design phase to ensure that the software functioned 
properly and generated acceptable results.
■ Software Evaluation: This section highlights the limitations and advantages of 
the developed software by using the software to model a real case study of a Job 
Shop manufacturing system, and a hypothetical case study of a Flow Shop 
manufacturing system.
Chapter 6 “Conclusions and Future Work”: This chapter presents the main results 
achieved during this research. It also outlines the recommendations for the future 
work based on the present study.
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C H A P T E R  2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 INTRODUCTION
As outlined in Chapter one, the objective of this research is to develop new software that 
integrates three methodologies to address manufacturing systems design, planning and 
control. These methodologies include Process Modelling, Simulation, and Virtual 
Reality. This chapter provides the reader with a clear explanation about what is involved 
in this process, and also presents the relevant work that has been done by applying these 
methodologies to manufacturing applications. The chapter is divided into three main 
sections as follows:
■ Process Modelling
This section defines Process Modelling and describes the objectives and the applications 
of Process Modelling in general. It also explains how Process Modelling could support 
simulation studies since it is relevant to the aim of this research. Furthermore a number 
of existing Process Modelling methodologies and their applications are presented. 
Finally, a review of some of the existing Process Modelling tools is presented in this 
section.
■ Simulation
This section provides some background information on simulation modelling, its 
objectives and applications within manufacturing. Furthermore, a number of existing 
and widely used simulation packages are briefly reviewed.
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■ Virtual Reality
This section presents an overview of virtual reality technology, its components and types 
of virtual reality systems, as well as its different applications in manufacturing.
The last section of this chapter presents some of the work that has been done by 
integrating simulation and virtual reality methodologies in manufacturing applications.
2.2 MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS DESIGN AND CLASSIFICATION
Manufacturing is the process of making a finished product from raw material using 
different types of machines. Almost everything in the home, at the workplace, or in 
moving between the two is the result of manufacturing. Examples include home 
appliances, computers and furniture, automobiles, air-planes and ships. The most 
common classification of manufacturing systems can be categorised into three types [2]:
1. Job Shop production.
2. Batch (Flow) production.
3. Mass production.
This classification is normally associated with discrete-product manufacture, but it can 
also serve for plants used in the process industries. The three types of production are 
related to the production volume as shown in Figure 2.1.
■ .lob Shops:
The distinguishing feature of Job Shop production is low volume. The manufacturing 
lot sizes are small. Job Shop production is commonly used to meet specific customer 
orders, and there is a great variety in the type of work that a plant must do. Therefore, 
the production equipment must be flexible and general purpose to allow this variety of 
work. Also, the skill level of Job Shop workers must be relatively high so that they 
can perform a range of different work assignments. Examples of products
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manufactured in the Job Shop include space vehicles, aircraft, machine tools and 
equipment, and prototypes of future products.
Mass oroduction
Batch production
Job shoo
-► Production quantity----------------------------------- ►
----------------- ► Production rate     ►
<-------------------  Labor skill level <-------------------
General -----------► Equipment  ► Special
--------------------► Special tooling  ►
Process  > Plant layout ► Production Flow
Figure 2.1: Types of Production [2]
■ Batch (Flow) production:
This type of production involves the manufacture of medium-sized lots of the same 
item or product. The lots may be produced only once, or they may be produced at 
regular intervals. The purpose of Flow production is often to satisfy continuous 
demand for an item. However, the plant is usually capable of a production rate that 
exceeds the demand rate. The manufacturing equipment used in batch production is 
general-purpose but designed for higher rates of production. Examples of items made 
in batch-type shops include industrial equipment, furniture, textbooks, and component 
parts for many assembled consumer products [2].
■ Mass production:
This is the continuous specialised manufacture of identical products. Mass production is 
characterised by very high production rates, equipment that is completely dedicated to 
the manufacture of a particular product, and very high demand rates for the product [2].
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2.2.1 Functions in Manufacturing
Manufacturing systems can be divided into five interrelated functions, which are [3]:
1. Product design.
2. Process planning.
3. Production operations.
4. Material flow/facility layout.
5. Production planning/control.
■ Product design: is responsible for taking the inputs from marketing regarding 
customer demands and constructing the description of products that can be profitably 
manufactured to satisfy these demands.
■ Process planning: entails the specification of the sequence of operation required for 
converting the raw material into parts and parts into products.
■ Production operations: are generally of either a fabrication or assembly nature.
• Fabrication refers to either the removal of material from the raw stock or a 
change in its form for the purpose of obtaining a more useful form.
• Assembly refers to the combination of separate parts of raw stock to produce 
a more valuable combined unit.
■ Material handling & factory layout: is concerned with the technique used to 
transport parts, tolling, and scrap throughout the facility. Facility layout is concerned 
with the physical placing of production processes (machines) within the facility [3].
■ Production planning, scheduling and control: constitutes an important component 
of the total manufacturing system. Production planning is responsible for combining 
information on market demands, production capacities, and current inventory levels to 
determine planned production levels by product family for the medium to long term.
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Manufacturing systems are interrelated sets of: Tasks, materials, resources, products, 
plans and events [3],
■ Plans: include process plans (routings) and production plans.
■ Resources: include worker, handling systems, and machines.
■ Events: are points in time when resources start and complete tasks.
■ M aterials: are routed through resources, thereby being transformed into products.
■ Status inform ation: on resources and material/products indicates the state of the 
manufacturing system at any point in time.
The following sections discuss the three methodologies (Process Modelling, Simulation 
and Virtual Reality) to address manufacturing systems.
2.3 PROCESS M O D ELLING
It is widely recognised that shop-floor activities in manufacturing enterprises of any size 
are growing ever more complex due to emerging factors such as [4]:
■ Increased off-line activities that coexist with regular production (e.g. Prototyping, 
special orders for non-standard products, maintenance of production lines, etc).
■ Increased variability of products, components and process phases.
■ Increased process complexity, due to factors such as compliance with quality, 
security standards and environmental directives.
■ Advances in process technologies, requiring the introduction of new processes. 
Therefore resource availability is a major criterion to avoid any losses in production.
■ Increased autonomy and responsibility of operators.
These factors call on manufacturing enterprises to implement new methodologies to gain 
a better understanding of their shop-floor activities. A complete and correct 
understanding of the processes on the shop floor could extend the scope of operations 
management from production to the full spectrum of the manufacturing systems
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activities. This extended scope would help to improve the reliability of decision-making 
by considering the interactions between processes of different kinds.
Organising complex systems and collecting data relating to operations and processes 
from such systems can be very difficult and time-consuming which may be overcome by 
the use of systematic methods and tools as suggested by the National Research Council 
(NRC) in the USA [5]:
“... tools fo r  describing process as are critical fo r  the design o f individual products, the 
design and operation o f factories, and the development o f modelling and simulation 
technology. Formal descriptions are necessary if  processes are to be presented in 
sufficient detail and with enough specificity to be adequately complete and unambiguous, 
such formalisms would allow designers to describe factory processes (involving both 
machines and people), design activities, decision processes, among others. ”
In general Process Modelling methodologies have been developed to collect and 
evaluate knowledge on processes in production, material flow, business, production 
development, logistics and production procedures. They are used to gain an 
understanding of the static and dynamic behaviours of systems. The main objectives of 
Process Modelling are to [6]:
■ Facilitate human understanding and communication. This requires a group to be 
able to share a common representational format.
■ Automated execution support. This requires a computational base for controlling 
behaviour within an automated environment. Examples of automated environments 
include online monitoring, scheduling and simulation applications. To control and 
support these applications a PM tool is required to integrate with these applications, 
thereby providing and retrieving information to/from these applications. In this way 
the PM tool acts as an online tool that could be used to mange manufacturing 
operations.
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■ Support process improvement. This requires a base for defining and analysing 
processes.
■ Automatic process guidance. To provide automated guidance, a PM tool should 
provide a framework or a mechanism that allows one to collect process related 
information, and using this framework one could add more data or complexity to 
the process.
The “40-20-40” rule as suggested by Harrell and Tumay [7] states that in developing a 
simulation model, 40% of an analyst’s time should be spent on data collection and 
requirements gathering, 20% on model translation (i.e. coding and programming), and 
finally 40% on model validation and verification. Nethe and Stahlmann [8] suggest that 
the development of a high-level Process Model of an actual production system prior to 
the development of the simulation model could greatly help in the collection of relevant 
information on the operations of the system (i.e. data collection) and therefore reduce the 
effort and time consumed to develop a simulation model. Therefore Process Modelling 
could be used as a knowledge acquisition method for simulation studies.
2.3.1 M odelling Approaches
Efficient modelling is the key to ensure the success of any simulation project, and it is 
one of the critical tasks in simulation model building. The goal here is to develop 
structures for applying computer technology (e.g. simulation) to manufacturing systems 
and to use computer-based methods to understand how best to improve manufacturing 
productivity and follow the production flow (items and information) in the system. As 
problems become larger, the preparatory phase of analysing the problem becomes larger 
as well. Manufacturing systems need special requirements in modelling due to [9]:
■ Complexity.
■ Large amount of data.
■ Rapid changes in product configurations due to demand.
■ Manual intervention in the system.
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These factors make the systems analysis phase more difficult but they reinforce the need 
for a tool to enable systems modelling. GIGO -  garbage in, garbage out -  not only 
applies to data, it applies to the logic of the software and the implementation of the 
system [9]. A number of modelling methods have been developed to model 
manufacturing systems. Some tools such as flow charts and block diagrams concern 
physical process flow, while others such as IDEF, and data flow diagrams relate to 
process information flow.
2.3.1.1 Flow Diagram
Flow diagrams are one of the most common graphical methods to represent various 
activities and relationships within manufacturing systems. Although the use of flow 
diagrams is a simple method used in modelling, it is still widely used in most 
applications. Flow diagrams are limited in representing complex manufacturing systems 
because they do not provide useful information.
2.3.1.2 IDEF
One of the most effective tools in modelling complex industrial systems is the Integrated 
Computer Aided Manufacturing (ICAM) DEFintion (or IDEF). It has been presented 
relatively quickly through the United States Air Force’s (USAF) ICAM programme, 
which started in 1977 [10]. The USAF was using contractors in the United States and 
Europe and required a common means of specifying systems and communicating results 
across the programme. This led to the development of IDEF [11], The ICAM program 
developed three well-documented modelling methodologies around the IDEF approach 
to system study:
■ A functional model of a manufacturing system and environment called IDEFO.
■ An information model of the system and environment called IDEF1.
■ A dynamics model to describe time-varying system behaviour called IDEF2.
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The aim of the IDEF was to provide an integrated suite o f tools for the purpose of 
modelling activities within an organisation. The IDEF method was developed to support 
better understanding and analysing of systems. This method involves functional, 
informational and dynamic modelling methods. This modelling approach helps people 
involved in improving manufacturing productivity to understand different aspects of a 
system such as:
■ The activities and their relationships within a system.
■ The informational requirements of a system.
■ The behaviour of functions and information interacting over time.
The IDEF suite of methods consists of the following:
■ IDEFO (Function M odelling M ethods): used for the structured representation of 
the function, activities, or processes within a system. [12]
■ IDEF1 (Inform ation M odelling M ethod): used for representation of the structure 
and semantics of information within a system. [12]
■ IDEF1X (Data m odelling M ethods): used for semantic data modelling. It is a data 
modelling technique that is used by many branches of the United States Federal 
Government. [12]
■ IDEF3 (Process F low  and O bject State D escription C apture M ethod): used for 
collecting and documenting processes to show how a system, process or 
organisation works. [13]
■ IDEF4 (O bject-O riented Design Method^: used to assist in the correct application 
of object-Oriented technology. [14]
■ IDEF5 (O ntology D escription Capture M ethod): Designed as a method for fact 
collection and knowledge acquisition. [15]
A number of researchers have shown that methods from the IDEF approach could be 
used to support simulation. For instance Jeong [16] used both IDEFO and IDEF3 to 
develop an optimised simulation-based scheduling system (OSBSS), while Perera and 
Liyanage [17] used IDEFO and IDEF1X to address the rapid collection of input
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information for the simulation of manufacturing systems. Also other researchers such as 
Rensburg & Zwemstra [18] and Al-Ahmari & Ridgway [19] have demonstrated the use 
o f IDEFO, IDEF1X and IDEF3 to support simulation for manufacturing and system 
design. Furthermore it has been suggested that the use of IDEF techniques in simulation 
modelling enhanced the quality of simulation models and helped to reduce the time 
needed to generate simulation models [18]. IDEFO was originally used to apply 
structured methods to better understand how to improve manufacturing productivity but 
it has a number of disadvantages in terms of learning time involved, cumbersomeness, 
ambiguity of function specification and, perhaps most significantly, its static nature. 
Such a hierarchy of functions does not explicitly represent the conditions or sequences 
of processing. Consequently, a great deal of manual effort and interpretation may be 
required to identify the appropriate functions which should process a specific input and 
to verify their consistency [20].
2.3.2 Com m ercial Process M odelling Tools
There are many commercial packages available that can be used to facilitate process 
modelling and reengineering. What follows is a brief review of a number of packages 
used in this field:
■ ARTS TO O LSET: Provides tools for remodelling, analysis and navigation of 
business processes. The ARIS Toolset and its add-on components enable the 
enterprise-wide and global definition and design of business processes as well as their 
analysis and optimisation. In the era of e-business, with this tool decisions can be 
made quickly about the management of e-business processes. The ARIS Toolset 
provides realistic simulations of resource utilisation, activity-based cost calculations 
(e.g. for make-or-buy decisions), as well as web-based communication of modelled 
and optimised company processes [21].
■ W orkflow M odeller: A process-modelling tool based on the IDEFO standard process 
modelling method [22]. WorkFlow Modeller is the authoring tool in Meta Software's
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suite of tools for performance improvement. It provides a robust, consistent method 
for building models of business processes, and, through its integrated link with the 
MetaSoft Works simulation application. Meta Software's WorkFlow Modeler helps 
business/management analysts and IT professionals capture the intricacies of business 
processes and present them in a consistent graphical form for key stakeholders in the 
organisation to examine and understand. WorkFlow ModeLler includes facilities for 
capturing dynamic behavior properties, such as work volume, staffing, durations, and 
routing logic in addition to the basic process design [23].
■ OPTIM A: An integrated tool for creating process maps, modelling behaviour and
also performing simulation [24]. OPTIMA is a Process improvement software from 
AdvanEdge Technologie. It is an easy-to-use Windows application that features 
process modeling, simulation and reporting capabilities. The program, designed for 
the front end of reengineering projects, helps users quickly create and edit 
presentation-quality process maps. OPTIMA is one of the few products that directly 
supports a process-mapping notation. Although users can create any type of flowchart, 
the product is specifically designed to automate the creation of the Rummler-Brache 
deployment flowcharts, with the aim of making this kind of process easy to create [25].
■ ProSim: This process modelling tool is based on the IDEF3 standard process
modelling method. [26]. ProSim is KBSI’s simulation design tool based on the IDEF3 
process description capture method, introduced previously. In this method the focus is 
on the abstraction and capture of knowledge about a given real-world system. The tool, 
in a similar fashion to the capture method, focuses primarily on what fundamentally 
occurs in a system, the dynamic patterns among elements that repeatedly occur, as 
opposed to what happens at particular time instances in a system. [27].
■ PM APPER: PMAPPER is a tool used for process modelling and analysis. Using this 
tool one can develop process maps. This involves the description of the process 
elements and their relationships. PMAPPER is used to model a process to various 
degrees of decomposition, detail and formality [28].
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There are a considerable number of process modelling packages available in the 
market these days, however they all have some pitfalls including:
■ The cost of the software licenses.
■ Complex interface in most packages.
■ Training is required due to complexity of coding or model building.
■ Compatibility with other simulation and/or VR packages is not fully available.
The main goal of the proposed software package is to provide a low-cost tool 
for process modelling. It has to consider the pitfalls in the commercial packages 
by developing a user friendly interface for non-expert users. The database,
simulation model and the virtual reality model should not require 
the user to have technical programming/coding knowledge. The challenge of getting 
the software ready to use is to establish comprehensive routines that allow
the user to enter the required data about the manufacturing process(es) in
spreadsheets as well as through interface screens using popup menus with easy
options to select from. Chapter 4 provides more details about the development of the 
Process Modelling Tool of the VR-Simulator software.
2.4 SIM ULATIO N
Manufacturing systems, processes, and data are growing ever more complex. Product 
design, manufacturing engineering, and production management decisions often involve 
the consideration of many interdependent variables, probably too many for the human 
mind to cope with at one time. These decisions often have a long-term impact on the 
success or failure of the manufacturing organisation. It is extremely risky to make these 
major decisions based on “gut instinct” alone. Simulation provides a capability to 
rapidly conduct experiments to predict and evaluate the results of alternative 
manufacturing decisions. It has often been said that you do not really understand your 
industrial processes and systems until you try to simulate them [29].
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Simulation is a modelling technique that is gaining popularity in tackling problems faced 
by manufacturing and service industries. A number of researchers including Shannon, 
Pegden, and Sadowski [30] define simulation as the process of designing a model of a 
real system and conducting experiments with this model for the purpose of 
understanding the behaviour of the system and/or to evaluate various strategies for the 
operation of the system. This technique can then assist the user in decision-making, 
thereby reducing the time and costs associated with experiments on a real system. This 
also minimises risks associated with experiments on real systems.
Simulation can be used as an evaluation tool, providing for the collection and evaluation 
of quantitative system performance measures, such as resource utilisation and cycle time. 
It can also be used as an analysis tool in experiments examining alternative designs and 
operating strategies on system performance. However simulation as an experimental tool 
does not solve a problem or optimise a design. It supports evaluating a solution and 
providing understanding of problematic areas rather than generating a solution. An 
optimum solution can only be obtained through experimentation by running and 
comparing the results of alternative solutions [31].
Simulation involves the generation of an artificial history of the system, and the 
observation of that artificial history to draw inferences concerning the operating 
characteristics of the real system that is represented. Simulation is indispensable in 
describing and analysing the behaviours and problems of real world systems, ask “what 
i f ’ questions about the real system, and aid in the design of such systems. A vast body of 
research efforts has reviewed simulation in manufacturing (e.g. Banks [32], Banks et al.
[33], Law et al. [34], Pritsker [35], Shannon [36], and Kochhar [37]).
2.4.1 Applications o f sim ulation in  m anufacturing
In a global economy, successful manufacturers are constantly changing the way they do 
business in order to stay competitive. Companies are asking such questions as [38]:
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■ When should the next piece of equipment be purchased?
■ How many people will be needed next month to fill orders?
■ How will the new plant operate five years from now?
■ How can work-in-process inventory and cycle time be reduced while increasing 
throughput?
Simulation provides a method for finding answers to these and other questions about the 
behaviours of a manufacturing system. Savolainen et al. [39] indicate that simulation 
models are really formal descriptions of real systems that are built for two main reasons:
1. To understand conditions as they exist in the system today.
2. To achieve a better system design through performing what-if analysis.
There have been many trends in manufacturing methods with names such as Just-In- 
Time (JIT), flexible work cells, and kanban. Types of manufacturing systems as defined 
by Harrell and Tummy [40] include, but are not limited to:
1. Job Shop.
2. Cellular manufacturing.
3. Flexible manufacturing systems.
4. Batch Flow Shop.
5. Line flow systems (production and assembly lines, transfer lines).
Simulation is a powerful, versatile, and flexible tool that is being used in different ways 
through a variety of manufacturing and service industries, including the following fields
[41]:
■ System design.
■ System management.
■ Training and education.
■ Communication and sales.
■ Public relations.
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Harrel & Tumay [41] have classified the main use of simulation in manufacturing into
two main categories, which include system design and system management.
2.3.1.1 System Design
When designing or re-designing a system, a simulation model can be developed to 
enable experiments on the model rather than the actual system. Performing experiments 
on a simulation model presents a number of advantages including [31]:
■ Greater flexibility to make changes.
■ Reduced costs vs. experimenting with actual systems.
■ No interruptions as associated with experimentation on actual systems.
Simulation models allow validation of a system design before implementation. 
Verification is supported by making as many changes as possible in both the concept 
and design stages of systems development. Simulation can model the detailed operations 
of a system, e.g. flow of parts through machines or workstations and resource allocations. 
Therefore, it provides an overall understanding of the system dynamics and hence assists 
the development of an optimised system design over the long term [31].
2.4.1.2 System Management
System management is about managing the operations of a system and involves 
controlling the flow of resources and materials in the system. Simulation models can be 
used to develop experiments with alternative courses of action to provide management 
with data that can assist in more informed decision making for scheduling and utilisation 
of the system resources. In system management, simulation assists in making the 
following decisions [41]:
■ Production/customer scheduling.
■ Resource scheduling.
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■ Maintenance scheduling.
■ Work prioritising.
■ Flow management.
■ Delay/Inventory management.
■ Quality management.
In general simulation modelling can be used to support production planning and control. 
However, frequent or continuous use of a simulation model requires automated data 
collection of the input tasks (i.e., schedule inputs, part routings, and shop-floor status). 
Arisha [42] has classified the use of simulation in manufacturing applications into three 
main groups as shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Main Applications of Simulation in Manufacturing [42]
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2.4.2 Simulation Tools
The growing use of simulation for the analysis of manufacturing systems has resulted in 
a rise in the number of both general purpose and application oriented simulation 
software packages. Choosing amongst the vast array of available packages has the 
potential to overwhelm newcomers to the field. In fact, a survey of hundreds of 
corporate software development projects indicates that more than 60% of software 
projects are considered unsuccessful due to wrong software selection decisions and 
implementation [43]. The simulation software selection decision is often costly and time 
consuming (careful selection can take as long as a year [44]). However, it is essential 
that an appropriate simulation package is selected as it can have a significant impact on 
the ultimate validity of the model and on the timeliness with which the simulation 
project is completed [45]. Arisha [46] has developed a comprehensive guide that helps 
the vendor to select simulation software for manufacturing systems. Banks [47] 
reviewed 53 simulation software packages. Among these packages, 42 packages were 
suggested to be useful for manufacturing purposes. In general simulation software 
packages available in the market can be classified as Simulation Languages and 
Simulators.
2.4.2.1 Simulation Languages
Simulation languages are general-purpose software, but may have some specific features 
for certain applications. Models are developed by writing programs using the language- 
modelling construct. Simulation languages have the advantage of being very flexible 
permitting the user to model any system regardless of its complexity. However one of 
the possible disadvantages is the need for programming expertise combined with 
extensive coding and debugging, as illustrated by Law & Kelton [48].
Simulation-oriented languages form the oldest set of tools dedicated to assist the 
development of computer simulated models. Simulation languages have been around 
since the 60’s. The first languages have changed in many ways over the years, and in
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some cases were fully integrated with modeling and simulation development 
environments. Among these first languages to emerge were Geoffrey Gordon’s GPSS 
and Simscript. GPSS has two general-purpose commercial versions, Wolverine’s 
GPSS/H [49] and Minuteman’s GPSS/PC [50], Both of them offer MS Windows based 
integrated development environments (IDEs). Like GPSS, Simscript II.5 [51] is a 
general purpose discrete simulation language with graphic capabilities. It was created by 
Rand Corp. and is currently developed by CACI. It is available on UNIX systems, MS 
Windows, and IBM OS/2.
2.4.2.2 Simulation Software Packages
Simulation software packages allow users to model and analyse manufacturing and 
material handling systems. Their advantage is that they require less programming effort 
than simulator languages. But they have less modelling flexibility. Also, a simulator’s 
standard features limit their modelling capabilities to specific systems. Examples of 
Simulators are WITNESS, ProModel, Flexsim ED, Arena and Extend.
The reminder of this section provides a review of several widely used manufacturing 
simulation packages.
2.4.2.2.1 WITNESS
WITNESS is a Windows application from the Lanner Group. The WITNESS simulation 
package was developed specifically to model material flow in manufacturing systems. It 
is a hybrid of a simulator and a general simulation language. The interface provides the 
user with a set of menu options, which are used to develop a generic model of a 
manufacturing system. The key features of the WITNESS approach are [52]:
■ Powerful building block design.
■ Powerful range of logic and control options.
■ Comprehensive statistical input and reports.
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■ Openness: Can be linked to other software such as CAD, BPR and Spreadsheets 
easily.
■ Optional fully integrated 3D views.
■ Optional fully integrated Model Optimisation.
The WITNESS simulation package is an ‘OLE Automation Server’. Therefore, it can be 
controlled by an ‘OLE Automation controller’ mechanism, such as Visual Basic. 
Through this mechanism it is possible to control, edit or construct an entire model.
Once the standard model is created within Witness, a “fast build” facility allows the user 
to automatically view the model in a virtual world using standard images from the 
WITNESS VR library. Alternatively, the user can create a more accurate representation 
of his environment e.g. show the details of a piece of equipment specific to a company’s 
requirement.
2.4.2.2.2 ARENA
ARENA [53] is a simulator produced by System Modelling Corporation. Arena is based 
on the simulation language SIMAN, and is a user interface to develop SIMAN code. The 
basic building block of the SIMAN language is Blocks and Elements. Blocks and 
Elements templates contain all the flexibility of the SIMAN language. Simulation 
models are developed by placing blocks in the model window and providing data for 
these blocks and also identifying flows of entities through blocks. It combines the 
modelling power and flexibility of the SIMAN simulation language, with the benefits of 
a windows application environment resulting in ease of use.
Arena offers Application Solution templates. Templates are groups of modules that have 
been designed to capture the entities, processes and modelling construct of specific 
applications. The use of templates allows the user to build up a library of commonly 
used modules. Application Solution templates are being developed in different fields 
such as: Business Process Reengineering, call centres and high-speed manufacturing.
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Arena operates on both the Microsoft Windows XP and the Windows NT operating 
systems. It is fully compatible with other Windows software including the Microsoft 
Office Suite. This provides the user with the ability to integrate the data collected from 
other sources such as EXCEL and ACCESS into the simulation model through the use 
of ActiveX. It also integrates well with Visual Basics. Arena has a tool that provides the 
user with the ability to create and view 3D animations of Arena models. The user can 
use Arena 3DPlayer to create a realistic 3D animation layout to produce a simulation 
history for a particular simulation run. In addition the animation of Arena simulation 
objects, the user will be able to enhance the layout of a system with a variety of static 
images to add to the realism of the animation setting.
2.4.2.23 ProModel
ProModel [54] is a simulation package produced by ProModel Corporation. This 
simulation package has programming capabilities similar to WITNESS. ProModel uses 
Script as its simulation programming language. This simulation package integrates with 
other applications through OLE, providing flexibility to customise an interface either on 
the front or back end of ProModel. One can create an interface by using Visual Basic for 
Applications, or C/C++. Moreover, ProModel includes the Run Time Interface (RTI) 
and SimRunner packages, which are used for the design of experiments and optimisation 
of the software respectively.
2.4.2.2.4 SIMUL8
This Simulation Package has been developed by SIMUL8 Coiporation [55]. Some of the 
features of this simulation package are as follows:
■ The current version of SIMUL8 has implemented an internal language called 
“visual logic”. This language enables the user to express: 
o More sophisticated product routings, 
o Conditional work sequencing.
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o Resource management control, 
o Conveyor.
o Transport operating rules.
■ SIMUL8 integrates with Microsoft products and interfaces directly to Excel and 
Visual Basic.
■ SIMUL8 is used to simulate various applications including production processes, 
assembly operations, high volume transaction processes, distribution systems and 
business process re-engineering applications.
■ Once the model is built in the 2D environment, SIMUL8 provides the user with a 
tool to view the model in a 3D presentation automatically. The user can use images 
from the SIMUL8’s 3D library or 3D images imported from other graphic software.
2.4.2.2.5 EXTEND
EXTEND [56] is a dynamic, iconic simulation environment developed by Imagine That, 
Inc. Extend permits simulation of discrete event, continuous, and combined discrete 
event/continuous processes and systems. It provides the modeller with a library and 
built-in tools to extend the library. Furthermore, it allows the user to construct 
components and build customised user interfaces. It is based on the C programming 
language and allows the modeller to add customised functionalities to the package. 
Extend also supports integration with Microsoft products.
Models are built by dragging and dropping blocks onto the model worksheet. The 
necessary input data for blocks can be entered either directly into the block dialogue or 
obtained from files. Animation is automatically a part of every Extend model. A default 
animation is displayed when “Show Animation” is turned on. Animation features can be 
added to a model in the form of different animation pictures that represent different 
types of items, displaying values, levels, colour changes, or even sounds in response to
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simulation events. In addition, custom animation can be added to display pictures and 
text, level indicators, and pixel maps [57].
2.4.2.2.6 Flexsim
Flexsim Software Products [58] has been in the simulation software and consulting 
business since 1993. Taking ten years of experience with simulation and using the latest 
advances in software technology. Flexsim is the only Object-Oriented simulation 
product in the world to incorporate a C++ IDE and compiler into a graphical modeling 
environment. C++ can be used directly in defining model logic and compiled right in the 
Flexsim application. Flexsim is a software modelling application that can be used to 
simulate and visualise any business process whether the process is manufacturing, 
logistics or administration. With Flexsim, all the simulation models are built and run 
natively in 3D to present the activities of the simulated process.
2.4.2.3 Limitations o f the Current Available Simulation Packages
The previous section reviewed the most popular simulation packages available on the 
market today that can be used to model and analyse manufacturing systems. While these 
packages have been proven to be powerful tools, several shortcomes have been 
identified based on the literature review conducted:
■ Expensive in time and money.
■ Require high levels of expertise in fields such as: probability, statistics, design of 
experiments, modelling and computer programming.
■ Require skills to use and maintain simulation models.
■ Do not allow real time interactions with the models in real time.
■ Do not support Virtual Reality devices (e.g. HMD).
■ Virtual environments created using these packages are 3D images of the resources 
and not virtual objects.
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To highlight some of the above points further, Shannon [59] suggests that to use 
simulation correctly and intelligently requires 720 hours of instructions and 1,440 hours 
of application experience to gain the basic tools. These difficulties have resulted in a 
slow up-take of simulation by industries in general, and especially for small and medium 
sized enterprises.
2.4.2.4 Critical Evaluation o f Simulation Application in Manufacturing
Simulation modelling is a highly flexible technique. It is used to address a number of 
engineering problems, at the design, planning, and operation levels. In these areas, it 
provides information necessary for decision-making. Some of its benefits are listed 
below [60]:
■ Obtain a better understanding of the system by developing a model of the system of 
interest and observing the system’s operation in detail over long periods of time.
■ Experiment with hypotheses for the feasibility of the system.
■ Reduce time to investigate a long event, and extend time to observe a complex 
system in detail.
■ Test the effects of changes of system inputs without disturbing the real operation.
■ Identify and solve problems of certain phenomena.
Law and Kelton [61] and Banks et al. [62] discuss numerous benefits for simulation, 
perhaps the most important of which is that after the model is validated and verified, 
proposed changes can be investigated in the simulation model rather than in the real 
system. Despite the benefits mentioned above, simulation also has some disadvantages 
that should be kept in mind, which include [31]:
■ Model building requires special training.
■ Simulation results may be difficult to interpret.
■ Simulation modeling and analysis can be time consuming and expensive.
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2.4.2.5 Future o f Simulation in Manufacturing
Ultimately manufacturing simulation will have a major impact on the way products are 
manufactured. Due to the high costs of acquisition, integration, maintenance, limited 
interoperability, functionality, and performance - simulation technology is not for 
everyone yet. The following areas need to be improved to encourage and enhance the 
use of simulation in manufacturing applications [31]:
■ Ease-of-Use.
■ Reusability.
■ Scalability.
■ Interoperability.
■ Productivity.
■ Promotion/Support of Collaborative Modeling.
■ Supporting Component-Based Modeling.
■ Integrating Simulation Software with.
o Database Tools.
o Supply Chain Software.
o Browsers and other very widely used tools.
2.5 VIRTUAL REALITY
Virtual Reality (VR) is not a new concept. The origins of VR can be traced as far back 
as at least “The Ultimate Display” [63], a seminal paper published by Ivan Sutherland in 
1965 introduced the key concepts of immersion in a simulated world, and of complete 
sensory input and output. The following challenge was set: “The screen is a window 
through which one sees a virtual world. The challenge is to make that world look real, 
act real, sound real, and feel real [63].”
Virtual Reality allows a user to step through the computer screen into a 3-Dimensional 
(3D) world. The user can look at, move around, and interact with these worlds as if they
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were real. The primary concept behind VR is that of illusion. It focuses on the 
manifestation of the fantasy world of the mind in computer graphics. High technology is 
used to convince users that they are in another reality, experiencing some event that 
doesn’t physically exist in the world in front of them. It is also a new media for 
information and knowledge acquisition, and representing concepts of ideas in ways not 
previously possible [64]. Virtual reality has been explored for several years. One of its 
initial pioneers was Jaron Lanier who developed many of its basic concepts [65], Due to 
the decreasing cost and increasing power of computers, virtual reality is being 
implemented by many industries such as aviation [66], medicine [67] and manufacturing 
[68] to address key areas like training, design, and testing.
Visualisation has become a critical component of simulation technology in 
manufacturing applications. It provides the simulation practitioners with an environment 
to discuss and get a better understanding of the simulation model’s behavior. Graphical 
presentation and animation can be a significant tool to communicate the outcome of 
simulation models for the non-technical audience. Therefore, a Virtual Reality could be 
a very significant tool to support simulation activities in design, planning, validation and 
verification and to achieve credibility for simulation models in manufacturing 
applications.
2.5.1 Components of Virtual Reality
A VR system consists of two main components [69]:
■ Hardware.
■ Software.
Both of these components play an important role in the successful implementation of a 
VR set-up and in the degree of realism achieved. A brief description of these two 
components is presented in the following subsections:
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2.5.1.1 Hardware
The hardware in a VR system consists of three main components, which are: Main 
Processor, Input Devices, and Output Devices. The main processor is also called the 
Reality Engine because it produces the sensations of reality. The user can interact with a 
virtual world created by the computer using various types of input devices such as 
gloves (for gestures), voice commands and traditional keyboard input. The virtual world 
in turn responds to the users actions by using appropriate output devices such as, visual 
display, sound response, and tactile feedback system. The following diagram describes 
the three sub-components of the hardware that comprise the VR system (Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Main Components of a VR Hardware System
■ Input devices
The principal objective of a Virtual Environment (VE) is to allow a more realistic 
interaction with a graphical image. Input devices, therefore, play an important role in 
allowing the user to interact with the virtual world. Traditional 2D devices like the 
mouse can still be used (for picking type operations) in a Virtual Environment (VE).
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However it is the new generation of 3D devices, which provide the real tools to reach 
out into the 3D virtual world. Input devices that can be used in a virtual environment can 
be divided into the following categories.
o Position Trackers: These devices are used in tracking position and orientation. 
Figure 2.4 shows the tracking of the user’s head position, and updating the 
virtual world scene based on this position and orientation criteria. Another use 
of the tracker is to track the user’s hand position in space so that interaction 
with objects in the 3D world is possible. Tracking sensors based on 
mechanical, ultrasonic, magnetic and optical systems are available.
o Digitizers: These devices have been adapted from the mouse/trackball 
technology to provide a more advanced form of data input. Included in this 
category is the six Degrees Of Freedom (6 DOF) mouse and force ball. The 6 
DOF mouse functions like a normal mouse on the desktop with additional 
freedom. Force ball uses mechanical strain developed due to the forces and 
torque the user applies in each of the possible three directions.
o Gloves: These consists of a wire cloth glove that is worn over the hand like a 
normal glove (see Figure 2.4). Fiber-optical, electrical or resistive sensors are 
used to measure the position of the joints of the fingers. The user can, 
therefore, use gestures to communicate with the VE. The Glove is typically 
used along with a tracking device that measures the position and orientation of 
the glove in 3D space.
o Biocontrollers: This process controls indirect activity such as, muscle 
movements and electrical signals produced as a consequence of muscle 
movement. As an example, a dermal electrode placed near the eye to detect 
muscle activity could be used to navigate through the virtual worlds by simple 
eye movements.
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o Voice Input: Voice input provides a more convenient way for the user to 
interact with the VE by freeing his/her bodily actions in the VE. Such a facility 
is very useful in a VR environment because it does not require any additional 
hardware such as the gloves or biocontrollers to be physically attached to the 
user (see Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: The Integration of the Various Elements of Generic VR System [70]
■ Reality engine
This is the main processor that performs the task of creating the virtual environment and 
handling the interactions with the user. The engine works as an interface between the 
input devices and the output devices. It provides the computing power to run various
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aspects of a virtual world simulation. The first task of the reality engine is usually the 
display of the virtual world (may be in Stereo mode) and it utilises a majority of the 
CPU time. This display processor is often the bottleneck in the performance of a VR 
system. Also the degree of realism achieved depends on the speed with which images 
are updated when the user interacts with the virtual world. A measure of the speed of a 
reality engine is the number of shaded polygons it can render per second. The second 
task of the reality engine is to interface with different input and output devices and to 
provide feedback to the user while minimizing lag-time as mush as possible. Depending 
on the architecture of the VR system this secondary task can be delegated to other 
processors thereby allowing the main processor to handle the visual rendering alone.
■ Output devices
Output devices are used to provide the user feedback about his/her actions in the VE. 
The way in which the user can perceive the virtual world is limited to the five primary 
senses, sight, sound, touch, smell and taste. Only the first three have been incorporated 
in commercial output devices.
o Visual: Two types of devices are available for visual feedback. The first is the 
head mounted display. This uses two Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screens to 
show independent views (one for each eye). The human brain puts these two 
images together to create 3D view of the virtual world. The second and much 
cheaper way is to use a stereo image display monitor and LCD shutter glasses. 
In this system two images (as seen by each eye) of the virtual scene are shown 
alternately at a very high rate on the monitor. An infrared transmitter 
co-ordinates this display rate to the frequency with which each of the glasses is 
blacked out. The user perceives 3D images.
o Sound: After sight, sound is the next most important sensory channel for 
virtual experiences. It has the advantage of being a channel of communication 
that can be processed in parallel with visual information. The most apparent
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use is to provide auditory feedback to the user about his actions in the virtual 
world. However, 3D sound, in which the different sounds would appear to 
come from separate locations, can be used to provide a more realistic VR 
experience.
o Haptic: This type of feedback could either be touch or force. For the sense of 
touch feedback, various systems including using electrical signals (on the 
finger strips) are being currently used to simulate different type of textures. 
Another approach is to provide resistance as the user tries to manipulate 
objects in the virtual world.
2.5.1.2 Software
Most VR software systems consist of a simulation manager and a virtual database [69]. 
The simulation manager executes the main event loop of the VR program and maintains 
the virtual world database (see Figure 2.5). The main event loop consists of a cyclic 
process that the input devices queried, the user actions are processed and finally some 
feedback is provided to the user using the output devices.
In addition the simulation manager maintains the current state of the virtual world in a 
virtual world database. This database contains information about all the objects in the 
virtual world and their attributes. Examples of attributes include color, texture and 
physical properties of the objects in the virtual world and their attributes.
The state of the virtual world can be modified as a result of the user issuing a command 
or interacting with the objects in the virtual environment in some manner. The event 
loops consist of:
■ Input processor.
■ Application software.
■ Output processor.
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■ Input Processor
The input processor is the software that obtains data from the devices used in the VR 
system. It provides the simulation manager with the current position and orientation of 
all input devices with a minimal lag time. The simulation manager can then act upon this 
information and pass it to the application software so that appropriate action can be 
taken.
t
Application
Software
Output
Processor
Figure 2.5: VR system software
■ Application Software
This is the software that runs within the VE to perform a particular task. For example, in 
a virtual CAD system, the solid modeller will continuously check the geometry being 
created by the user for interactions. There are a number of Virtual Reality packages 
available on the market today as well be discussed in the coming sections.
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■ Output Processor
The output processor displays the results of the user’s interaction with the virtual world 
primarily through a visual display. Depending on the other hardware available on the 
system, other feedback mechanisms like sound and force feedback can also be used.
2.5.2 Types of VR Systems
Although it is difficult to categorise all VR systems, most configurations fall into three 
main categories [71] and each category can be ranked by the sense of immersion, or 
degree of presence it provides. These categories include non-immersive (Desktop) 
systems, semi-immersive projection systems and fully immersive systems as shown in 
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 : Types of VR systems
VR
System
Non-immersive Semi-Immersive Fully-Immersive
Input
Devices
Mice, keyboards, 
joysticks and trackballs.
Joystick, space balls and 
data gloves.
Gloves and voice 
commands.
Output
Devices
Standard high resolution 
monitor
Large screen monitor, 
large screen projector 
system, and multiple 
television projection 
systems
Head Mounted 
Display (HMD), 
CAVE
Resolution High High Low -  Medium
Sense of 
Immersion
Non -  Low Medium -  High High
Interaction Low Medium High
Price Lowest cost VR system Expensive Very expensive
2.5.2.1 Non-immersive VR Systems
Non-immersive systems, as the name suggests, are the least immersive implementation 
of VR techniques. Using the desktop system, the virtual environment is viewed through 
a portal or window by utilizing a standard high-resolution monitor. Interaction with the 
virtual environment can occur by conventional means such as keyboards, mice and
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trackballs or may be enhanced by using 3D interaction devices such as a Space Balls or 
Data Gloves.
2.5.2.2 Semi-Immersive VR Systems
Semi-immersive systems are a relatively new implementation of VR technology and 
borrow considerably from technologies developed in the flight simulation field. A semi- 
immersive system will comprise of a relatively high performance graphics computing 
system. These systems increase the feeling of immersion or presence experienced by the 
user. This may have a considerable benefit in educational applications as it allows 
simultaneous experience of the VE, which is not available with head-mounted 
immersive systems.
2.4.2.3 Fully Immersive VR Systems
Fully Immersive VR is a system in which the user is surrounded by a virtual 
environment. The user can hear, visualise and interact with the artificial environment. In 
order for a person to participate in a fully immersive VR system, a considerable amount 
of hardware is necessary. Immersive VR systems can be defined as: “A computer system 
used to create an artificial world in which the user has the impression of being in that 
world and with the ability to navigate through the world and manipulate objects in it 
[72].” The most direct experience of virtual environments is provided by fully 
immersive VR systems. These systems are probably the most widely known VR 
implementation where the user either wears an HMD or uses some form of head-coupled 
display such as a Binocular Omni-Orientation Monitor (BOOM). [73] CAVEs are the 
most expensive VR systems that can provide the user with a full impression of being 
within the virtual world. The following are descriptions of the HMD and the CAVE 
systems.
■ Head Mounted Displays (HMDs): An HMD uses small monitors placed in front of 
each eye, which can provide stereo, bi-ocular or monocular images. Stereo images are
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provided in a similar way to shutter glasses, in that a slightly different image is 
presented to each eye. The major difference is that the two screens are placed very 
close (50-70mm) to the eye, although the image, which the wearer focuses on, will be 
much further away because of the HMD optical system. Bi-ocular images can be 
provided by displaying identical images on each screen and monocular images by 
using only one display screen.
■ CAVE: A quite different approach to 3D output is the CAVE Automatic Virtual 
environment. The CAVE is a room size, projection-based VR system that projects the 
scene onto three walls and a floor. The graphics are rear projected onto the walls and 
there is an overhead projector pointing into a mirror that reflects the scene onto the 
floor. The projected scene is animated and controlled using an SGI Onyx Infinite 
Reality (IR) workstation. A viewer moving inside the CAVE wears a stereo graphics’ 
crystal eyes liquid crystal shutter glass and a 6-DOF tracking device that calculates the 
new stereoscopic projection each time the user moves inside the CAVE. The 
stereographic system provides liquid crystal viewing lenses mounted in an eyeglass 
frame, whose polarities are switched on command. These commands provide the 
system with infrared signals that are synchronised with the rendering update rate of 
the image generation system. These infrared emitters are mounted at various locations, 
which can be rearranged if needed to ensure that the receiver on the eyeglass frame 
receives the command signals regardless of their location and orientation. The user 
can also use a hand wand to help him interact with the virtual environment.
2.5.3 Virtual Reality Tools
The fact that virtual reality software is intrinsically difficult to design and implement 
emphasizes the importance of user interface tools, such as toolkits, frameworks, 
user interface management systems, or graphical user interface builders [74], Current 
systems supporting virtual reality software construction are subdivided into two 
categories: toolkits and authoring systems. Toolkits are programming libraries that 
provide a set of functions supporting the creation of a virtual reality application.
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Authoring systems are complete programs with graphical interfaces for creating worlds 
without resorting to detailed programming. These usually include some sort of scripting 
language in which to describe complex actions (e.g., VRML, which is becoming a de- 
facto standard for describing virtual worlds). While simpler to use, current authoring 
systems do not offer all the functionalities of toolkits.
A typical VR toolkit provides supports for high-speed rendering (mostly through the use 
of some form of level-of-detail modeling), low-level interfacing with a variety of input 
devices (at the minimum supporting high frequency sensor reading for input and a 
variety of graphics display formats for output). Tools of this kind range from low-cost 
solution (e.g., Rend386, Superscape VRT, OpenGL Optimizer) to high-end professional 
packages (e.g., Division dVS and dVise, Sense8 World Tool Kit WTK). In addition to 
generic support systems, a variety of software tools exist to solve specific problems. 
Examples are domain-specific toolkits for supporting distributed application [75,76], 
libraries for implementing high-speed collision detection [77], and tools for supporting 
physical simulation with haptic feedback [78, 79].
Moreover, software packages have been developed for virtual applications in 
manufacturing (e.g. DELMIA). The DELMIA package [80] provides authoring 
applications that can be used to develop and create virtual manufacturing environment to 
address process planning, cost estimation, factory layout, ergonomics, robotics, 
machining, inspection, factory simulation and production management.
2.5.4 Virtual Reality in Manufacturing
Manufacturing industries are the most important contributors to prosperity in 
industrialised countries. However, it is becoming increasingly difficult to meet 
customers’ demands and to compete. The advances in virtual reality technology in the 
last decade have provided the impetus for applying VR to different engineering 
applications such as product design, modelling, shop floor controls, process simulation, 
manufacturing planning, training, testing and verification. VR holds great potential in
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manufacturing applications to solve problems before being employed in practical 
manufacturing thereby preventing costly mistakes. Virtual reality not only provides an 
environment for visualisation in the three-dimensional environment but also to interact 
with the objects to improve decision making from both qualitative and quantitative 
perspectives [81]. This section discusses the use of virtual reality in manufacturing 
applications, which include design, prototyping, machining, assembly, inspection, 
planning, training and simulation. Virtual Reality applications in manufacturing have 
been classified into three groups; design, operations management, and manufacturing 
processes. A brief description of every group and its relevant subgroups is provided in 
the coming subsections.
2.5.4.1 Design
Virtual Reality may play a very significant role in designing a new product. VR 
technology has been applied into two different applications in design; design and 
prototyping as shown in Table 2.2. The benefits of applying VR in design are shown in 
Table 2.4.
VR provides a virtual environment for the designers in the conceptual design stage of 
designing a new product. Once designers are satisfied with then- design, then the design 
could be detailed to make the necessary modifications. In the product development 
process, prototyping is an essential step. Prototypes represent important features of a 
product, which are to be investigated, evaluated, and improved. Virtual prototyping 
could be used before building the physical prototype to prove design alternatives, to do 
engineering analysis, manufacturing planning, support management decisions, and to get 
feedback on a new product from prospective customers. The virtual environment for 
prototyping should include [82]:
■ Functionality: the virtual prototype should be clearly defined and realistically 
simulated to address product functionality and dynamic behaviour.
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■ Human Interaction: the human functions involved must be realistically simulated, or 
the human must be included in the simulation.
■ Environment: an off-line computer simulation of the functions can be earned out, or a 
combination of computer offline and real time simulation can be carried out.
Table 2.2: Manufacturing Design Applications
Application Definition Example
Product
Design
Virtual design is the use of VR 
technology to provide the 
designer with a virtual 
environment to evaluate the 
design, compare alternate 
designs, effectively interact with 
the product model and conduct 
ergonomic studies using full 
human body tracking.
A virtual workshop for mechanical 
design was developed at 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. The goal of the project 
was to develop a simulated 
workshop for designers to do 
conceptual design work while 
having to take into account 
manufacturing processes. The 
simulated workshop consists of a 
band saw, a drill press, a milling 
machine, a radial arm saw and a 
table saw. [83]
Prototyping Virtual prototyping means the 
process of using virtual 
prototypes instead of or in 
combination with physical 
prototypes, for innovating, 
testing and evaluating specific 
characteristics of a candidate 
design.
University of Illinois, Chicago, and 
Purdue University have designed 
and implemented a prototype of a 
virtual reality based computer aided 
design system. The focus of this 
work is to allow a simplified 
method of designing complex 
mechanical parts through the use of 
virtual reality techniques [84],
2.5.4.2 Operations Management
Operations management has been classified into three categories; planning, simulation 
and training. Table 2.3 shows the applications of VR technology on the operations 
management categories. The benefits of applying VR technology to these categories are 
shown in Table 2.4. Due to the necessity for smarter factory planning; Virtual Reality is 
a useful method to improve understanding of the plans and to support interdisciplinary 
discussions. Figure 2.6 shows a fully immersive VR environment, which has been used 
as a tool for future factory design. This environment has been developed to provide a
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visual, three-dimensional space in which to explore the effects of various product mixes, 
inspection schedules, and worker experience on productivity [85].
Table 2.3: VR Applications in Operations Management
Area VR applications
Planning ■ VR can lead to an optimal planning of a manufacturing system by 
giving a visual environment to all persons involved in the planning 
process to monitor the factors that lead to inadequate planning 
results and delay the start of product.
■ Visual comparison of possible solutions based on human experiences 
and facts lead to a rapid start of production and robust manufacturing 
processes [88].
Simulation ■ VR convinces people who do not believe in the simulation tools or 
understand its capabilities. [89]
■ VR helps to verify the model logic and real-world behaviour of the 
model [90].
■ VR is an important factor in the verification process as it provides a 
visual trace of events as they happen.
■ VR gives an opportunity to people who have not built the model to 
verify it.
* VR supports the simulation tools to understand the results and the 
dynamic behaviour of the model.
■ VR provides virtual environment to the employees, mangers and 
non-technical staff to communicate and understand the statistical 
outcome of a simulation.
Training ■ VR offers the best training by allowing each employee to have a full 
access to the entire facility.
■ The virtual environment of the modelled system allows the 
employees to practice existing and new tasks in safe environment, 
and see how a product takes shape as it moves through the 
manufacturing system, thus providing a more effective training.
Virtual reality-based training is the world’s most advanced method of teaching 
manufacturing skills and processes to employees. Using cutting-edge VR technology, 
training takes place in a realistic, simulated version of the actual facility, complete with 
the actions, sights, and sounds of the plant floor [86]. Some of the commercially 
available manufacturing simulation products provide some form of visualisation for 
depicting model output, (e.g. Witness 2003, Simul8, and Flexsim). Figure 2.7 shows a 
virtual environment created by Witness VR for a factory [87],
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Figure 2.6: Fully Immersive VR Environment for Factory Design [85]
Figure 2.7: Virtual Factory Created by Witness VR [87]
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2.5.4.3 Manufacturing Processes
Manufacturing processes has been classified into three different areas; machining, 
assembly, and inspection. Table 2.4 gives a brief description of the benefits of using VR 
in manufacturing processes.
■ Machining
Virtual machining mainly deals with cutting processes such as turning, milling, drilling, 
and grinding, etc. Figure 2.8 shows an engineer using a Virtual Reality “semi-immersive 
environment” to simulate the use of a hexapod machine tool [91]. Researchers at the 
University of Bath have developed an interactive virtual shop floor containing a three- 
axis numerical control milling machine and a five-axis robot for painting. The user can 
mount a workpiece on the milling machine, choose a tool and perform direct machining 
operations, such as axial movements or predefined sequences. [92]
Figure 2.8: Virtual Machine Tool [91]
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Table 2.4: Benefits of Applying Virtual Reality in Manufacturing Applications
Area Benefits
Design ■ To allow the whole design team to work together in the virtual 
environments.
■ To improve visualisation of the product by allowing the user to 
co-exist in the same environment with the product model.
CD ■ To improved interaction with design in terms of more intuitive
model manipulation and functional experimentation.
Prototyping ■ To reduce significantly the amount of hardware prototypes 
during conception, design, and evaluation of new products.
■ To provide a virtual environment for innovating, testing and 
evaluating of specific characteristics of a candidate design.
Planning ■ To improve the understanding of the plans and to support 
interdisciplinary discussions.
■ To allow the users to interact and change the model during 
runtime.
■ To enable unskilled users to understand and participate in the
O planning process.
CD"I ■ To support the technological as well as the economical
Prt-
o‘300
modelling of diverse production planning scenarios.
Simulation ■ To convince the use the simulation tools.
2 ■ To verify and validate a simulation model.
P3 ■ To enable the user to understand the results.
crq
CD ■ To provide a virtual environment for communication of results.
3 ■ To achieve the credibility for the simulation. [96]
3 Training ■ To create a virtual environment of an entire manufacturing 
process for the benefit of trainees.
■ To provide users with an environment to explore the outcomes 
of their decisions without risks to themselves or equipment.
■ To allow the employees to practice existing and new tasks in 
safe environment.
Machining ■ To evaluate the feasibility of a part design and the selection of 
processing equipment.
* To allow the user to study the factors affecting the quality,
P
3 machining time and costs based on modelling and simulation
l—h 
P Assembly • To reduce design cycle time, re-design efforts, and design
£ prototypes. [93]
3’ ■ To predict the quality of an assembly, product cycle and costs.
■ To address assembly and disassembly verification.
OO Inspection ■ To model and simulate the inspection process, and the physical
CD
C/3
and mechanical properties of the inspection equipment.
CD
00 * To provide an environment for studying the inspection 
methodologies, collision detection, inspection plan, factors 
affecting the accuracy of the inspection process, etc [95].
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■ Assembly
Virtual Assembly (VA) is a key component of virtual manufacturing and is defined as: 
“The use of computer tools to make or “assist with” assembly-related engineering 
decisions through analysis, predictive models, visualisation, and presentation of data 
without realisation of the product or support processes’. In assembly work, Virtual 
Manufacturing (VM) is mainly used to investigate the assembly processes, the 
mechanical and physical characteristics of equipment and tooling, interrelation among 
different parts and factors affecting the quality based on modelling and simulation [93]. 
Virtual Reality can be used for assembly/disassembly operations.
■ Inspection
Virtual Inspection makes use of VM technology to model and simulate the inspection 
process, and the physical and mechanical properties of the inspection equipment. This 
aims at studying the inspection methodologies, collision detection [94], inspection plans, 
factors affecting the accuracy of the inspection process, etc. [95]
2.5.5 Future of Virtual Reality in Manufacturing
Virtual Reality is simply the next stage in the user interface. The communication aspects 
of realistic, three dimensional graphical representations of the simulation model are what 
we would have liked to have at the beginning if we only had the combination of 
hardware power and graphics tools. However, the use of immersion and interaction with 
the simulation world is still in its infancy. In the future, we expect to see a design team, 
immersed entirely in the virtual world, building and testing its manufacturing processes. 
In this world, problems and improvement possibilities will be identified by a mixture of 
observation, analysis and human communication. Solutions will be tried interactively, 
using a mixture of tools including behavioral logic that will be constructed with voice 
input. [96]
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2.6 INTEGRATION OF SIMULATION WITH VR IN  MANUFACTURING
Simulations and Virtual Modelling tools have often been used separately to support 
design and study of manufacturing systems [98]. Dynamic 3D visualisation of 
construction processes modelled using discrete-event simulation can be of significant 
help in the verification, validation, and accreditation of simulation analyses [99]. The 
integration of these technologies is becoming more popular to address manufacturing 
applications due to the interest of the vendors of simulation software packages (e.g. 
Witness, Arena, Flexsim, etc.) to introduce visualization tools incorporated with their 
products.
Since researchers at the University of Maryland first introduced the concept of Virtual 
Manufacturing [100] in 1995, much research has been done and numerous applications 
have been developed in this area. For example, Researchers at the University of Illinois 
at Chicago have applied Virtual Reality techniques to construct a virtual gear factory and 
used it to analyse complex processes in a manufacturing environment [101].
Tools to assist production planning, visualisation and simulation are gradually finding 
acceptance by manufacturing industries. Some auto companies (e.g. BMW, General 
Motors, and Ford) have utilised visualisation and simulation software to verify a factory 
layout design and to plan processes [96,97]. The Boeing Company greatly reduced the 
cost, time, rework and labor hours of the T-45 stabiliser production using some 3D 
simulation tools [104], Many other industrial companies and academic institutes also 
have their own successful experiences of applying the virtual manufacturing technique 
to assembly process design [105], sheet metal forming process scheduling [106], 
electronics assembly system design [107] and training [108].
George Chryssolouris, et. al. [109] has discussed the use of a virtual experimentation 
environment as a planning and training tool for machining processes. This approach 
involves the virtual performance of machining processes within a Virtual Machine Shop 
environment. The features of this environment enable the user to set up a process,
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operate a machine tool, edit and execute an NC part program in an immersive and 
interactive way. Additional functions are provided in order to support process 
verification in terms of geometrical, technical and economic characteristics. A test case 
is carried out in order to demonstrate the simulation functions of the Virtual Machine 
Shop and the capability of the system to deal with machining, planning and training 
problems.
Schaefer, et. al. [110] has developed a software called Mod!Fact. It provides specific 
objects for factory planning and designing to animate and simulate manufacturing 
systems in VR. Anthony P. Waller [87] has developed a simulation model for Ford 
Motor Company integrated with a virtual environment of their company to visualise a 
facility more accurately overcoming obstacles for understanding their activities and 
discussion. Mujber, et. al. [ I l l ]  has presented a new hybrid modelling approach for 
generating a simulation model and virtual environment from a process plan of an 
existing manufacturing system. The proposed approach integrates simulation and virtual 
reality in order to render a dynamic shop floor model automatically using the basic 
process configurations. This is accomplished using an input database. The model 
interface is user-friendly so that the new users of simulation and administration can use 
the model easily once the input database requirement is fulfilled. Moreover, the model 
allows the user to trace the performance criteria of any process on the shop floor level at 
any instant as well as to experiment any production scenario. The virtual environment is 
used to verify through visualisation the simulation model and also to provide a better 
understanding of the activities of the shop floor.
Vineet R. Kamat and Julio C. Martinez [112] have presented VITASCOPE. a general- 
purpose, user-extensible 3D animation system for visualising simulated processes in 
smooth, continuous, 3D virtual worlds. It is not tied to any particular simulation 
language or application nor does it depend on any specific CAD modeling tool. 
VITASCOPE's open and loosely coupled architecture makes it possible to be used in 
animating processes modeled in any general or special-purpose simulation tool capable 
of writing formatted text output during a simulation run. It provides an API to the
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visualisation engine that others can use to seamlessly extend the animation language. 
These unmatched features make VTTASCOPE a perfect tool for animating processes in 
any domain during all phases (verification, validation, and communication) of a 
simulation study.
2.7 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has discussed the three technologies (Simulation, Process Modelling, and 
Virtual Reality) that are used nowadays to study manufacturing system. A review of the 
literature of using these technologies in manufacturing application has been presented in 
this chapter. The outcome of the review is that these technologies are proven to be 
successful tools to address manufacturing systems design, planning and control. The 
literature review failed to identify a documented attempt to integrate the above 
mentioned tools for design and analysis of manufacturing systems. The limitations of the 
commercially available simulation packages in terms of their VR capabilities include:
■ Requirement for modelling and programming skills.
■ Absence of User-Friendly PMT.
■ Absence of real time interaction capabilities.
■ Lack of support for VR devices (e.g. Head Mounted Display).
Based on what has been reviewed, a new approach has been suggested to design and 
implement a software that integrates process modelling, simulation and virtual reality to 
allow non-expert personnel to design and analyse manufacturing systems and address 
their behaviours. Also, the new approach aims to overcome some of the limitations of 
commercial simulation packages.
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C H A P T E R  3
INTEGRATION OF SIMULATION WITH VR 
(PILOT MODEL)
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Simulation modelling and Virtual Reality (VR) have been widely used as successful 
tools to address manufacturing systems activities such as product design and 
modelling, process planning, new product testing, shop floor controls, training, 
maintenance and inspection. Based on the literature review that has been conducted 
and presented in Chapter two, there are a number of simulation software packages 
available on the market that can be used to design and model manufacturing systems. 
These simulation packages have some limitations, e.g. the 3D models that can be 
created or generated using these packages do not allow real time interaction within 
the virtual model. Moreover, the virtual models do not support Virtual Reality 
devices, e.g. Head Mounted Display or Gloves. To overcome these limitations, a new 
method is introduced by the author to integrate a simulation model developed using a 
commercial simulation package called Witness with virtual model designed and 
created using a commercial VR package named Superscape VRT.
The main aim of this chapter is to show the complexity involved in developing 
simulation models and virtual models of manufacturing systems by presenting a new 
approach of development and integration of a simulation model with a virtual model 
of a new factory which is looking to supply materials to the construction industry. 
The interest of this factory is to design, manufacture, and install hollowcore 
prestressed concrete slabs, which can be used to provide versatile and economic 
design solutions for a variety of applications - from buildings or parking ramps to 
other impressive and demanding structures. The factory is using Spancrete
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technology, a complete production and material handling system, which results in 
more efficient manufacturing and a high quality hollowcore unit.
The chapter is divided into three main sections: the first section describes the 
development phases of the simulation model. The second section presents the steps 
that have been taken to design and implement the virtual model of the factory. The 
last section introduces a new method of integrating simulation model with the virtual 
model of the factory.
3.2 DEVELOPING THE SIMULATION MODEL OF THE FACTORY
Manufacturing systems, processes and data are growing ever more complex. Product 
design, manufacturing engineering and production management decisions often 
involve the consideration of many interdependent variables, probably too many for 
the human mind to cope with at one time. These decisions often have a long-term 
impact on the success or failure of the manufacturing organisation. It is extremely 
risky to make these major decisions based on “gut instinct” alone. Simulation 
provides a capability to rapidly conduct experiments to predict and evaluate the 
results of alternative manufacturing decisions. It has often been said that you do not 
really understand your industrial processes and systems until you try to simulate 
them [113]. Figure 3.1 shows the steps that have been followed to develop the 
simulation model of the factory. Similar figures and their interpretations can be 
found in other sources, such as Pegden et al. [114], Law and Kelton [115], Banks et 
al. [116]. The simulation modelling process of the factory has been achieved in five 
phases, which include: project definition phase, model building phase, model testing 
phase, experimental design phase, and completion phase. Description of these phases 
is provided in the reminder of this section.
3.2.1 Project Definition
Developing a simulation model that represents the characteristics of reality for a 
manufacturing system is a very difficult task to achieve, it is time consuming, and 
expensive. Therefore, it is very important to first define a problem, formulate an
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objective and then build a model that is 100% designed to solve the problem. The 
definition phase is divided into three stages (setting the objectives, determining the 
level of details and data collection).
Project Definition 
(Phase 1)
Model Building 
(Phase 2)
Model Testing 
(Phase 3)
Experimental Design 
(Phase 4)
Completion 
(Phase 5)
Figure 3.1: The Simulation Modelling Process of the Factory
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3.2.1.1 Setting the Objectives
The first step of developing the simulation model of the factory was setting the 
objectives for developing the simulation model. These objectives have been set based 
on meetings and discussions with the mangers o f the factory. The main objective for 
the simulation model is to answer the following questions:
■ W hat is the output capacity of each line (3 beds) in terms of m 2/day?
  a
■ W hat is the current dem and on the 3 beds in terms of m or tonnes/day?
■ How many labourers are required?
■ How many AGVs are required?
■ What is the plant throughput?
■ W hat is the operators’ utilisation?
■ W hat is the utilisation of the machines?
■ W hat is the best schedule that increases the throughput and reduces the cost?
3.2.1.2 Determining the Level o f  Details
The level o f detail is determ ined once the objectives of the simulation model have 
been set. M ore consideration has been taken to determining the level of detail that 
should be included within the model as having more detail than required to meet the 
objectives will lead to increasing the time and cost of developing the simulation 
model.
3.2.1.3 Data Collection
Data collection is one of the most im portant steps in developing the simulation model. 
A model is able to represent the real system only if data is good enough. In general, 
data collection depends on the nature, objectives and the scope of the study. It also 
relies on availability of financial resources, tim e and manpower. D ata collection is a 
crucial component of building a quality sim ulation model. Therefore, efforts have 
been exerted to accurately compile the required data to develop the simulation model 
of the factory as the simulation model means nothing if the collected data is incorrect.
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The data for this model was collected by consulting w ith system experts who have 
practical experience in this respect. Before the data of the factory was collected, an
AutoCAD draw ing1 of the factory was provided by the designer of the factory to
assist in understanding and constructing the layout of the model of the factory.
Six M icrosoft Excel data sheets (see Figure 3.2, through 3.7) have been created 
based on the objectives o f the model to collect the data o f the factory. The obtained 
information was used to construct and develop the simulation model. The sheets 
include the factory layout data sheet, Spancrete data sheet, two material handlings 
data sheet, labour data sheet and colour codes data sheet. A  list of questions was 
prepared to be answered by the system experts, for later use to fill the Excel sheets. 
Here are some of the questions that were used to collect some data about the factory:
■ How fast does a forklift travel km /hr (full and empty)?
■ How long does it take for a batcher to fill the forklift?
■ W hat is the capacity of the Spancrete m achine in m 3 to hold concrete?
■ How long does it take to install strand on a bed?
■ How long does it take to stress strand on a bed?
■ How long does it take after concrete pour before slab is ready to be cut?
■ W hat is the concrete batcher output/minute (m /tonne)?
The factory layout data sheet (see Figure 3.2) with the AutoCAD drawing of the 
factory was used to design the layout of the factory. The data that was required to 
complete the factory layout data sheet included:
■ Distance of the three doors from the concrete batching plant that feeds the 
forklift with concrete.
■ Distance from the store to different location points in the factory in meters.
■ Length of each bed in meters.
1 The AutoCAD drawing could not be provided in this thesis due to the confidentiality of the
developed model which represents the planning phase for a real factory.
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Figure 3.2: Factory Layout Data Sheet
As shown in Figure 3.3, the data that was required by the Spancrete data sheet 
includes the following:
■ Speed of the Spancrete machine while extruding the concrete in m/min.
■ Concrete extrusion rate from  the Spancrete machine in m 3/m.
■ Length o f part of each product in meters.
■ Production ratio of each product against the others.
■ Number of labourers required to drive and handle the Spancrete machine while 
extruding the concrete.
■ Speed of the Spancrete machine while returning to the initial location and how 
many labourers are required to drive the machine.
■ Concrete capacity of the Spancrete m achine in m3.
■ W orking hours of the Spancrete machine.
■ Time required for cleaning the beds after the concrete is removed.
■ Time required for cleaning the Spancrete machine after pouring the three beds, 
and how many labourers are required for this job.
There are some other machines in the factory that do different processes, namely: 
stranding machine, saw machine, crane machine, forklift and tractor. The stranding 
machine is used to strand the cables on the beds; the saw machine is used to cut the 
concrete into slabs as finished products; the crane machine is used to remove the 
slabs from the beds; the forklift is used to feed the Spancrete machine with the 
required concrete; and the tractor is used to carry the slabs to the store.
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Figure 3.3: Spanerete Data Sheet
Two Excel data sheets named “Material handlingl” and “Material handling2” were 
created to collect information regarding the above mentioned machines. The Material 
handlingl data sheet (Figure 3.4) was used to collect data regarding the saw machine, 
crane machine, stranding and tensioning machine. The following data was collected 
for these machines:
■ Time required for cutting the dried concrete.
■ Speed of the saw machine on the bed.
■ Number of labourers required to operate the saw.
■ W orking hours of the saw machine.
■ Time required for rem oving the cut parts by the crane.
■ Number of labourers required to operate the crane.
■ Speed of the crane m achine on the bed.
■ W orking hours of the crane machine.
■ Time required for stranding the cables on the bed.
■ Speed of the Stranding machine on the bed.
■ Number of labourers required to operate the Stranding machine.
■ Time required for tensioning the cables on the bed.
■ Number of labourers required for tensioning the cables.
■ W orking hours of the stranding and tensioning machine.
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Figure 3.4: Material Handling 1 Data Sheet
The Material handling2 data sheet (see Figure 3.5) is associated with the data of the 
forklift and the tractor. The following data sought in this sheet:
■ Speed of the forklift with load of concrete in km/hr.
■ Speed of the Spanerete forklift without load of concrete in km/hr.
>3
■ Concrete capacity of the Spanerete forklift in m .
■ Number of labourers required to operate the forklift,
■ Working hours of the forklift.
■ Time to fill a bucket and load it to the forklift.
■ Time to unload the bucket from the forklift.
■ Speed of the tractor loaded with slabs in km/hr.
■ Speed of the tractor unloaded in km/hr.
■ Capacity of the tractor in pieces.
■ Number of labourers required to operate the tractor.
■ Working hours of the tractor.
■ Time to hook up a trailer in the factory.
■ Time to unhook trailer in the store.
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Figure 3.5: Material Handling2 Data Sheet
Figure 3.6 shows the Excel data sheet of the labourers with the following required 
data:
• Names of the labourers.
■ Working hours of each labourer, including start time, finish time, and break 
times (e.g. lunch, coffee break).
■ Labourers’ skills were required to identify types of activities each labourer could 
handle.
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Figure 3.6: Labourers Data Sheet
The last data sheet is the colours data sheet (see Figure 3.7). This sheet was used to 
help the user distinguish the activities within the simulation model while the model is 
running. Each colour represents a different process, e.g. the white colour indicates 
when the Spancrete machine pours the concrete on the bed.
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Figure 3.7: Colours Code Data Sheet
3.2.2 Model Building
This is the most complex phase in developing simulation models as it requires 
extensive knowledge of modelling techniques and programming skills. The Witness 
package from the Lanner Group was chosen as the simulation tool to develop the 
simulation model of the factory.
Witness package is a MS Windows application software from the Lanner Group. The 
Witness simulation package was developed specifically to model material flow in 
manufacturing systems. It is a hybrid of a simulator and a general simulation 
language. The interface of this package provides the user with a set of menu options, 
which are used to develop a generic model of a manufacturing system.
Figure 3.8 shows a snapshot of the Graphic User Interface (GUI) of Witness software. 
Building the simulation model of the factory has been accomplished in two stages 
using the designer element of Witness: “structure the model” and “coding”.
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Figure 3.8: Snapshot of GUI of Witness Software
3.2.2.1 Structure o f  the Model
Developing the structure of the model in Witness involves two steps: “define”, and 
“display”.
■ Defining the simulation elements o f the factory:
In the “define” phase, all the elements of the simulation model of the factory are 
defined. These elements include machines which represent the batching machine, 
stranding machine, tensioning machine, Spancrete machine, saw machine, forklift, 
and tractor. Some of these machines were duplicated to be associated with each bed. 
Figure 3.9 shows the flowchart of the processes that were carried out on each bed of 
the factory.
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As shown in the factory processes flowchart, the first process that needs to be done is 
to strand cables on the beds, then these cables need to be tensioned. Once the cables 
are tensioned, the Spancrete machine starts moving and pouring the concrete on the 
bed. The concrete is fed to the Spancrete machine continuously by the forklift based 
on how much concrete is left within the batcher of the Spancrete machine. When the 
Spancrete machine reaches the end of the bed, and the concrete is poured on all the
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bed, a special material is used to cover the bed to speed the process of drying the 
concrete on the bed. Before the saw machine starts cutting the concrete into pieces, 
the special material needs to be removed. The crane is used to remove the cut pieces 
from the bed. Once the parts are removed, the labourers start cleaning the beds and at 
the same time the tractor is used to carry the slabs to the store. The activities that are 
presented in the flowchart are repeated in the other two beds with a different 
sequence of the processes based on the schedule of running the factory.
■ Display the simulation elements o f  the factory.
The first phase of displaying the simulation elements of the factory was done to 
construct the layout of the factory based on the AutoCAD drawing and the factory 
layout data sheet (see Figure 3.2). The Screen Editor of Witness as shown in Figure 
3.10 was used to draw the layout of the factory.
Figure 3.10: Screen Editor of Witness
The elements of the factory were represented by icons and drawings in order to build 
up a pictorial representation of the factory, while some other elements were hidden to 
be used for calculations only. Three conveyor objects were used to display the three 
beds, while the screen editor of Witness was used to draw the beds. Part objects with 
different colours were used to display the different activities within the beds based on 
the colour codes data sheet. Some of the activities included stranding and tensioning 
the cables and pouring the concrete. Hidden machine objects were used to pull parts 
from the conveyors to represent the cutting and the removing processes. An icon of a 
tractor was used to display the tractor travelling on a track, which has been displayed 
using paths to link the location of cut pieces that have been removed from the bed to 
the store. The forklift was displayed using a part object with an icon of forklift; a
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number of conveyors displayed as connected lines are used to display the forklift 
travelling around the factory. Conveyor and part objects were used instead of a 
vehicle and a track to represent the forklift because the track in Witness has only a 
loading point and unloading point that can not be used to accomplish the function of 
the forklift in the simulation model. The forklift was used to feed the Spancrete 
machine with concrete at different locations. Figure 3.11 shows a snapshot of the 
simulation model of the factory.
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Figure 3.11: Snapshot of the Simulation Model
3.2.2.2 Coding
This phase was achieved in two stages. In the first stage, all the elements of the 
simulation model of the factory were detailed based on the collected data using the 
element’s detail dialog of Witness. The factory layout sheet was used to detail the 
beds that have been represented within the model as conveyors. Figure 3.12 shows 
the detail dialog of the conveyor object which was used to detail Bedl. Conveyors 
were also used to give the tractor and the forklift paths to travel around the factory.
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Figure 3.12: Detailing Bedl
As shown in the Figure 3.12, the value 100 was given to the attribute “Length in 
Parts This was done to specify the length of bed in meters as each part within the 
conveyor represents 1 meter. A variable called “vSpeed_SpancreteMachinel ” was 
created and assigned to the Index Time to hold the value of the speed of pouring the 
concrete. This value matches the speed of the Spancrete machine while it is moving 
along the bed to simulate the process of pouring the concrete. The “Actions on Join ” 
and “Actions on Front" buttons were used to define all the actions and the logic 
associated with the Bedl, which was represented by this conveyor.
The Spancrete machine was detailed using the Spancrete Excel data sheet. The 
Spancrete machine and other machines of the factory were detailed using the 
machine detail dialog as shown in Figure 3.13. The same variable that has been used 
to define the Index Time of moving the parts in Bedl was applied to the cycle time 
of the machine objects to represent their speed. The value of this variable changes 
based on whether the Spancrete machine is pouring the concrete or moving back to 
its initial location. Input and Output rules have been assigned within the editors that 
can be accessed by clicking on the buttons labelled “From” and “To”. The number 
of labourers needed to handle the Spancrete machine was assigned by clicking on the 
button labelled “Labour Rule”. The input actions editor, output actions editor, stalls 
actions editor and finish actions editor can be accessed by clicking on the following 
buttons “Actions on Input”, “Actions on Output”, “Actions on Start”, and “Actions
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on Finish” buttons respectively. These editors are used to command the Spanerete 
machine and other machines to perform different activities within the factory.
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Figure 3.13: Detailing the Spancrete Machine
The data within the material handling 1 data sheet and material handling2 data sheet 
were used to detail the saw machine, crane machine, stranding machine, tensioning 
machine, forklift, tractor and the processes associated with them; e.g. the speed of the 
forklift with load and without load, number of labourers needed to drive and handle 
each machine and some other attributes. Once all the elements of the factory were 
detailed, the logic of the model was implemented using Witness command language 
(WCL) by writing different algorithms within the element’s detail dialog box using 
the actions editors. The logic of the model was applied based on discussions with the 
system experts who were familiar with the logic of a running factory. Some of the 
logic that was employed in running the factory includes:
Once tensioning the cables takes place, all other processes should be stopped 
and the labourers should leave the shop floor until the tensioning process is over. 
Once the beds are poured, time should be allowed for drying the concrete before 
cutting the beds.
The machines can not pass each other.
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■ The forklift feeds the Spancrete machine when the capacity of the Spancrete 
machine is less than 2m of concrete.
Modelling the logic of running the factory has been achieved by creating a number of 
dummy machines, dummy parts, and variables to represent all the elements of the 
factory. Programme codes were written using WCL within the actions on the input of 
the machines that pull parts every second to monitor the activities of the factory. The 
values of the variables were used to feedback data to the elements of the factory to 
do the right actions based on the assumption that has been made by the code 
functions.
3.2.3 Model Testing
Model testing is very important to ensure that the developed model is working 
properly and doing the right job. The model was tested first by verifying the logic 
and the behaviour of the model, then validating the model. Verification and 
validation of the model of the factory is not a phase or a step in the life cycle of 
developing the model, but a continuous activity throughout the developing phases of 
the model [117]. The following subsections present the verification and the 
validation processes of the simulation model of the factory.
3.2.3.1 M odel Verification
Model verification deals with building the model right to make sure that the model is 
implemented correctly in the computer and the input parameters and the logical 
structure of the model is correctly represented. The simulation model of the factory 
was verified in a number of ways:
1. Viewing the animation and simulation clock simultaneously of Witness while 
running the model in slow speed. This technique was used to point out any 
problems, e.g. whether the model was working right based on the assumption.
2. The computerised representation was checked by people other than the author.
3. The model logic was checked for each process.
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4. The interact box of Witness was used to monitor the activities of the elements of 
the simulation model of the factory. It is a special kind of window which displays 
messages during a simulation run.
5. The statistical graphs, reports and the utilisation of the machines and labourers 
were used to check the sequence of processes i.e., stranding cables, pouring 
concrete, cutting the concrete, removing slabs, etc.
6. Algorithms were written using WCL to read the data of all machines and the 
labourers of the factory to produce trace files, which consist of detailed output 
representing the step-by-step progress of the simulation model over the simulated 
time. This allowed error detection. The trace file was used to display the time 
when the machine starts working, type of the work the machine was doing, 
names of the labourers handling the machine, etc.
7. Different experiments were tested by having different sequences of the processes 
(stranding, tensioning, drying, cutting, cleaning, etc.) on each bed to see how the 
system responds. Then, these results were discussed with the system’s experts to 
see if the logic of running the factory is right.
8. Robinson [90] states that both the model logic and real-world behaviour can be 
verified by watching the model, so the virtual model of the factory, which is to be 
discussed later, has been used as a tool to verify the results of the model by 
monitoring the activities of the virtual model and comparing the statistical results 
simultaneously to have a visual trace of events as they happened.
3.2.3.2 M odel Validation
Once the model was verified, the next step was validation to determine whether the
computerised model was an accurate representation of the modelled system.
Validation is to determine if the right model has been built and reflects reality. The
main goals of the validation process are:
■ To produce a model that represents true system behaviour closely enough for the 
model to be used as a substitute for the actual system for the purpose of 
experimenting with the system.
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■ To increase to an acceptable level the credibility of the model so that the model 
will be used by managers and other decision makers.
However, there are no validation techniques that give 100% certainty of the results of 
a model. The model was validated by trying to make sure the model performance 
measures matched the behaviour of the corresponding system. The following 
techniques used to validate the simulation model of the factory:
1. Comparison to other models [118.119.1201 - One of the best ways to validate a 
simulation model is to compare the results predicted by the model with the 
performance of the real system and other valid models. So, the first technique 
that has been used to validate the model was consulting the experts of the 
modelled system who have practical experience with similar factories to compare 
their performance.
2. Extreme condition tests f 120.121.122.1231 - This method involves conducting 
runs to simulate different situations of running the factory to verify that the 
model performs as intended in such situations. The model was tested to observe 
its reaction by changing the sequences of the processes on each bed and changing 
the number of labourers who run the factory.
3. Parameter variability (Sensitivity Analysis) [118,122.123.124,1251 - Sensitivity 
analysis can be defined as the systematic investigation of the reaction of the 
model outputs to drastic changes in model inputs. It involves comparing the 
effect of change in input parameters, indicated by simulation results, to the 
expected trends. Sensitivity analysis was performed to see if the model behaved 
as the system would, and to identify the factors that the model was most sensitive 
to. Some of the parameters of the factory that have been used to test the 
sensitivity of the model were the speed of the machines which is represented by 
changing the cycle time of the machine elements in Witness. Another parameter 
was changing the number of the labourers who handle the processes of the 
factory. These parameters were tested to measure the performance of the system 
in terms of the throughput time and the output, which is calculated by the number
2 The detailed results of experiments conducted with this model are subject to a confidentiality 
agreement with the company.
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of slabs located at the store. This information was useful in understanding the 
relationship between the production and the input parameters.
4. Graphical presentations and reports were also used to validate the system by 
discussing the results with the system’s experts.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the verification and validation processes have been done 
throughout the life cycle of developing the simulation model of the factory.
3.2.4 Experimental Design
After the model of the factory was verified and validated, it was found that the 
developed model is a good working model which could be used for experiments to 
evaluate various aspects of the system. The aspects of the factory, which have been 
studied, include the following:
■ Effects of having different numbers of labourers were investigated.
■ Effects of changing the sequences of the processes on each bed, which include 
stranding and tensioning the cables, poring the concrete, cutting the concrete 
into slabs, removing the slabs out of the bed, and removing the slabs to the 
store.
■ Different shifts have been applied to the labourers and the machines to 
determine the outcome for the factory in terms of cost and throughput.
■ Different schedules have been investigated to find the best schedule that 
reduces the cost and increases the throughput.
■ Different drying times were investigated.
3.2.4.1 Model Run
Once the model has been validated it can be run to assess the performance of the 
system. A number of runs were performed with different assumptions to assess the 
sensitivity of the system’s performance to various factors and identify the limiting 
ones. The activities of the simulation model were monitored every second by a 
number of dummy machines, parts and variables, which were used for calculations
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and to feedback and exchange the data between the machines and the labourers. 
Figure 3.14 shows some of the machines and the variables that have been created to 
monitor the simulation model.
Figure 3.14: Dummy Machines, Parts and Variables Used to 
Monitor the Activities of the Simulation Model
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Witness provides two different modes to run the simulation model. These modes are 
“Walk run mode" and “Batch run mode". To get results with a continuous display of 
running the factory, the model needs to be run under the “walk run” mode, which 
runs the simulation model in slow mode to display the movement of labourers, the 
machines and their processes around the factory. Running the model in “walk run ” 
mode makes the model running very slow, especially with the complexity of the 
developed model of the factory. The “run batch” mode is used to run the model 
much faster but without displaying the processes of the factory. This was needed to 
collect statistics and measure the utilisation of the elements of the factory for a long 
period of time. Figure 3.15 shows some of the activities of the factory while the 
simulation model is running. As shown in the figure, the cutting machine is cutting
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the first bed into slabs; the tractor is carrying the slabs that have been moved out of 
the bed to the store that contains 18 slabs.
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Figure 3.15: Simulating the Activities of the Factory 
3.2.4.2 Output Analysis
Output analysis is the analysis of data generated by a simulation. Its purpose is to 
predict and measure the performance of the activities that are being simulated, or to 
compare the performance of two or more alternative system designs of the factory. 
The output measures used were the utilisation statistics of the machines and 
labourers, also to monitor some parameters while the model is simulating the 
activities of the factory. The output forms that have been used to determine and 
measure the performance of the factory are pie charts, reports, data information and 
timeseries graphs. A description of these output forms is presented below:
■ Pie Charts: Are used to show the utilisation of the machines and the labourers, 
which can assist define if more labourers are required or not. If the results show 
that the utilisation of two labours within a day is 20%, that means one of them can 
handle the duties of both of them and there is no need for the other. Machine
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utilisation is important to schedule the processes of the factory. Figure 3.16 shows 
a snapshot of the utilisation of the machines and labourers at 11am and eight 
minutes.
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Figure 3.16: Utilisation of the Machines and the Labourers
■ Timeseries: It is a graphical element that presents the simulation results in the 
form of a graph that plots values taken from the simulation model against time. 
Figure 3.17 presents the quantity of the concrete content within the batcher of the 
Spancrete machine. This was used to validate and verify the results of the 
simulation model. The vertical Y axis represents the concrete within the Spancrete 
machine as the full capacity is 5 m3, and the horizontal X axis represents the time 
of running the simulation model in minutes.
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Figure 3.17: Concrete within the Spancrete Machine
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The timeseries graph was also used to watch the activities of the labourers against the 
time. This graph is used to help the decision makers to assign and organize the duty 
of each labourer as it shows how many labourers are busy or idle while the model is 
running (see figure 3.18).
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Figure 3.18: Monitoring the Activities of the Operators
Data Information: It is used to provide numerical and text data to present some 
information about factory. Figure 3.19 shows some of the data information that has 
been used to display the following:
■ Concrete used since the start of the running of the model.
■ The current quantity of concrete content within the Spancrete machine.
■ Total busy time of the operators in hours and minutes format.
■ The text information is used to présent the type of job each labour is currently 
doing.
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Figure 3.19: Data Information of the Factory
3.2.4.3 More Runs
Based on analysing the results of the runs that have been completed, the analyst of 
the factory determines if additional runs are needed and what design those additional 
experiments should be simulated. Different experimentations have been conducted
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with the model to see the effects of changing the sequence of the processes on each 
bed, and the shifts time of the labourers and other elements of the factory.
3.2.5 Completion Phase
The last phase of developing the simulation model is the documentation and 
reporting. Two types of documentation were used to document the simulation model 
of the factory:
■ Program documentations.
■ Progress documentations.
The programme documentation was done to be used as a reference for changing or 
modifying the simulation model in the future either by the same or different analysts, 
also to be used as a guide to understand how the programme operates. The 
programme documentation includes coding and algorithms of how the model of the 
factory operated.
The progress documentations were made to determine the relationships between the 
input parameters and the output measures of the factory. This was done to optimize 
some output measures of the performance of the factory. The progress 
documentations included the figures and the comments of the output analysis of all 
the experiments which have been made to address the factory.
The result of the all the analysis was reported in a final report. This was done to 
enable the model users and the decision makers to review the final formulation, the 
alternative systems designs that were addressed, the results of the experiments, and 
the recommended solutions to the problems.
3.2.5.1 Implementation
The success of the implementation phase depends on how well the previous phases 
have been performed. The system’s experts have been involved in every step of
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developing the simulation model to ensure a successful implementation of the model. 
Based on the discussion with the system’s experts of the factory, the model will be 
used as a tool to implement the real model of the factory.
3.3 DEVELOPING THE VIRTUAL MODEL OF THE FACTORY
Visualisation has become a critical component of simulation technology in 
manufacturing applications. It provides the simulation practitioners with an 
environment to discuss and get a better understanding of the simulation model’s 
behavior. Graphical presentation and animation can be significant tools to 
communicate the outcome of simulation models to a non-technical audience. 
Decision makers often do not have the technical knowledge to understand the 
statistical results of a simulation model. But when the outcome can be expressed 
using animation, abetter level of understanding becomes possible [126].
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, most of the simulation packages available on 
the market today have their own visualisation tool, which is used to represent the 
processes of the simulation model in a 3D presentation. The virtual models that can 
be created or generated using these packages have some limitations, which include:
■ Absence of real time interaction with the model.
■ Lack of support for VR devices (e.g. Head Mounted Display).
To overcome these limitations, a new method was introduced to develop a virtual 
model using a VR commercial package, and then integrate the developed virtual 
model with the developed simulation model. The following flowchart (Figure 3.20) 
shows the steps that have been taken to develop the virtual model of the factor}' using 
Superscape VRT.
Superscape VRT [127] was chosen as the virtual reality software package to design 
and create the virtual model of the factory. Superscape VRT is a complete 3D 
authoring studio for personal computers that lets users create interactive 3D worlds 
that can be published on the Internet using Superscape’s Viscape, or displayed on the
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standalone Visualiser platform. The package consists of an integrated suite of editors 
(world editor, shape editor, sound editor and image editor), which are used to create 
worlds. The browsers of Superscape, which include Visualiser and Viscape, are used 
to view the worlds. Textures and sounds can be added to the objects in the virtual 
worlds to make them more realistic, and different lighting setups can also be 
introduced. Using Superscape Control Language (SCL), a control language based on 
the popular C language, behaviour to objects in the world can be assigned, and 
complex actions can also be performed. The following section presents the steps that 
have been carried out to develop the virtual model of the factory.
Figure 3.20: Steps of Designing and Creating the Virtual Model of the Factory
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3.3.1 Environment Planning
At this stage, all the objects that are going to be included in the virtual environment 
and the way the user can interact with them have been decided. A list was created 
that included all the objects which should be included within the virtual world to 
check if there were any missing objects that may cause a significant change to the 
sorting later. The list included the following objects:
■ Three beds.
■ Spancrete machine.
■ Batching machine.
■ Forklift.
■ Operators.
■ Tractor.
■ Saw machine.
■ Crane.
Visualizer and Viscape are the two editors of Superscape VRT that can be used to 
display the virtual worlds. Visualizer is used for standalone applications to view 
large complex worlds with many levels of interactions, while Viscape is used for 3D 
web pages where the created virtual worlds need to be as small as possible to 
minimise their download time. As the interest of the virtual model of the factory was 
not to be published on the net, adding details as much as required to model would not 
affect viewing the virtual model.
3.3.2 VR Model Building
The world editor (see Figure 3.21) of Superscape VRT was used to develop the 
virtual world of the factory by defining spaces that each object in the world would 
occupy. A series of groups were created that represented the objects that were to be 
built, which include the three beds and the other machines of the factory. A name 
was given to each object of the factory to distinguish them when the shapes were 
applied. Some objects were added from the virtual clip art libraries of Superscape
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(e.g. operators). This stage is considered as a sketching phase using building blocks 
where the size and the position of the objects do not have to be exact.
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Figure 3.21: World Editor of Superscape VRT
3.3.3 Creating Objects
Once the virtual factory has been created from a number of groups, the shapes of the 
objects can be constructed using the Shape Editor of Supcrscape (see Figure 3.22). 
The size of each shape’s bounding cube was set according to the size of the object 
that would utilise it using the “Shape Size ” from the Shape Editor menu.
The X, Y, Z axes of the cube, as can be seen in Figure 3.22 are defined by gray 
arrowed lines and identifying letters. The bottom left hand corner of the cube is the 
origin, which has the X, Y, Z coordinates of 0, 0, 0. Initially, the front face is toward 
the viewpoint through which the points can be seen and lines that show the shape’s 
bounding cube. Relative points or geometric points can be used to create the shape. 
Geometric points were used where possible to create the shapes of the world. They 
are generally easier to position and are processed more quickly than relative points.
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Figure 3.22: Shape Editor
After the shapes of the elements of the factory were created individually, the World 
Editor was used to apply these shapes to the groups of the factory. Some machines 
within the factory, such as the Spancrete machine, consist of more than one part, 
which included the body of the machine, the movable part that is used to pour the 
concrete and the batcher. A shape was created for each part, and then these shapes 
were applied to the group object of the Spancrete machine in the virtual world to 
construct the final shape of the machine.
3.3.4 Adding Attributes to Objects
This was performed after all the objects were created and their shapes are added. 
Some attributes were applied to the objects within the factory such as size, position, 
textures, dynamics, colour, and sound. For example, a dynamic attribute was given to 
machines (Spancrete machine, forklift, tractor, etc) to make them movable. This was 
done using the dynamics window (see Figure 3.23), where the information regarding 
the movement, velocity, and response were neglected because the movement of these 
machines depends on the movement of the machines in the simulation model in 
Witness.
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Figure 3.23: Dynamic Attribute W indow
Size and position attributes were given to the elements of the factory to construct the 
layout of the factory based on the layout data sheet that was provided. A colour 
attribute and different colours were given to elements of the factory for enhancing 
the look. A texture attribute was applied to the wall of the factory and finally a sound 
attribute was given to the machines to indicate their working condition.
3.3.5 Adding Properties and Behaviours to Objects
The object properties window as showing in Figure 3.24 was used to assign different 
types of properties to the machines o f the factory. A n integer type property was used 
to hold the values of its positions; A Boolean type property was applied to the 
machines to hold its working condition; and a string type property was assigned to 
the machines to hold the names of the processes they perform.
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Object Properties Hi
Name Type Value
^Position long 0
yPosition long 0
wCondition boolean false
Add
' \ ■ I J;
Delete Cancel OK
Figure 3.24: Object Properties W indow
Behaviours were assigned to the machines by Superscape Control Language (SCL) 
to simulate the processes of the virtual factory based on the supplied data from  the 
simulation model. Adding behaviours to the objects is the most complex phase of 
developing the virtual model of the factory as it requires good programming skills. 
The SCL code was added to the objects using the internal editor of Superscape as 
Figure 3.25 shows. The SCL code was used to com m and the objects within the 
virtual model to perform certain actions once a condition was executed.
Ed it S C L  Program
l o n g  x ,  y ,  w ;
x = c o u n t e r  ( 1 ) ;  
y = c o u n t e r  ( 2 ) ;  
w = c o u n t e r  ( 3 ) ;
p r o p e r t y  ( 1f o r k l i f t 1, " w c o n d i o t i o " ) =w; 
i f  ( p r o p e r t y  ( ' f o r k l i f t 1,  " w c o n d i o t i o " ) =1 )
Find..
Find Next
R e p la c e .
Print
p r o p e r t y  ( ' f o r k l i f t ' ,  " x p o s i t i o n " ) = x ; 
p r o p e r t y  ( ' f o r k l i f t . ' ,  " y p o s i t i o n " ) = y;
Reference..
x p o s  (m e) = p r a p e r t y  ( ' f o r k l i f t ' ,  " x p o s i t i o n " ) ;  
y p o s  (m e) » p r o p e r t y  ( ' f o r k l i f t ' ,  " y p o s i t i o n " ) ;
Delete Cancel OK
Figure 3.25: SCL Editor of Superscape VRT
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Here is an example o f assigning properties and behaviours to the forklift:
Two Integer properties called “xPosition” and “yPosition” were assigned to the 
forklift to hold the X position and Y position of the forklift within the factory. Also, 
a Boolean property called “wCondition” was given to the forklift to indicate its 
working condition, with “ 1” indicates working and “0” indicates idle. The following 
is an explanation for the code provided in Figure 3.25:
“Long x, y, w; ” statement to define three variables to exchange data.
“x  = counter (1)’’statement to read the value of the current y position of the forklift 
from the simulation model through a variable called “counter (1)” and assign it to a 
variable called “x ”.
“y = counter (2)”statement to read the value of the current y position of the forklift 
from the simulation model through a variable called “counter (2)” and assign it to a 
variable called “y ”.
“z = counter (3)”statement to read the value of the current working condition of the 
forklift from the simulation model through a variable called “counter (3)” and assign 
it to a variable called “z ”.
if (property ( forklift “wcondiotio ”)= !)
I
property ( ‘fo rklift’, “xposition”)=x; 
property ( forklift ', “yposition ”) =y;
}
This If condition tests if  the working condition of the forklift equals “1 ”, the value of 
x is assigned to the xposition variable of the forklift, and the value of y to the 
yposition variable of the forklift.
xpos (me)=property (forklift', "xposition''); 
ypos (me)=property ('forklift', "yposition");
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The last two statements are used to command the forklift to move based on the 
values of the xposition and yposition of the forklift.
3.3.6 Testing the Virtual Model
The virtual model was tested using Superscape Control Language to make sure that 
all the elements w ithin the factory were working correctly to match the behaviour of 
the elements o f the sim ulation model. Figure 3.26 shows a snapshot o f the virtual 
factory.
Hr lóf, (OW tct*mart* 5a S>Mtnyi Ed»:»
Figure 3.26: Snapshot of the V irtual M odel of the Factory
3.3.7 Model Optimisation
The final step in building the virtual factory was to optimise it so that it would run as 
fast and smoothly as possible. The speed of the world depends on many items 
including the num ber o f facets that the V RT has to process, the speed o f the target 
processor, and the platform  on which is intended to display the would. Some steps
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were taken while developing the virtual environment of the factory to optimise the 
virtual world. These included:
■ The objects were grouped together efficiently (in groups of 10 to 15) to make 
sure that the VRT processed the world in an optimum way.
■ The unused shapes, textures and sounds were removed to reduce the file size.
■ The timing dialog box in the V isualizer was used to show the elements of the 
world that take a long time to process and to try to reduce them.
■ Adding distance attributes to some objects to increase the speed of the world as 
the viewpoint moves further away.
3.4 LINKING THE SIMULATION MODEL WITH THE VIRTUAL MODEL 
OF THE FACTORY
At this stage, both the simulation model and the virtual model of the factoiy have 
been developed and tested to be good working models. A new method was 
introduced to link the simulation model with the virtual model to simulate the 
activities of the factory in three-dimensional presentation in real time mode. The 
main aim of linking the models is to overcome the above-mentioned constraints of 
the simulation packages to provide the user with a virtual environment to monitor the 
activities of the factory where the user can interact with the model in real time.
The object-based programming language, Visual Basic (VB) was chosen as a tool to 
the link the models of the factory. Algorithms were developed using VB to transfer 
the data between the simulation model that was developed using W itness and the 
virtual model that was designed and created using Superscape VRT. Linking the 
simulation model with the virtual model was accomplished using two mechanisms: 
W itness OLE Control and Superscape 3D Control. W itness OLE control was used to 
link the developed simulation model with VB algorithms developed to read the data 
from the simulation model using W itness Command Language (WCL), then these 
data were sent to the virtual model using an ActiveX control called Superscape 3D 
control. Superscape Control Language (SCL) was used to give commands to the 
machines, labourers and the other elements of the factory to simulate the activities in
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real time that matched the processes in the simulation model as the user can interact 
using voice commands, and navigate the virtual model using Head M ounted Display 
(HMD) while the models were simulating the activities of the factory. Figure 3.29 
shows the algorithms that have been developed to link the simulation model with the 
virtual model. As shown in the Figure 3.27, VB was used to develop algorithms to 
link the elements of the factory between the two models. These elements included 
machines, labourers and the three beds. The algorithms were used for exchanging 
data between the simulation model and the elements of the virtual model.
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3.27: Linking the Simulation M odel w ith the Virtual M odel of the Factory
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Each element on the simulation model was linked with the same element within the 
virtual model using an individual algorithm. This algorithm executes every second in 
VB to check the current status of the element, its properties and behaviour from the 
simulation model and then another algorithm was used to transfer these data to the 
virtual model to simulate the activities in 3D presentation in real time. This approach 
was followed to link all the elements of the factory. The following algorithm (Figure 
3.28) shows an example of how the Spancrete machine in the simulation model was 
linked to the 3D object of the Spancrete machine in the virtual model.
Timer in VB executes 
every second
Variable reads the 
current status of the 
Spancrete machine
Variable reads Ihe 
current Position of the 
Spanerete machine
Variable reads the 
current Position of the 
movable part of the 
Spancrete machine
Variable reads the 
quantity of the concrete 
within the balch of the 
Spancrete machine
Virtual Model
I Superscape 
3D Control
Properties
&
behaviors
I
( SCL
J I C
Spanerete
machine
Figure 3.28: Algorithm for Exchanging the Data of the Spancrete Machine in the 
Simulation model with the Spancrete Machine in the Virtual Model
As shown in Figure 3.28, WCL was used to read the current activities of the 
Spancrete machine within the simulation model and then convert these activities as 
data to be saved in variables. Witness OLE control was used to transfer the values of 
these variables to the algorithm developed using Visual Basic, which reads the 
parameters of the Spancrete machine in the simulation model. These parameters 
included:
■ Current status of the Spancrete machine.
■ Current position of the Spancrete machine.
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■ Current position of the movable part of the Spancrete machine, which is 
used to pour the concrete on the beds.
■ Quantity of the concrete within the batcher of the Spancrete machine.
The algorithm for transferring the data of the Spancrete machine from the simulation 
model executed every second to read the above mentioned parameters and save them 
within variables in VB. Then, the values of these variables were sent to the properties 
and behaviours of the Spancrete machine through the mechanism “Superscape 3D 
Control”. Algorithms written by SCL were used to command the Spancrete machine 
to do the right action that matches its activates in the simulation model. The same 
approach was repeated to link all the elements of the factory in simulation model 
with their 3D presentation in the virtual model.
The presented approach of linking the simulation model with the virtual model can 
be used as an approach to link any model developed using a commercial simulation 
package with a virtual model developed using a commercial virtual reality package, 
where both the simulation package and the virtual package support OLE automation.
3.5 IN T E R A C T IO N  W IT H  T H E  D E V E L O P E D  M O D E L S O F TH E  
FA C T O R Y
Most of the simulation packages available on the market today do not allow real time 
interaction with the model while the model is running. A new method is introduced 
to allow users to interact with the simulation model of the factory through the virtual 
model in real time. The users can interact with the virtual model either by mouse or 
voice commands. Once a command is given by the user, the virtual model mimics 
the simulation model to simulate the same activity simultaneously in real time. 
Figure 3.29 shows a simple flowchart that illustrates how the user can interact with 
the models of the factory.
Figure 3.30 shows a schematic diagram of how the user can interact with the models 
of the factory in real time. Mouse or voice commands can be used to interact with the 
machines of the factory. Algorithms written using VB ran every second to monitor
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the activities of the virtual model. Once the user interacts with one of the machines in 
the virtual model, a message will be sent to the simulation model to do the right 
action based on the command that has been given. The interaction with the models of 
the factory is limited to do stop, run, breakdown and repair the machines. The 
Supercape 3D control and Witness OLE control are used as an ActiveX controls to 
link the running simulation model with the virtual model.
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the activities of the factory fn 
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Figure 3.29: Flowchart Illustrating how the User can Interact With the
Models of the Factory
As shown in Figure 3.30, algorithms written in SCL are used to translate the user 
input commands to actions in the virtual model. The conditions of the machines are 
stored as numerical data within its properties. These properties are watched at all 
times by codes written using SCL to see if the user has done any interaction, once the 
user interacts with the models, a message will be sent to the simulation model 
through the mechanisms Superscape 3D control and Witness OLE control. Witness 
Command Language translates the received message from the virtual model to 
actions in the simulation model. Once the user interacts with the virtual model by
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clicking on one of the machines, an interaction dialog box appears as shown in 
Figure 3.31.
Figure 3.30: Schematic D iagram  of the U ser Interaction with the M odels
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Stop
Breakdown
Repair
Figure 3.31: Interaction Dialog Box
As shown in Figure 3.31, the user can interact with any machine to stop it for a 
period of time and then run it again. Additionally, the user can enforce breakdown 
and repair of the machines in real time. Real time interaction is a very useful method 
to do different experiments with the models without the need to change the logic and 
the code of the models especially for non-expert users.
Voice commands can also be used to interact with the machines of the factory, where 
the user can stop, run, breakdown and repair the machines. The Table 3.1 presents 
the commands that can be used to command the machines of the simulation model 
and the virtual model of the factory. Chapter 4 discusses more details of how the 
voice commands are translated into actions within the simulation model and the 
virtual model.
Table 3.1: Voice commands and Their Functions within the Factory
Voice Command Function
Name of the machine (e.g. Spanerete) Activate the machine
Stop Stop the activated machine
Run Run the activated machine
Breakdown Breakdown the activated machine
Repair Repair the activated machine
Intera
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3.5.1 Navigating the Virtual Model of the Factory
The user can navigate the virtual model using a mouse, keyboard and joystick. A 
viewpoint was attached to a movable object, which consists of a holding group object 
that has a dynamics attribute, and a child object that has a rotation attribute. The 
holding group represents a human body, and the child object represents its head. The 
user can navigate the virtual factory by changing the position of the holding group 
object using the stated input devices. The viewpoint is attached to the object to give 
the user, while navigating the virtual world, the feeling of a walking person “viewing 
the environment from about 1.6 meters above the ground”.
A Monitor and a Head Mounted Display were used as output devices to view the 
virtual environment of the factory. The HMD is coupled with a tracker, which 
enables the user to navigate around the virtual factory by moving his/her head to 
have a better feeling of being present within the virtual model. The HMD that has 
been used is hi-Res 900 from Cycbermind Interactive Nederland.
3.6 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has discussed a new approach of integrating a simulation model with a 
virtual model to address the design and planning of a new factory. The presented 
approach can overcome some of the limitations of the simulation software packages 
available on the market today. It allows users to interact with the models of the 
factory in real time using voice commands and navigate the virtual model using Head 
Mounted Display.
The presented approach of linking the simulation model with the virtual model can 
be used as an approach to link any model developed using commercial simulation 
packages with a virtual model developed using commercial virtual reality packages 
supporting OLE automation to address manufacturing systems.
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C H A P T E R  4
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE VR- 
SIMULATOR SOFTWARE
4.1 INTRODUCTION
A number of Process Modelling methods were reviewed in chapter two. Additionally, 
reviews of different types of simulation modelling software and Virtual Reality 
modelling software were presented in the same chapter. After the case study that has 
been conducted in Chapter three to develop and integrate simulation model with 
virtual model of a new factory, it was found that, developing a simulation model, 
using the simulation packages available on the market today, is time consuming and 
requires special skills in programming and modelling techniques. Additionally 
developing a virtual environment of a manufacturing system is a very complex task 
to pursue.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the VR-Simulator software that has been 
developed entirely to allow non-expert users to develop simulation models and 
virtual models of manufacturing systems automatically. As outlined before, the 
objective of this project is to develop new software to address manufacturing systems 
design and operation to support planning and decision making. The layout of this 
chapter takes the following structure:
Section 4.2: presents an overview of the VR-Simulator architecture, which consists 
of the process modelling tool, simulation modelling tool and the virtual modelling 
tool. The way the user can interact with the VR-Simulator is also expressed.
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Section 4.3: discusses the softwares that have been used to design and develop the 
VR-Simulator software. These softwares include Visual Basic, Witness simulation 
package, and Superscape VRT.
Section 4.4: explains the steps that have been taken to design and develop the VR- 
Simulator. These include the VR-Simulator software architectural issues, as well as 
the design of:
■ Components of the VR-Simulator software.
■ VR-Simulator Graphic User Interface.
■ Process Modelling Tool (PMT).
■ Simulation Modelling Tool (SMT).
■ Virtual Modelling Tool (VMT).
■ Models Running Tools (MRT).
■ Output Analyzing Tools (OAT).
Finally the interaction with models of the VR-Simulator software is also presented in 
this section.
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4.2 THE VR-SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the VR-Simulator software is shown in Figure 4.1. It depicts the 
integration of the three main tools of the software and how the user can interact with 
them to develop a simulation model and virtual model of a manufacturing system.
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Figure 4.1: The VR-Simulator Software Architecture
As shown in Figure 4.1, the components of the VR-Simulator software include the
following tools and devices:
1. Process Modelling Tool: The Process Modelling Tool (PMT) is the core of the 
VR-Simulator, which is used to obtain information regarding a manufacturing 
system to be stored in an independent database.
2. Simulation Modelling Tool: The Simulation Modelling Tool (SMT) is used to 
build a simulation model of a manufacturing system automatically.
3. Virtual Modelling Tool: The Virtual Modelling Tool (VMT) is used to create a 
virtual model of a manufacturing system automatically.
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4. Independent Database: The independent database is the media used to store the 
collected information about a manufacturing system that needs to be addressed.
5. Input devices: Input devices can be used to interact with the VR-Simulator 
software and include mouse, keyboard, joystick and microphone.
6. Output devices: A monitor or Head Mounted Display (HMD) can be used as 
output devices to view the models generated by the VR-Simulator.
The following sections discuss the design and development of the components of the 
VR-Simulator software.
4.3 TOOLS USED TO DESIGN AND DEVELOP THE VR-SIMULATOR
The main tools that have been used to design and develop the VR-Simulator software 
are:
■ Visual Basic (Object-based programming language).
■ Witness (Commercial simulation package).
■ Superscape VRT (Commercial Virtual Reality package).
■ Microsoft Excel.
4.3.1 Visual Basic
Visual Basic has been used as the main tool to design and develop the VR-Simulator 
software due to the following considerations:
1. It is a powerful tool providing capability to produce custom libraries and
objects that can be loaded at runtime or bound into the distributed application.
2. It is widely used by many researchers.
3. It is very flexible and user-friendly.
4. It is a reasonably simple language to program and test.
5. It supports OLE automation.
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4.3.2 Witness
The Witness simulation software was chosen as the simulation tool to be used with 
the VR-Simulator software to generate simulation models of manufacturing systems. 
The Witness engine was used as the engine of the VR-Simulator to process the 
activities of the simulation models. The Witness software has been chosen as a 
simulation tool to be integrated with the VR-S oft ware for the following reasons:
1. It is a well known commercial simulation package available on the market today.
2. It used as a tool by the most respected and successful organisations and industries 
across the world.
3. Based on a survey conducted by Vlatka Hlupic [128], the Witness package is the 
most used simulation software by industrial users and the second most used 
simulation software by educational users.
4. It has been proven as a successful tool to address real manufacturing systems.
5. It has all the required elements to build a manufacturing system.
6. It supports OLE automation.
4.3.3 Superscape VRT
Superscape VRT was chosen as the Virtual Reality software to implement and create 
the virtual models of manufacturing systems based on the following considerations:
1. It has its own editors to design and develop a fully interactive virtual model.
2. It has its own programming language called Superscape Control Language (SCL), 
which can be used to add behaviours to the objects within the virtual model.
3. It supports virtual reality devices (e.g. Head Mounted Display and Gloves).
4. It supports OLE automation.
4.3.4 Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Excel was chosen to store the database of manufacturing systems within 
data sheets for the following reasons:
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1. Easy to use.
2. Data within the Excel sheets can be edited and modified easily.
3. Available on almost every PC.
4. It can be integrated with a great number of softwares.
5. It is used as a tool by most manufacturing companies to store and analyse 
their data.
The following sections provide more details of how these tools have been employed 
to design and develop the components of the software.
4.4 VR-SIMULATOR SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
In designing the software, care was taken to meet both the user requirements as well 
as the architectural considerations. The development of the VR-Simulator 
incorporated the construction of Process Modelling Tool, Simulation Modelling Tool, 
and Vhtual Modelling Tool. These tools were used in order to generate simulation 
and virtual models for studying manufacturing systems. Using the VR-Simulator 
software, one could:
■ Describe the behaviour of manufacturing systems.
■ Evaluate alternative hypotheses or theories based on the observed 
behaviour to find the optimum solutions.
■ Use models to predict the future behaviour of a system.
■ Measure the performance of real manufacturing systems.
4.4.1 VR-Simulator Software Architectural Issues
The Graphic User Interface (GUI) of the VR-Simulator software was developed 
entirely using an object-based programming language called Visual Basic. The VR- 
Simulator was designed to work in conjunction with the Witness package and the 
Superscape VRT software to allow non-expert users to develop simulation and 
virtual models automatically. The overall structural design of the VR-Simulator 
software is shown in Figure 4.2, and is described below:
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Figure 4.2: V R -Sim ulator Structural D esign
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1. The GUI of the VR-Simulator is the interface between the end user and the tools 
of the VR-Simulator, which includes PMT, SMT, VMT, MRT and OAT.
2. PMT is the tool to be used to gather information regarding the manufacturing
system that needs to be addressed.
3. Excel files were used as an independent database to store the data of a
manufacturing system.
4. SMT is the tool to be used to automatically generate a simulation model of a 
manufacturing system in the Witness software.
5. Witness OLE control was used to link the VR-Simulator with the Witness 
software to exchange data.
6. VMT is the tool to be used to automatically create a virtual model of a 
manufacturing system in the Superscape environment.
7. Superscape 3D control was used to link the VR-Simulator with the Superscape 
software to exchange data.
8. The output tools of the VR-Simulator were used to display the statistics of a
manufacturing system to measure its performance.
9. Algorithms written in Visual Basic were used to enable the components of the 
VR-Simulator to communicate with each other to exchange data.
10. The Witness engine acts as the simulation engine for the VR-Simulator to 
process the data for simulating the activities of a manufacturing system in the 
simulation model and the virtual model.
11. Algorithms written in VB are used to translate voice commands of the user and 
the external input devices to actions within the simulation and virtual models.
4.4.2 Design of the Components of the VR-Simulator Software
The VR-Simulator was designed incorporating the architectural and user 
requirements as described in the previous section. The VR-Simulator consists of 
different components to allow users to perform various functions to support 
simulation-modelling and visualising the activities of manufacturing systems. As 
shown in Figure 4.3, these components are:
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1. Graphic User Interface (GUI).
2. Process Modelling Tool (PMT).
3. Simulation Modelling Tool (SMT).
4. Virtual Modelling Tool (VMT).
5. Models Running Tool (MRT).
6. Output Analysing Tool (OAT).
-► Process Modelling Tool
X
Simulation Modelling Tool
i
s
Models Running Tool
-w  Output Analysing Tools
Figure 4.3: Main components of the VR-Simulator Software
The components of the VR-Simulator software communicate to each other through 
algorithms and functions written using VB. Figure 4.4 presents a diagram that shows 
how the components of the VR-Simulator software communicate to execute the user 
commands to develop simulation models and virtual models of manufacturing 
systems automatically and also to enable the user to do experiments with the 
generated models and monitor their performance.
As shown in Figure 4.4, the GUI of the VR-Simulator software is the interface 
between the user and the three main components of the software. These components 
are the Process Modelling Tool (PMT), the Simulation Modelling Tool (SMT) and 
the Virtual Modelling Tool (VMT). The user communicates with the PMT through 
the GUI of the VR-Simulator to define a manufacturing system. The PMT is linked 
to an Excel file to store the database of a manufacturing system defined by the user
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or to load an existing database of a manufacturing system. The SMT uses the 
information that has been gathered using the PMT to generate a simulation model 
automatically, while the VMT uses the same information to generate a virtual model 
automatically. The SMT and VMT communicate to each other to simulate the 
activities of the simulation model and the virtual model in real time and also to 
enable the user to interact with the models in real time mode. Witness OLE Control, 
Superscape 3D control and Microsoft Excel Object are used as mechanisms to link 
the PMT, SMT and VMT with the GUI of the VR-Simulator software. The link 
between the GUI and the component of the VR-Simulator has been accomplished 
using algorithms and functions written in Visual Basic.
Process Modelling Tool (PMT)
Resources Process Plan |
Graphic User Interface (GUI)
Figure 4.4: Diagram Shows How the Components of the VR-Simulator
Communicate
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4.4.3 The VR-Simulator Graphic User Interface
This is the main interface, where users can perform modelling activities to generate 
simulation and virtual models of manufacturing systems. The GUI is designed to be 
user-friendly so that non-expert personnel can use it without having extensive 
knowledge about modelling techniques and programming. The GUI operates as an 
interface between the user and the tools of VR-Simulator to develop simulation and 
virtual models, perform different experiments and analyse the outputs of the 
modelled manufacturing systems. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, one can access 
different functionalities of the VR-Simulator through this interface. The VR- 
Simulator functionalities are described in more details in the following subsections. 
Figure 4.5 represents the structural design of the graphic user interface of the VR- 
Simulator software.
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Figure 4.5: Graphic User Interface Structural Design
The GUI provides the user with a set of tools for studying manufacturing systems. 
These tools comprise a database tool, PMT, SMT, VMT, models running tool, and 
output analysing tools. The main menu of the GUI of the VR-Simulator software is 
shown in Figure 4.6.
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The main menu of the VR-Simulator consists of seven options, which are File, 
Process Modelling Tool, Simulation Modelling Tool, Virtual Modelling Tool, 
Simulate, Output analysing tools, and Help. These options can be accessed either by 
clicking on the option name from the main menu of the VR-Simulator or by clicking 
on the icon that represents the option. Icons representing the main options of the 
tools of the VR-Simulator are used to enhance the interaction between the user and 
the GUI of the VR-Simulator. The attached CD of this thesis includes the entire code 
that has been written by the author in VB to develop the VR-Simulator software.
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Figure 4.6: GUI of VR-Simulator Software
The following section discusses the options of the VR-Simulator main menu.
1. File:
By selecting “F ile” from the main menu, or pressing Alt + F, the following options 
will appear: Create New Database, Load Existing Database, Close Database, Save 
Database, Save Database As and Exit.
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■ Create New Database: This option can be accessed either from the file options or 
by clicking on this icon -==H.
The function of this option is to create a new Excel file to hold the database of the 
manufacturing system that needs to be addressed. By selecting this option, an Excel 
file will be created automatically containing ten Excel data sheets (see Figure 4.7) to 
enable the user to define a new manufacturing system to be modelled. The data 
sheets are used to hold information about the resources and the process plan of a 
manufacturing system.
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Figure 4.7: Excel File Created Automatically
■ Load an Existing Database: This option can be accessed either from the file 
options or by clicking on this icon l^ ll.
The function of this option is to load an existing database of a manufacturing system 
either to be modified or to add more data to it. By selecting the option “Load an
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Existing Database”, an open window appears allowing the user to specify the name 
of the database file to be loaded as shown in Figure 4.8.
■ Close Database: To close an open Excel file enabling the user to open a new
database.
LDDkjn:
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I VR-Simulator Databases
My Documents 
Desktop
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Favorites
fe—
My Network 
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File oame. r
Flies o f  Sype: | Microsoft Excel Files *.xlsj )
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Cancel
Figure 4.8: Open Window to Load a Database of a Manufacturing System
Save Database: To save the database of the manufacturing system that has been 
created by the user in a file with the extension “xls” that represents an Excel file. If 
the file already existed, changes only will be saved, while if no file exists, a Save 
As window appears to enable the user to save the database under a file name 
he/she specifies.
Save Database As: To save an existing database file under a new name to allow 
the user to modify the database for conducting different experiments without 
changing the original database (see Figure 4.9).
Exit: This option can be accessed from the file menu options or by clicking on this 
lEHl
icon Im I, in order to exit the VR-Simulator software.
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Figure 4.9: Save Database Window
2. Process Modelling Tool
By clicking on “Process Modelling Tool” from the main menu or pressing Alt + P, 
the following options will appear: Process Development and Factory Layout.
■ Process Development: This option can be accessed from the Process Modelling
pry!
Tool options or by clicking on this icon LMj. The function of this option is show 
the process modelling tool window that needs to be used to define all the resources 
and the process plan of a manufacturing system. All the information entered by the 
user using the PMT window is saved within the data sheets of the created database 
under the file name that has been specified by the user.
■ Factory Layout: This option can be accessed from the Process Modelling Tool
options or by clicking on this icon ..E.U. The function of this option is to show the 
window that can be used to define the layout of a manufacturing system. The 
factory layout window provides the user with a number of icons that represent the 
machines, material handling devices and storage areas to be assigned to different 
locations within the factory layout window to construct the layout of the model to 
be analysed.
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3. Simulation Modelling Tool:
By clicking on “Simulation Modelling Tool” from the main menu or pressing Alt + S, 
the following option will appear:
■ Generate Simulation Model: This option can be accessed from the Simulation
«•*
Modelling Tool options or by clicking on this icon i^ J . The function of this 
option is to automatically generate a simulation model of a manufacturing system 
in the Witness software.
4. Virtual Modelling Tool:
By clicking on “Virtual Modelling Tool” from the main menu or pressing Alt + V,
the following option will appear:
■ Generate Virtual Model: This option can be accessed from the Virtual Modelling
Tool options or by clicking on this icon The function of this option is to 
generate a virtual model automatically in the Superscape environment.
5. Simulate:
By clicking on “Simulate” from the main menu or pressing Alt + t, the following
options will appear: Run, Stop, Reset and Run Modes.
■ Run: This option can be accessed from the Simulate options or by clicking on 
“Run” button, which is located at the bottom of the window as shown in Figure 4.6, 
The function of this option is to run both the simulation model and the virtual 
model to simulate the activities of the modelled manufacturing system. The “Run ” 
option is activated only when a process plan has been loaded to the VR-Simulator.
■ Stop: This option can be accessed from the Simulate options or by clicking on 
“Stop” button, which is located at the bottom of the window as shown in Figure
4.6. The function of this option is to halt the current simulation run until the “Run” 
is given again.
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■ Reset: This option can be accessed from the Simulate options or by clicking on 
“Reset” button, which is located at the bottom of the window as shown in Figure
4.6. The function of this option is to reset the simulation clock of the VR- 
Simulator to the start of the run. All the simulation elements are also set to the idle 
state and all the statistics are cleared.
■ Run Modes: This option can be accessed from the Simulate options. The function 
of this option is to provide the user with three modes to run the simulation and 
virtual models. The modes include Real Time Mode, Speed Mode, and Batch 
Mode.
6. Outputs Analysing Tools:
By clicking on “Outputs Analysing Tools” from the main menu or pressing Alt + O, 
the following options will appear: Pie charts, Gantt chart, Timeserise and Reports. 
The output analysing tools are used to display the statistics of the simulation model 
to measure the performance of the modelled manufacturing system.
7. Help:
By selecting Help from the main menu and clicking Help, pressing Alt+H, or
411clicking on this icon Jo  , the user will be able to access the help file that provides 
instructions of how the VR-Simulator software operates.
4.4.4 Process Modelling Tool Design
The Process Modelling Tool (PMT) is the core component of the VR-Simulator 
software, which is used to capture the operational logic and gather information 
regarding a manufacUiring system and then store the gathered data in an independent 
database. The database is used to provide the simulation modelling tool and the 
virtual modelling tool with this information to be used to generate a simulation 
model and a virtual model of a manufacturing system. The PMT is kept separate 
from the other tools to ensure the following benefits:
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1. The analysis of the concepts and properties that are typical of a certain 
application can be postponed and carried out with an in-depth survey that can 
benefit from having a basic model already formalised.
2. The addition of new applications does not affect the basic process model and 
hence it does not require modification to the Process Modelling Tool data 
structures and functions.
Every manufacturing system comprises products and the facilities which are used to 
produce them, such as machines, operators, handling devices, tools and so on. 
Consequently, simulation models of manufacturing systems will have common 
features. The difference between them reflects the different ways in which the 
various facilities are combined to form a particular system. The PMT collects 
information from the user to define the resources and the process plan of the 
manufacturing system that needs to be studied. Figure 4.10 shows the main 
elements of manufacturing systems that can be defined by the PMT.
Resources Process Plan
Parts Shifts Buffers
Machines MachineTools Labourers
AGVs Trasti porters Conveyors
Figure 4.10: Main elements of a manufacturing system
The resources that can be defined by the PMT include parts, machines, AGVs, 
conveyors, transporters, labourers, machine tools, buffers, and shifts. These resources 
are used to represent a manufacturing system, where the logic of the system can be 
applied by the process plan that consists of the process flows and the orders.
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4.4.4.1 Process M odelling Tool Presentation
The Process Model Tool provides a graphic interface that allows non-expert users to 
define the resources and the shop floor activities of a real or hypothetical 
manufacturing system to be analysed by the VR-Simulator software. This section 
aims to demonstrate how to use the PMT interface to define a manufacturing system.
The GUI of the PMT provides several dialogs on a single form interface to identify 
the resources and the process plan of a manufacturing system, where each resource 
has its own detail dialog page that can be used to specify its attributes. The process 
flows and the orders that represent the process plan of a manufacturing system can be 
defined using this interface to make it easier for the user than having more than one 
interface. The detail dialog of each element of the PMT can be accessed by clicking 
on the tab name of the element or the icon that represents it.
The reminder of this section describes how the detail dialog pages of the PMT 
interface can be used to define the resources and the process plans of manufacturing 
systems.
■ Part:
A part is any component, raw material or semi finished product involved in a shop 
floor process. It is the result of a purchasing or processing activity. Input and output 
materials of every operation are considered as parts. This resource represents the 
product that needs to be manufactured or processed by the other resources. Figure 
4.11 shows the detail dialog page that needs to be used to identify the Parts of a 
manufacturing system.
The user can define a new part by writing its name in the text box, which is located 
underneath the label “Nam e”. By clicking the button “A dd”, the name of the new 
part will be added in the parts list as shown in Figure 4.11. The “A d d ” button is 
activated only when the name of a part is specified by the user. The “Delete ” button 
is used to delete any selected part within the list as well as its attributes. If more than
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one part is defined, the buttons “Move U p” and “Move D ow n” can be used to 
arrange the parts names within the list. Attributes can be added to be associated with 
the parts to represent their characteristics, where each part can have more than one 
attribute to distinguish them once they are under processing. The attributes can be 
used to represent weight, length, size, etc.
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Figure 4.11: Part Detailed Dialog Page
There are three types of attributes that can be assigned to the parts. These include 
integer, real, or string, which can be introduced based on the function of the attribute. 
The types can be selected from the types list, and the value of each type can be 
written in the text box of the value. A function was written in VB to verify if the user 
has assigned the right value to the defined attribute type. If the entered value does not 
match the attribute type, a message appears to ask the user to re-enter the correct 
value.
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“ Machines
Machines are powerful elements that are used to take parts from somewhere, process 
them and send them to the next destination. The detail dialog page for detailing the 
machines is shown in Figure 4.12. The user can specify the machines to be included 
for the manufacturing system that needs to be studied using the machine detail dialog 
page. “A d d ”, “D elete”, “Move U p”, and “Move D ow n” buttons are used to 
introduce the machines as explained previously in defining the parts. There are four 
attributes that can be applied to the machines. These include type, labour, breakdown, 
and shift.
Type: Machine types can be assigned to any newly introduced machine, and selected 
from the machine types list, which include drilling machine, saw machine, polishing 
machine, packaging machine and generic machine.
Labour: Up to 10 labourers can be assigned to handle each machine either for 
operating, setups, repairing, or any other process associated with the machine. The 
number of labourers can be selected from the labourers’ names list.
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Figure 4.12: M achine Detailed Dialog Page
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Breakdown: The breakdown option represents the condition of the machine once it is 
out of service. The breakdown option can be applied to the machines by identifying 
the following parameters: breakdown mode, breakdown interval, repair time, 
labourers names, and quantity. Here is a description of these parameters:
o Breakdown mode: There are three breakdown modes that can be 
assigned to the machines. The breakdown modes are “Available 
Time”, “Busy Time”, and “Operation". The available time mode 
keeps track of the amount of time that the machine has spent in any 
state except off-shift. The machine will breakdown when the specified 
interval of this time has elapsed. This mode should be used only if the 
interest is to model machines that need maintenance whether they are 
in use or not. “Busy time” mode tracks the amount of time that the 
machine has spent in a busy state. The machine will breakdown when 
the specified interval of this time has elapsed. This mode should be 
used only if the user is looking to model a machine that breaks down 
while it is running. The last mode is the “operation” mode, which is 
used to breakdown a machine based on the specified number of 
operations the machine has executed. This mode can be used only to 
model a machine that breaks down regularly while in use. 
o Breakdown Interval: It is used to determine the interval between 
successive breakdowns for each of the “breakdown” modes. The 
“breakdown interval” should be entered as time between failures for 
the available time and busy time modes, whereas for the operation 
mode, the breakdown interval should be entered as number of 
operations.
o Repair Time: This time should be entered by the user to specify the 
amount of time needed to repair a machine that has brokedown. 
o Labourers Names: Required to specify the name of the labourer who 
can handle repair the brokendown machine. A list of the labourers’ 
names is generated automatically based on the labourers that have 
been defined by the user. The first labourer name on the list is called 
“any”, that means any labourer can do the repairing. The repair 
cannot occur until the required labourer is available.
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o Quantity: It is used to specify the number of labourers needed to 
repair the machine
Shift: A shift can be applied to the machine to specify its working and non-working 
periods. The user can select the name of the shift from the shifts list, which is 
generated automatically based on the shifts that have been defined by the user.
■ Labourers
This resource can handle machines, AGVs, conveyors, and transporters for 
processing, setups, repairing, cleaning and so on. Figure 4.13 shows the detail dialog 
page for defining the labourers. The user can define the labourers required to handle 
a manufacturing system using the detail dialog page. The name of the labourer needs 
to be provided, then the user can use the “A d d ”, “D elete”, “Move U p”, “Move 
D own” buttons to create a list of the labourers names. Three attributes can be 
assigned to the labourers, which include type, quantity, and shift.
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Figure 4.13: Labourers Detail Dialog Page
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Type: It is used to define the type of job the labourer can handle. There are three 
types of labourers that can be applied (technician, driver, labourer).
o Technician: Defines a labourer that can handle the machines, AGVs, 
conveyors and the transporters, 
o Driver: Defines a labourer that can drive the AGVs or transporters, 
o Labourer: Defines a labourer that can handle any job type within a 
manufacturing system.
Quantity: Once a labourer is defined, the quantity can be assigned to identify the 
number of labourers who are sharing the same name and type.
Shift: A shift can be applied to the labourers to specify its working and non-working 
periods, which include start working time, finish working time, and break times (e.g. 
coffee break). The user can select the name of the shift from the shifts list, which is 
generated automatically based on the shifts that have been specified by the user.
- AGVs
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) are material handling systems that can be used 
to deliver parts from one location to another within a manufacturing system. The 
parts can be raw materials, processed parts, or finished products. Figure 4.14 shows 
the detail dialog page for defining the AGVs.
A machine instead of a vehicle and a track has been used to model the AGV resource 
of the PMT because the track in Witness has only a loading point and unloading 
point that can not be used to accomplish the functions of the AGV in the simulation 
model. Also, tracks and vehicles do not support breakdown and repair modes which 
are needed to model the behaviour of the AGVs. Predefined paths were used to 
model the paths in which each AGV has to follow when delivering parts between the 
resources of a manufacturing system. A name for the AGV needs to be specified 
first, then the "Add”, “D elete”, “Move Up”, and “Move D ow n” buttons arc used to 
create a list of the AGVs for a manufacturing system. The attributes that can be 
assigned to any defined AGV are capacity in parts, speed, breakdown, and shift.
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Figure 4.14: AGVs Detail Dialog Page
Capacity in Parts: The value of the capacity in parts needs to be entered to specify 
the maximum capacity in parts that the AGV can deliver at one time.
Speed: Specifies the speed of the AGVs with or without load.
o Loaded: To be entered to specify the speed of the AGV when loaded, 
o Unloaded: To be entered to specify the speed of the AGV without 
load.
Breakdown: Represents the condition of the AGV once it is out of service. The 
breakdown of the AGVs can be defined by identifying the breakdown interval and 
repair time.
o Breakdown Interval: Determines the interval between successive 
breakdowns.
o Repair Time: Specifies the time needed to repair the AGV.
Shift: Specifies the AGVs working and non-working periods. The user can select the 
name of the shift from the shifts list.
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■ Transporters
The transporters can represent any material handling systems (e.g. forklift, trolley, 
etc). The function of the transporters is to deliver the parts from one location to 
another within a manufacturing system. Figure 4.15 shows the detail dialog page for 
defining the transporters. A name for the transporter needs to be specified first by the 
user, then the “A d d ”, “Delete”, “Move U p”, and “Move D ow n” buttons are used to 
create a list of the transporters for a manufacturing system. The transporters are used 
to represent the time required to deliver parts from one location to another. Once all 
the transporters are defined, the time required to deliver the parts between the 
locations of a manufacturing system needs be specified using the Factory Layout 
Window which is to be discussed later in the coming sections.
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Figure 4.15: Transporters Detail Dialog Page
* Conveyors
Conveyors are used to move parts form one fixed point in the manufacturing system 
to another over time. The detail dialog page as shown in Figure 4.16 is used to define
P r o « * ?  M ofW nigT onJ
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the conveyors. There are four parameters that can be applied to the conveyors: length 
in parts, movement index time, breakdown and shift.
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Figure 4.16: Conveyor Detail Dialog Page
Length in Parts: This value needs to be entered by the user to specify the length of 
the conveyor, measured in parts (assuming that each part only takes up 1 position of 
the conveyor).
M ovement Index Time: It is used to specify the time that takes a part to move 
through one part length of the conveyor.
Breakdown: The breakdown parameter represents the condition of the conveyor 
once it is out of service. The breakdown parameter of the conveyors can be applied 
by identifying the following parameters: breakdown mode, breakdown interval, 
repair time, labourers names, and quantity. These parameters are similar to those for 
the machine object (see page 114) except that there are only two breakdown modes 
for the conveyors, namely “Available Time” and “Busy Time”.
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Shift
A shift is a logical element that can be used to create a shift pattern or a series of shift 
patterns, which are in effect a sequence of working and non-working periods. Shifts 
can be applied to the following resources: machines, labourers, AGVs and conveyors. 
Figure 4.17 shows the detail dialog page for defining the shifts. A name for the shift 
needs to be specified to define the main shift pattern that can be applied to the other 
resources which include machines, labourers and AGVs. The buttons “A dd” and 
“D elete” are used to define new shifts or delete created shifts. This needs to be done 
to create the list of the shifts. The buttons “Move U p”, and “Move Down” are used 
to organise the list of the shifts that can be applied to the resources of a 
manufacturing system. The main shift includes three patterns, which are Mondays- 
Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays. Start time and finish time should be specified for 
each pattern.
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Figure 4.17: Shift Detail Dialog Page
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■ Machine Tools
Machine tools can be defined to be used either by the labourers or the machines to 
handle the processes of the machines. The detail dialog page as shown in Figure 4.18, 
can be used to define the machines tools. After specifying the name of the machine 
tool, the buttons “A d d ”, “Delete", “Move Up” and “Move D ow n” can be used to 
create a list of the machine tools. The two attributes that can be assigned to the 
machine tools are type and quantity.
Type: Two types can be applied to the machine tools, which include cutting tools and 
hand tools.
Quantity: Quantity can be used to specify the number of each tool type available.
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Figure 4.18: Machine Tools Detail Dialog Page
■ Processes List
The processes list is not a resource as it represents the processes of a manufacturing
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system that needs to be analyzed by the VR-Simulator. A list contains all the 
processes names must be defined by the user using the processes list detail dialog 
page as figure 4.19 shows. The name of the process can be cleaning, maintenance, 
coating, etc., where each name refers to a different process. The list of the processes 
names can be created by specifying the name of the process, then the “A d d ”, 
“Delete", “Move U p”, and “Move D own” buttons are used to create and organize 
the processes list. A different colour needs to be assigned to each process for 
analysing the processes using the output tools of the VR-Simulator.
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Figure 4.19: Processes List Detail Dialog Page
B u ffe rs
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A buffer is a resource that stores parts. Buffers cannot pull parts in; another resource 
must push parts into them. Buffers can use a buffer exit rule to push parts out, or 
another resource can pull parts out of it. The buffers can be used to represent the
following:
A skip holding parts that are waiting for their next operation.
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■ A hopper at an assembly station containing product components
■ A store or a warehouse.
Figure 4.20 shows the detail dialog page that needs to be used to define the buffers of 
a manufacturing system.
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Figure 4.20: Buffers Detail Dialog Page
By specifying the name of the buffer, the buttons “A d d ”, “Delete”, “Move U p” and 
“Move D own” are used to create a list of the buffers. The attribute that can be 
assigned to the buffers is maximum capacity in parts.
M aximum Capacity in Parts: This value specifies the maximum capacity in parts of 
each buffer
■ Process Flow
As mentioned earlier, the process plan of the PMT comprises the process flow and
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orders. The process flow detail dialog page (Figure 4.21) shows how each part of a 
compiled list is to be processed or manufactured according to a job routing that 
predetermines the sequence of the processes. Here is a description of how one can 
use the elements of the process flow detail dialog page.
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Figure 4.21: Process Flow Detail Dialog Page.
Parts List: A list of parts to be processed or manufactured can be complied using the
buttons “A dd”, “Delete”, “Move U p” and “Move D ow n”.
Machines Sequence: The user needs to create a list for the machines that define the 
sequence of how each part can be manufactured. The available machines list can be 
used to select the name of the machine. The “A dd” and “D elete” buttons are used to 
create the list of the machines sequence. The "Move Up ” and “Move Down ” buttons 
are used to specify the sequence of the machines that each part has to follow to be 
manufactured.
Process Details: The user needs to provide details for each machine process by 
defining the following parameters:
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o Process Name: The process name can be selected from the process 
names list (e.g. cleaning, coating, etc.). The process name list is 
generated automatically based on the processes that were 
predetermined by the user, 
o Process Time: To be provided by the user to specify the time needed 
to process the part, 
o Cutting Tool: The user can select the appropriate cutting tool from the 
cutting tools list if a machine requires a tool to process a part. The 
cutting tools list is generated automatically based on the cutting tools 
defined by the user, 
o Hand Tool: To be defined to be used by the labourers. The user can 
select the hand tool from the hand tools list, which is generated 
automatically based on the hand tools that have been defined by the 
user.
Setup Details: The user can apply a setup operation to the process by checking the 
box “enable setup”. The setup operation can be applied to a process which needs to 
be setup before processing a part. The setup operation can be used to change the 
machine tool, cleaning, etc. The following parameters should be provided by the user 
to apply the setup operation to a process:
o Setup Mode: There are two types of modes that can be assigned to the 
machines, which are: “operations mode” and “part change mode”. The 
“operations mode” refers to a setup that takes place after the specified 
number of operations, where an operation is regarded as a full cycle of 
the machine. The “part change mode” refers to the setup that occurs if 
the part about to be processed is of a different type to previously 
process part, that is, after the new part’s input into the machine but 
before the first machine cycle. This is useful as different parts need 
different tools.
o Setup Interval: The value of the setup interval is required to be 
entered by the user to specify the time between setups. The setup 
interval can be specified only for the “operations mode” to define the 
number of operations (or machine cycles) that need to take place 
between setups.
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o Setup Time: To specify the time required to complete the setup, 
o iM bourer’s Name: The user can select the labourer name from the 
labourers’ names list to specify the labourer who can handle the setup. 
Setup can not occur until the required labourer is available, 
o No. o f  Labourers: The user can specify the number of labourers 
required for the setup from the number of labourers list.
■ Orders
The orders represent the other element of the process plan, which can be used to 
specify the number of parts that should be manufactured or processed. The orders 
can be defined by using the orders detail dialog page as shown in Figure 4.22. The 
“Add" and “Delete" buttons can be used to create a list of the orders. The “Move 
Up” and “Move Down" buttons are used to sequence the orders list. Each order 
should include a part name and a lot size.
Poti________I__________________ J _______Latocim J_______ Mochim? | & w nyoii ]________ ftjjV
T ite r ing  Tools I  f  votas-srflt u »  f fa a o K  ; Flow j O rde r 1 Bmtai________] TuiWfi^Tf*
Orders üs»  PartName
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Figure 4.22: Orders Detail Dialog Page
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Part Name: Once an order is defined, the user can select a part name from the parts 
names list that is generated from the information provided by the user within the 
process flow detail dialog page.
Lot Size: To specify the number of selected parts to be manufactured.
This section discussed how the user can use the Process Modelling Tool to define the 
resources and the process plan of a manufacturing system. Figure 4.23 demonstrates 
the relationships between the elements of the PMT. The orders contain information 
about the parts, which include the quantity of products that need to be manufactured. 
Parts are processed by machines (e.g. drilling, saw, polishing, etc.). AGVs, 
conveyors, transporters are the material handling systems that are used to move the 
parts between the resources. Labourers are used to handle the machines as well as 
the material handling devices. Shifts, setup, and breakdowns can be applied to model 
the interpretations of the resources. The buffers represent the storage areas of a 
manufacturing system.
Figure 4.23: Relationships Between the Elements of the PMT
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4.4.4.2 Factory Layout
The factory layout window can be accessed from the Process Modelling Tool options
of the VR-Simulator software or by clicking on this icon fk l .  Once all the resources 
of a manufacturing system have been defined using the PMT, the factory layout 
window can be used to construct the layout of the system that needs to be studied. 
The factory layout of the VR-Simulator is fixed where the user can define up to 13 
machines, 25 buffers, a warehouse and 12 material handling devices. Figure 4.24 
shows the window of the factory layout that allows the user to construct the layout of 
a manufacturing system.
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Figure 4.24: Factory Layout of the VR-Simulator Software
As shown on the window of the factory layout, there are three main types of 
resources that can be used to define the layout of a manufacturing system. These 
types include machines, material handling devices and storages. The machines 
resources include a drilling machine, a sawing machine, a polishing machine, a
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packaging machine, a grinding machine and a generic machine. The material 
handling devices include a transporter, an AGV and a conveyor. The storage 
resources include a buffer and a warehouse.
The user can define the position of each resource to be placed within the factory 
layout window, first by specifying the name of the resource from the list box which 
contains all the names of the resources that have been defined by the user and then 
specifying the location where the resource should be placed. As shown in Figure 4.24, 
numbers located within boxes with different sizes and colours are used to distinguish 
between the resources types and their locations to make it easier for the user to 
construct the layout of a manufacturing system.
As mentioned earlier, the transporters are detailed using the Factory Layout window. 
Once the user specifies the name of the transporter and the location to be occupied, 
he has to double click on the transporter icon to identify the required time to deliver 
the parts between the two predefined locations as shows in Figure 4.25.
P lease  specify  the transporter name
I--------------3
Delivery Time: (min)
Figure 4.25: Transporters Detail Dialog
To avoid erroneously identifying the same resource in more than one location, 
functions were written in VB to verify the data entered by the user to make sure that 
the factory layout of the constructed manufacturing system is error free. For example, 
the “Generate Machine ” button is enabled only if the machine name has not been 
defined before and the location of the machine is not occupied by another machine. 
The user can remove any resource from the window of the Factory Layout just by 
specifying the name of the resource and clicking on the “Delete Resource” button.
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The main function of the Factory Layout window is to identify the x and y positions 
of each resource which are required to feed the SMT and the VMT with the locations 
of the resources to generate the layout of the simulation model and the virtual model. 
Figure 4.26 represents how the Factory Layout tool is linked to the main components 
of the VR-Simulator to construct the layout of a manufacturing system in the Witness 
and the Superscape environments.
j----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Graphic User Interface (GUI) of the VR-Simulator software
Figure 4.26: Linking the Factory Layout Tool with the Main Components of
the VR-Simulator Software
4.4.5 Simulation Modelling Tool Design
The simulation software package that was chosen to be linked with the VR-Simulator 
software to develop the simulation model in the Witness software package from 
Lanner. The Simulation Modelling Tool (SMT) allows non-expert users in 
simulation modelling techniques and programming to automatically develop 
simulation models of manufacturing systems in Witness software. It also helps expert
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users to shrink the time of developing complex simulation models. The SMT uses the 
information gathered about the resources through the PMT and the Factory Layout 
window to develop a simulation model automatically. The information gathered is 
stored within a database in an Excel file with multiple data sheets, where each 
resource has its own Excel data sheet for storing its relevant data.
4A .5.1 Formulating WCL Commands
Witness software documentation does not provide the format of WCL commands 
that can be used to define, detail and display the resources of a simulation model 
automatically in Witness. The technique that was used to find the syntax of WCL 
commands was building simple models for each resource and then saving these 
models as model library files (with *.lst extension). The model library files are used 
to understand the structure of Witness Command Language (WCL) to construct the 
syntax of WCL commands that need to be used to define, display and detail the 
resources automatically. Figure 4.27 illustrates the steps that have been taken to 
construct the format of WCL commands that can be used to develop a simulation 
model of a manufacturing system.
Figure 4.27: Formulating W CL Commands
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The steps in Figure 4.27 were followed to formulate the syntaxes of WCL commands 
to define, display and detail each resource individually from Visual Basic. The 
resources include part, machine, shift, conveyor, AGV, transporter, machine tool and 
labourer. The following section describes how the WCL syntaxes were formulated.
The first step of formulating the WCL commands was to create a new model in 
Witness, then the designer elements window of Witness as shown in Figure 4.28 was 
used to define and display the resource (e.g. machine).
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Figure 4.28: Designer Elements of Witness
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Figure 4.29: Dragging and Dropping the M achine Resource in W itness
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The machine resource was dragged from the designer element and placed on Witness 
modelling window as shown in Figure 4.29.
After the machine element was dragged, the machine detail dialog as shown in 
Figure 4.30 was used to detail the machine. The machine was detailed by giving it a 
name called “Drilling”, and the value “1 0 ” for the cycle time. Input and output rules 
were assigned using the rule editors.
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Figure 4.30: Machine Detail Dialog
Once the machine was created and attributes were added to it, the model was saved 
as library file with the extension of *.lst (see Figure 4.31). The library files of 
Witness are text files that contain a complete description of all the information in a 
model. These files are useful for:
o Understating large models, showing the entire model in one document, 
o Producing documentation about a model.
o Transferring models between different computers as the *.lst file is a 
straightforward text file that supports all computer hardware types, 
o Composing new Witness models, or amending existing ones without 
running Witness. That means that Witness model can be built using a 
word processor or other applications to generate *.lst file.
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Figure 4.31: Saving the Model as Library File
After the model was saved as a library file, the Notepad application of Windows was 
used as a text editor to open the model file of the machine to understand the WCL 
commands of the model. Figure 4.32 shows a snapshot of the model library file of 
the machine model.
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Figure 4.32: Snapshot of the M odel Library File of the M achine
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The text file of the machine model was analysed by consulting the vendor of Witness 
as well as the programming experience of the author. The library file of the machine 
model is a text file which contains all model definitions. The file consists of a header, 
and then a series of WCL commands that have been written as functions to define, 
display and detail each resource within the simulation model. The header includes 
some information about the model (e.g. model name, title, author, date and version 
number of Witness). WCL commands within the machine model are organised in 
three main functions that represent defining, displaying and detailing the machine.
The three main functions within the machine library file that have been used to 
define, display and detail the drilling machine are:
Define Function:
DEFINE
MA CHINE: Drilling, 1, Single, 0,0,2,1; 
END DEFINE
Display Function;
DISPLAY
Drilling
NAME: #0,Name, Group,-
13,RGB(255,255,128'), RGB(0,0,0),2,100,80,400,0, Arial,0,0,0,0,0,0,3,2,1,34; 
MACHINE ICON: #0,Icon,Member,Status,1,100,100,1,1,0,0;
LOCK: Off;
END Drilling 
END DISPLAY
Detail Function:
DETAIL
Drilling
NAME OF MACHINE: Drilling; 
QUANTITY: 1;
TYPE: Single;
PRIORITY: Lowest;
LABOR:
Cycle: None;
END
DISCRETE LIN K S:
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Fill: None 
END
DISCRETE LINKS :
Empty: None 
END
SETUP _DETAIL 
Setup number: 1
* Mode: Operations;
* Ops to first: Undefined;
* Ops between setup: Drilling_SI_Machine;
* Setup time: Drilling_ST_Machine;
* Description: Setup Number 1
* Station number: 1;
DIALOG DISPLAY NUMBER: 0;
LABOR:
Setup: Drilling_NameLS_Machine#Drilling_NumLS_Machine;
Pre-empt level: None;
END
Setup number: 2
* Mode: Part change;
* Setup time: Drilling_ST__Machine;
* Description: Setup Number 2
* Station number: 1;
DIALOG DISPLAY NUMBER: 1;
LABOR:
Setup: Drilling_NameLS_Machine#Drilling_NumLS_Machine;
Pre-empt level: None;
END
END SETUP_DETAIL
CYCLE TIME: Drilling_CT_Machine;
BREAKDOWN_DETAIL 
Breakdown number: 1
* Mode: Available time;
* Down interval: 10.0;
* Repair time: 10.0;
* Scrap part: No;
* Description: Breakdown
* Setup on repair: No;
* Check at cycle start only: Yes;
DIALOG DISPLAY NUMBER: 0;
LABOR:
Repair: Labour 1#1;
Pre-empt level: None;
END
END BREAKDOWN^DETAIL
INPUT RULE: IF  TIME = StartTime^Drilling (i_Drilling) AND ELEMENT = 
MachineName_Drilling (i_Drilling)
PULL from  PartName_Drilling (i_Drilling) out o f  WORLD
ELSE
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Wait
END1F;
OUTPUT RULE: PUSH to SHIP;
ACTIONS, In 
Add
Drilling _CT_Machine = CycleTime_Drilling (i_D rilling)
End Actions 
ACTIONS Out 
Add
i._Dnlling = i_Drilling + 1
End Actions 
Output_From: Front;
REPORTING: Individual;
SHIFT: Shiftl_Week, 0,0;
END Drilling 
END DETAIL
The above functions of WCL commands are formulated in a format that can be used 
from Visual Basic to define, display and detail a machine automatically in Witness 
software. The following VB functions represent the syntaxes of WCL commands that 
have been formulated by the author to define, display and detail a machine named 
“D rilling’’ automatically in Witness.
VB function is used to define a machine automatically in Witness:
Public Sub DefineMachines()
WitObj.wcl ("define” & vbCrLf & "MACHINE:" + nameMachine(i) + 
",1,Single,0,0;" & vbCrLf & "enddefine")
End Sub
VB function is used to display a machine automatically in Witness:
Public Sub DisplayMachines()
WitObj.wcl ("Display" & vbCrLf & "select" & vbCrLf & nameMachine(i) & 
vbCrLf & "MACHINE ICON: #0,Icon,Member, Status, 1," +
Str(xpos_Machines_DesElements(i)) + + Str(ypos_Machines_DesElements(i)) +
",1,1,0,0;" & vbCrLf & "NAME: #0,Name,Group,-
13,RGB(255,255,128),RGB(0,0,0),2," + Str(xpos_Machines_DesElements(i)) + +
Str(ypos_Machines_DesElements(i) - 20) + ",400,0,Arial, 0,0,0,0,0,0,3,2,1,34;" & 
vbCrLf & "end" + nameMachine(i) & vbCrLf & "end select" & vbCrLf & 
"enddisplay" )
End Sub
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VB function is used to detail a machine automatically in Witness:
Public Sub DetailMachines()
WitObj.wcl ("Detail" & vbCrLf & "select" & vbCrLf & nameMachine(i) & vbCrLf 
& "cycle time: " + varCycleTime_Mcichine(i) + _
& vbCrLf & "BREAKDOWN_DETAIL" & vbCrLf & "Breakdown number: 1" & 
vbCrLf & "Mode: " + breakdownMode_Machines_DesElements(i) & vbCrLf & "Ops 
between breakdown:" + breakdownInterval_Machines_DesElements(i) & vbCrLf & 
"Repair time:" + repairTime_Machines_DesElements(i) + & vbCrLf & "Scrap
part.'No;" & vbCrLf & "Description: Breakdown" & vbCrLf & "Setup on repair: 
No;" & vbCrLf & "Check at cycle start only: Yes;" & vbCrLf & "DIALOG DISPLAY  
NUMBER:0;" & vbCrLf ' & "LABOR:" & vbCrLf & "Repair: " +
nameLaboursRepair_Machines_DesElements(i) + " #  " +
nwnLaboursRepair_Machines_L)esElements(i) + & vbCrLf & "END" & vbCrLf
& "END BREAKDOWN_DETAIL" _
& vbCrLf & "SETUP_DETAIL" & vbCrLf & "Setup number: 1" & vbCrLf & 
"Mode: Operations;" & vbCrLf & "Ops to first: Undefined;" & vbCrLf & "Ops 
between setup:" + varSetupInterval_Machines(i) + & vbCrLf & "Setup Time:" +
varSetupTime_Machines(i) + & vbCrLf & "Description: Setup Number 1 ” &
vbCrLf & "Station number: 1;" & vbCrLf & "LABOR:" & vbCrLf & "Setup: " + 
varNameLaboursSetup_Machines(i) + " #  " + varNumLaboursSetup_Machines(i) + 
& vbCrLf & "END" _
& vbCrLf & "Setup number: 2" & vbCrLf & "Mode: Part change;" & vbCrLf & 
"Setup Time:" + varSetupTime_Machines(i) + & vbCrLf & "Description: Setup
Number 2" & vbCrLf & "Station number: 1;" & vbCrLf & "LABOR:" & vbCrLf & 
"Setup: " + varNameLaboursSetup__Machines(i) + " #  " +
varNumLaboursSetup_Machines(i) + & vbCrLf & "END" & vbCrLf & "END
SETUP_DETAIL" _
& vbCrLf & "INPUTRULE: IF TIME = StartTime_" + nameMachine(i) + ”(i_" + 
nameMachine(i) + ") and element -  MachineName_" + nameMachine(i) + ”(i_” + 
nameMachine(i) + ")" & vbCrLf & "PULL from " + "PartName_" +
nameMachine(i) + " ( i + nameMachine(i) + ")" + " out o f WORLD" & vbCrLf & 
"ELSE" & vbCrLf & "Wait" & vbCrLf & "ENDIF;" & vbCrLf & "OUTPUT RULE: 
PUSH to " + "Ship" + & vbCrLf & "ACTIONS, In" & vbCrLf & "Add" & vbCrLf
& nameMachine(i) + "_CT_Machine = CycleTime_" + nameMachine(i) + "(i_" + 
nameMachine(i) + ")" & vbCrLf & "End Actions" & vbCrLf & "ACTIONS, Out" & 
vbCrLf & "Add" & vbCrLf & "i_" + nameMachine(i) + "= i_" + nameMachine(i) + 
"+ 1" & vbCrLf & "End Actions” & vbCrLf & "REPORTING: Individual;" & vbCrLf 
& "SHIFT:" + shift_Machines_DesElements(i) + ",0,0;" & vbCrLf & "end" + 
nameMachine(i) & vbCrLf & "end select" & vbCrLf & "enddetail")
End Sub
The approach that was presented above was followed to find the WCL syntaxes of 
the other resources, which included labourer, part, buffer, conveyor, shift, transporter, 
AGV and the variables that hold the attributes of each resource.
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4.4.5.2 Generating Simulation Models
This section presents the approach that was used to generate simulation models of 
manufacturing systems automatically in the Witness software. Witness, as mentioned 
earlier, was chosen as the simulation tool to be integrated with the VR-Simulator to 
develop simulation models. Witness [129] is a Windows application from the Lanner 
Group. The Witness simulation package was developed specifically to model 
material flow in manufacturing systems. It is a hybrid of a simulator and a general 
simulation language. The Witness simulation package is an “OLE Automation 
Server”. Therefore, it can be controlled by an “OLE Automation Controller”, such as 
Visual Basic. Through this mechanism it is possible to control, edit or construct an 
entire model.
Building simulation models in Witness involves three steps: “define”, “display”, 
and “detail”. In the define phase, all the elements of simulation model should be 
defined. Witness provides the modelling elements used by manufacturing systems, 
e.g. machines, parts, labourers, and transportation systems. In the display phase, all 
the elements need to be presented by icons in order to build up a pictorial 
representation of the manufacturing system. Finally, the detail phase in which the 
logic of the simulation model is specified.
The SMT of the VR-Simulator software used the same principle of Witness to 
generate a simulation model, where all the resources have to be defined first, then 
icons that represent the resources of a manufacturing system were used to construct 
the graphic presentation of the simulation model. Finally, attributes and coding were 
applied to detail each resource. The database of a manufacturing system needs to be 
loaded first to the VR-Simulator before the user can generate the simulation model. 
The database can be loaded by selecting the “Load Database ” option from the “File” 
menu options or by clicking on its icon. An open window appears to allow the user to 
specify the name of the Excel file where the database of the manufacturing system is 
stored as shown in Figure 4.33. Once the database is loaded, the user can select the 
“Generate Simulation M odel” from the Simulation Modelling Tool menu options or
clicking on this icon s as shown in Figure 4.34.
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Figure 4.34: Generate Automatic Simulation Model Command
Upon activating the command to generate the simulation model automatically, the 
algorithm shown in Figure 4.35 is executed. Witness OLE control is the mechanism 
that has been used to link the VR-Simulator software with Witness software and 
WCL commands which are used to build and display the simulation model in 
Witness. The following command is an OLE Automation command, which has been 
used to link a running version of Witness with the VR-Simulator software:
Set WitObj = GetObject (, "WITNESS. WCL")
Algorithms developed in VB were used to read the Excel sheets database of the 
resources which include information about machines, parts, conveyors, AGVs, 
labourers, machine tools, processes, transporters, buffers and shifts, and then this 
information is transferred into arrays that act as temporary database for the VR- 
Simulator software. Algorithms written in VB linked with WCL commands are used 
to develop simulation models automatically in Witness in three phases as follows:
Define phase: In the phase, all the resources of a manufacturing system are defined 
and included in the simulation model.
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■ Display phase: In this phase, some of the resources are presented by icons in order 
to build up a pictorial representation of the manufacturing system.
■ Detail phase: The logic of the simulation model is specified in this phase, where 
the process plan and the orders have been used to detail the resources. Code is 
generated automatically to be attached to each resource for monitoring and 
performing different activities within the simulation model.
Independent Database (Excel Sheets)
Algorithms written in VB to read the information 
of the resources from the data sheets and then 
it saves these information into Arrays
Read resource type /
(e.g. part, machine, etc)
( For I = 1 to num of resource type j
Figure 4.35: A lgorithm  to Generate Simulation Model Automatically
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The parameter of this section presents how the Simulation Modelling Tool is used to 
generate each resource automatically in Witness.
■ Shifts:
The shifts are the first resources to be generated in Witness as they are used by the 
other resources. Figure 4.36 depicts the mechanism of the algorithm developed to 
generate shifts automatically in Witness.
I En d  I
Figure 4.36: Generating Shifts Automatically in W itness
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Shifts are generated automatically based on the value of the variable that holds the 
number of shifts. In the define phase of the shifts, the array that holds the shift’s 
name is used to assign names to each shift. The other arrays that hold details 
regarding the shifts pattern are used to detail each shift individually.
■ Parts:
Figure 4.37 depicts the algorithm developed to generate parts automatically in 
Witness.
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Parts are generated automatically based on the value of the variable that holds the 
number of parts. Three arrays called “varLotSize(i) ”, “varPartDes(i)” and 
“varPartCycle(i)” were defied in Witness to be used to hold the orders of each part. 
In the define phase, the array that holds the part names were used to assign names for 
each part. Finally, each part has been detailed by assigning a variable to the “Lot 
Size ” using WCL commands.
Figure 4.38: Generating M achines Automatically in W itness
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■ Machines:
Figure 4.38 represents the algorithm developed to generate machines automatically 
in Witness. Machines are generated automatically based on the value of the variable 
that holds the number of machines. Arrays were defined in Witness to hold the 
values of the attributes for each machine. These attributes included cycle time, setup 
mode, setup interval, setup time, name of the labourers for the setup, and number of 
labourers for the setup. In the define phase, the array that holds machine names were 
used to assign a name for each machine.
Once the machines have been defined, the arrays that hold the values of x, y 
positions are used to position each machine within the simulation model. Finally, 
each machine has been detailed by assigning a variable for the cycle time and other 
variables to hold the breakdown details as well as the shift name for each machine. 
Also, WCL commands were used to assign the input rules, actions on input, actions 
on output, and output rules for every generated machine.
■ Conveyors:
Figure 4.39 represents the algorithm developed to generate conveyors automatically 
in Witness. Conveyors are generated automatically based on the value of the variable 
that holds the number of conveyors. Arrays were defined in Witness to hold the 
values of the attributes for each conveyor. These attributes included length in parts, 
movement index time, breakdown mode, breakdown interval, repair time, name of 
the labourer for the repair, and number of labourers for the repair.
In the define phase, the array that holds conveyor names were used to assign a name 
for each conveyor. Once the conveyors have been defined, the arrays that hold the 
values of the x, y positions are used to position each conveyor within the simulation 
model. Finally, each conveyor has been detailed by assigning a variable for the 
length in parts, movement index time and other variables to hold the breakdown 
details as well as the shift name for each conveyor. Also, WCL commands were used
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to assign the input rules, actions on joins, actions on front, and output rales for every 
generated conveyor.
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Figure 4.39: Generating Conveyors Automatically in Witness
- AGVs:
Machine objects instead of the Witness defined vehicle and track objects were used 
to model AGVs because Witness does not provide a method to breakdown vehicles
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or tracks. The behaviours of the AGVs were modelled by assigning variables to be 
associated with each machine. Figure 4.40 represents the algorithm developed to 
generate AGVs automatically in Witness.
AGVs
Database
The AGVs are generated automatically based on the value of the variable that holds 
the number of AGVs. Three array variables were defined to be associated with each 
AGV. These arrays were “varCapacitylnParts(i)”, “varLoadedSpeed(i)”, and 
“varUnloadedSpeed”. The arrays were defined in Witness to be used to hold the
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capacity in parts, loaded speed and the unloaded speed of each AGV. In the define 
phase, the array that holds the AGVs names were used to assign a name for each 
AGV. Finally, each AGV has been detailed by assigning the cycle time to it.
■ Transporters:
Transporters were used to model any material handling system without having it 
displayed within the simulation model.
Transporters 
Database j
cMicrosoft Excot Object
Algorithms written in VB read the information of 
the database of the transporters and save these 
information into Arrays /
Figure 4.41: Generating Transporters Automatically in W itness
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The process of transferring the products between the resources was represented by a 
time delay. The transporters can be used to model a forklift, a trolley, etc. Figure 
4.41 represents the algorithm developed to generate transporters automatically in 
Witness. The transporters have been defined and displayed in a manner similar to the 
AGVs. The transporters were modelled by machine objects that represent the 
required time to deliver the parts between two predefined locations.
Labours
Database
1______ T
i Microsoft Excel Object
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■ Labourers:
Figure 4.42 depicts the algorithm developed to generate labourers automatically in 
Witness. The labourers are used to handle the machines for setting up, repairing, 
driving a material handling system etc. There are three types of labourers that can be 
generated, which include technician, driver, and labourer.
The labourers are generated automatically based on the value of the variable that 
holds the number of labourers. Two arrays called “varLabourType(i)” and 
“varLabourQuantity(i)” were defined in Witness to be used to hold the types of the 
labourers and the quantity of each labourer type. In the define phase, the array that 
holds labourers names was used to assign a name for each labourer. Finally, each 
labourer has been detailed by assigning a variable to the “Quantity ” attribute.
■ Machine Tools:
Figure 4.43 depicts the algorithm developed to generate machine tools automatically 
in Witness to be used by the machines or the labourers. Witness does not provide an 
element that can be used to define a machine tool so the labourers element was used 
to define the machine tools as it has the same modelling characteristics.
The machine tools are generated automatically based on the value of the variable that 
holds the number of machine tools. Two arrays called “varMachineToolsType(i)” 
and “varMachineToolsQuantity(i)” were defined in Witness to be used to hold the 
types of the machine tools and the quantity of each machine tool type. In the define 
phase, the array that holds machine tools names was used to assign a name for each 
machine tool. Finally, each part has been detailed by assigning the “Quantity” 
attribute.
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Machine Tods 
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Figure 4.43: Generating Machine Tools Automatically in Witness 
■ Buffers:
Buffers can be located in front o f or after a machine where the parts have to wait 
until the next destination is free. Buffers can also be used to model a warehouse or 
store where pails should be stored. Figure 4.44 depicts the algorithm developed to 
generate buffers automatically in Witness.
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Buffers
Database
cM icrosoft Excel Obiecl ■J
The buffers are generated automatically based on the value of the variable that holds 
the number of buffers. An array called “varMaximumCapcity(i)” was defined in 
Witness to be used to hold the maximum capacity in parts and the quantity of each 
buffer. In the define phase, the array that holds buffers names were used to assign a 
name for each buffer. Then, buffers are displayed based on the x, y positions of each
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buffer. Finally, each buffer is detailed by assigning a variable to the 
“CapacityInParts ” attribute.
4.4.6 Virtual Modelling Tool design
The Virtual Modelling Tool (VMT) is used to automatically create virtual models of 
manufacturing systems that represent simulation models in 3D environment. The 
VMT allows users who are not familiar with 3D modelling and programming to 
generate a virtual model of a manufacturing system automatically. The virtual reality 
software that was chosen to be linked with the VR-Simulator software to develop 
virtual models is called Superscape VRT.
4.4.6.1 Design and Implementation o f Virtual Environment Template
The virtual environment template was developed using Superscape VRT to enable 
the users of the VR-Simulator software to generate virtual models of manufacturing 
systems automatically.
Figure 4.45: Steps of Design and Implementation of the Virtual Environment
Template
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The virtual worlds of Superscape VRT [127] can be targeted towards either 
Visualiser for standalone applications that can be distributed on a CD, or Viscape for 
3D Web Pages. Complex worlds with many levels of interaction can be achieved 
using the Visualiser. Viscape worlds need to be as small as possible to minimise their 
download time. The aim of this research is to develop virtual models that are 
integrated with the VR-Simulator to work as a standalone application and not to be 
distributed on the Web so details can be added as much as required. The following 
flowchart (Figure 4.45) illustrates the steps that have been taken to design and 
implement the virtual environment to be used as a template to generate the virtual 
models.
■ Developing a virtual factory
The first step to design the virtual environment template of the VR-Simulator was 
building a virtual factory that can be used as a virtual environment to represent 
manufacturing systems. The virtual factory was developed using the world editor 
(see Figure 3.21) and the shape editor (see Figure 3.22) of Superscape VRT. A group 
object that represents the virtual factory was created by the world editor of 
Superscape VRT. The size of this object is set to be 200m by 300m that matches the 
dimensions of the template of the factory layout.
The shape editor was used to create four walls, a ceiling and a roof for the factory. 
Once these shapes were created, the world editor was used to apply them to the 
factory object to create the virtual factory. Textures and colours were applied to the 
virtual factory to enhance its look to give a better feeling of a real factory. Some 
objects were added (e.g. doors, windows) to the factory. Figure 4.46 shows a 
snapshot of the virtual factory.
■ Creating resources
All the resources that represent a manufacturing system, which need to be displayed 
within the virtual factory, were created individually as objects, where each object 
represented a different resource. The resources included labourer, drilling machine,
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saw machine, grinding machine, polishing machine, packaging machine, generic 
machine, AGV, buffer, and conveyor.
Each object within the virtual world has a set of standard attributes that define its:
■ Shape type: the outline of the object.
■ Size: the size of the bounding cube.
■ Position: its position in the world.
■ Name: this must be unique.
Fit es- Ocjoct Pwwn W * jCl  seemy. t-dfxy
•UM0O
WORLD
Figure 4.46: Snapshot of the Virtual Factory
The objects that represent the resources were created using the shape editor and the 
world editor of Superscape VRT. The following flowchart (see Figure 4.47) presents 
the procedure for creating the resources, which are referred to as objects, using the 
shape editor and the world editor of Superscape VRT. Each object was created 
individually to represent a resource of a manufacturing system. An object was 
created for each resource from the designer menu of Superscape VRT. The type of
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all created objects was set to be a Group to hold the shapes and the subgroups of each 
resource. A name was given to each object based on the resource type. For example, 
the name “Saw Machine" was given to the object that represents the saw machine.
Superscape VRT *
r
Shape
Simple shapes from 
a few facets
Complex shapes from 
hundreds of facets
Shape creating
7
Shape Editor
Size
1 X  Size. Y  Size, Z 
Size
Shape size
Worta Editor
Creating object that represent a resource
I
Specifying the size of the object
Textures Shadings Colours
Appearance 
 1
Simple objects from one 
shape
Complex objects 
assembled from 
several shapes
Level of details control
Check for rendering errors
Finishes objects
Figure 4.47: Procedure for Creating the Resources
In their simplest form objects have shape, size and appearance. They may be made 
up of several child objects in which case they will have their own internal layout.
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They may also have behaviours and dynamics, which will be covered later in this 
section. The shapes for each resource were created using the shape editor of 
Superscape VRT. At this stage the shapes consisted of a number of flat facets. The 
number of facets used to create the shape has implications for the VE, particularly 
rendering speed.
The simplest way of rendering a shape is to give each facet a colour. More complex 
visual effects can be achieved by applying textures to the facets to create visually 
realistic objects. Applying gradual and smooth shading across several facets can 
simulate curved surfaces realistically, although the geometry is still made up of flat 
facets. Earlier monitoring of the number of facets used and the number and 
resolution of the textures used should help to produce an object that does not require 
too much processor power to render. However at this stage it is prudent to visually 
check the finished object looking for redundant facets or textures that are 
unnecessarily detailed. It is important to check objects for rendering errors. These 
eiTors may be due to the way a shape has been constructed (e.g. the order in which 
the facets were added), or the way the shapes have been assembled to make an object 
(e.g. forming overlaps).
DCLi
Figure 4.48: V irtual Drilling M achine
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Each virtual resource comprised a number of objects, where each object represented 
a different part of the resource. For example, the drilling machine consisted of four 
main objects, which were table, drill chunk, drill tool, spindle. An object was created 
for each part for the drilling machine. Then the main group of the drilling machine 
was used to assemble these parts to construct the final shape of the drilling machine 
resource object as shown in Figure 4.48. All the other virtual resources were created 
by following the same approach.
■ Adding attributes
Attributes were added to the created resources, these included size, position, textures, 
dynamics, colour and sound attributes. Dynamic attributes were given to resources to 
enable them to move within the virtual factory. Size attributes were applied to the 
resources to change their size to be relevant to the virtual factory. Position attributes 
were given to the resources to give each resource a location and an orientation to 
other resources within the factory. A colour attribute and different colours were 
given to resources to enhance their look; and finally a sound attribute was given to 
the resources to indicate their working conditions.
■ Adding properties and behaviours
Different types of properties were assigned to the resources (e.g. Integer type 
properties were used to hold the values of their positions; and the String type 
property was assigned to hold the name of the processes for each resource). Figure 
4.49 shows the properties that have been assigned to the drilling machine.
Object Properties l ì *J
Name Type Velue
xPositlon long 0
yPosition long 0
ProcessName strinq
labourName string
labourQuantity long 0
workCondition long 0
Add
Delete Cancel OK
Figure 4.49: Properties o f the Drilling M achine
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The “xPosition” and “yPosition” properties were assigned to the drilling machine to 
hold its position values within the virtual factory. The “processName” property was 
used to hold the name of the processes associated with the drilling machine. The 
“labourName” property was applied to hold the name of the labourer who was 
handling the drilling machine. The “labourQuantity” property was applied to hold 
the value of the number of labourers needed to handle the drilling machine.
Finally, the “workConclition ” property was assigned to the drilling machine to hold 
the value of its working condition, which includes “0”, “1”, “2”, or “3”. Each value 
represents different activity. The value “0” indicates the machine is idle. The value 
“1” indicates the drilling machine is processing a part. The value “2” indicates the 
machine needs to be setup. The value “3” indicates the machine is under 
maintenance.
■ Uploading the created resources to the warehouse library o f  Superscape
Once all the properties were applied to the resources, behaviours were assigned to 
them using Superscape Control Language. The behaviours arc represented by codes 
written in SCL attached to each resource. The purpose of the code was to 
continuously monitor the values of properties on each resource and to command the 
resource to perform different actions based on these values. The behaviours were 
added to the resources to simulate the activities of the simulation model in 3D scope 
within the virtual model.
After all the resources were created, and their attributes, properties and behaviours 
were added, each virtual resource was uploaded to the warehouse of Superscape 
VRT by saving the resource under the name of the resource type with the extension 
*.VCA (Visual Clip Ait) as shown in Figure 4.50. These resources can be loaded 
later using the VMT to construct the virtual model of a manufacturing system that 
needs to be addressed.
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4.50: Uploading the Created Resources to the Warehouse Library of Superscape
4.4.6.2 Generating Virtual Models
The VMT can be used to generate a virtual model of a manufacturing system 
automatically. The virtual model presents the simulation model in a 3D presentation 
as it helps the users to understand the activities of the manufacturing systems. 
Superscape VRT comes with an ActiveX control called “Superscape 3D Control. 
This control was used to link VR-Simulator software with the Superscape 
environment to display the virtual models within an application written in VB. 
Superscape control language (SCL) was used to create the virtual models of 
manufacturing systems.
The database must first be uploaded to the VR-Simulator before the user can 
generate a virtual model of a manufacturing system. Once the database is loaded, the 
user can either select the “Generate Virtual M odel” from the simulation modelling
tool menu options as shown in Figure 4.51, or by clicking on this icon fiEl.
. VR-Simulator Software
Fte Process Modeling Tool Simulation Modeling Tool Virtual Modelling Tool Simulate Output Analyzing Tools Help
H a O l PDlFLl SJ ¡1 |
Figure 4.51: Generate Automatic Virtual Model Command
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As the user activates the command to generate the virtual model automatically, the 
algorithm that is depicted in Figure 4.52 is executed to build the virtual model.
Independent Database (Excel Sheets)
--------------------Resources
[ Microsoft Excel Objecl )
v >
Algorithms written in VB to transfer the data of the resources 
(e.g. names, X positions. Y  positions) into Arrays in VB
/
Read resource type 
(e.g. part, machine, etc)
- n , For I = 1 to num of resource type J
Superscape 3D control
Superscaoe Control Language 
(SCL)
Importing the selected resource type from 
the warehouse library of Superscape
Changing the properties values of the 
imported resource type (e.g. x position, y 
position and resource name)
Positioning the resource wilhin the 
virtual model
Mechanism used to (ink 
the VR-Simulator with 
Superscape VRT ntodeis
Generating the resources 
automatically in the virtual model 
to construct the layout of the 
manufacturing system in 3D
Figure 4.52: Algorithm to Generate Virtual Models Automatically
Algorithms were written in VB to read the independent database to gather 
information about the resources. This information includes the resource name, and 
the x, y positions of each resource. This information is fed to the virtual model 
through the Superscape 3D control mechanism that links the VR-Simulator software 
with the virtual model. Then, code written in SCL was used to call the resources
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from the warehouse of Superscape VRT and position them based on the x, y 
positions of each resource. The resources that are displayed once the user activates 
the command to generate virtual model automatically are machines, conveyors and 
buffers. The labourers and AGVs are displayed only when the virtual model is 
simulating the activities of a manufacturing system.
Figure 4.53 illustrates the algorithm used to generate the machines automatically in 
the virtual model.
Figure 4.53: Generating M achines Autom atically in the Virtual Model
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As shown in Figure 4.53, the data required to generate the machines automatically 
includes machine names, machine types and the x, y positions of each machine. The 
following VB code was written to communicate with the SCL code through the 
Superscape 3D control mechanism to generate the machines automatically in the 
virtual model.
For i = /  To num_Macliines
Select Case type_Machines_DesElements(i)
Case "Drilling"
type_Machines_VR( i) = 1 
Case "Saw"
type_Machines_VR(i) = 2 
Case "Grinding"
type_Machines_VR(i) = 3 
Case "Polishing"
type_Machines_VR(i) = 4 
Case "Packaging"
type_Machines_VR(i) = 5 
Case "Generic"
type_Machines_VR(i) = 6 
End Select
I f  (Superscape3DControll.GetCounter(l) = 2) Then 
’counter(2) holds the Machine type number 
Superscape3DControll.SetCounter 2, type_Machines_VR(i)
'Counter(3) hold the X  position o f the Machine
Superscape3DControll.SetCounter 3, xpos_Machines_DesElements(i) 
'Counter(4) hold the Y position o f the Machine
Superscape3DControll.SetCounter 4, ypos_Machines_DesElements(i) 
Superscape3DControll.SetCounter 1, 1 
End I f  
Next
The array named “type_Machines_VR(i)'’ can hold six values where each value 
represents a different machine type, which include drilling, saw, grinding, polishing, 
packaging and generic. “Superscape3DControll.SetCounter 2, 
type_Machines_VR(i)” command is used to transfer the machine type to 
“counter(2)”. “Superscape3DControll.SetCounter 3,
xpos_Machines_DesElements(i)” and “Superscape3DControll.SetCounter 4, 
ypos_Machines_DesElements(i)” commands are used to transfer the values of x 
position and y position to “counter(3)” and “counter(4)” respectively. Figure 4.54 
shows the SCL code that was used to read the data from VB code to generate the 
drilling machine and position it within the virtual model.
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Edll SCI. Program Tlx I
cher »FileName; 
long 1 ; 
objnum Hew;
resume (1, 1);
"counter(l) = 1" indicates the VR Generation button 
in Visual Basic is clicked
Find
Find Next
R ep la ce
Print
Reference..
if (counter (1)==1)
{
/* counter (2) holds the number of the Machine Type */ 
switch (counter (2)); 
case 1:
/* Import the Drilling Machine */
FileName="C :\\Program Files\\SuperscapewVRT WarehouseWObjec" 
" t s W M a c h i n e s W D r i l l m g  Machin^ .vca";
New=import (F i1eName, 1); 
i f (New==1RootObj e c t ')
alert ("Import operation failed", 0); 
else 
{
/* counter (3) holds the Xpos of the machine */ 
write (&xpos (New))»counter (3);
/* counter(4) holds the Ypos of the machine */ 
write (&ypos (Hew))»counter (4); 
write (ScZpos (New))=0;
strcpy (^property (New, "machineName"), objname (New)); 
strcpy (^property (me, "name"), objname (New)); 
fireevnt (1, 0);/* Exit the if statment * /  
counter (1)=2;
}
>
Delete I Cancel OK
Figure 4.54: SCL Used to Generate the Layout of the Virtual Model
Counter (2) holds the value of the machine type. The SCL command “switch 
(counter (2))” is used to read the machine type that was fed by VB code, “case 1 :” 
command represents the value of counter (2), which indicates the machine type is 
drilling. The drilling machine is imported from the warehouse library using the 
command “FileName=" C:\sProgram Files'^Superscapes\V RT Warehouse\\Objects” 
\Machines\\Drilling Machine.vca "; ”.
Once the drilling machine is imported, the commands “write (&xpos 
(New))=counter (3);” and “write (&ypos (New))=counter (4);” are used to position 
the drilling machine within the virtual model. Finally, the commands “strcpy 
(&property (New, "machineName"), objname (New));’’ and “strcpy (&property (me, 
"name”), objname (New));” are used to give the drilling machine a name that has 
been assigned by the user. All the other virtual objects of the machines, conveyors, 
buffers are generated automatically using this approach.
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4.4.7 Models Running Tool
The Models Running Tool (MRT) is used to load the process plan of a 
manufacturing system and then to run the simulation model and the virtual model to 
simulate its activities. The MRT can be accessed by clicking on “Simulate” from the 
main menu of the VR-Simulator software as shown in Figure 4.55.
VU simulator Software
HalCl pd:flJ J j f f i l  M*
Fie Process Modeling Tool Simulation Modeling Tool Virtual Modeling Tool Simulate Output Analyzing Tools Help
. „ j | e Load Process Plan M  |
Run ^
Stop 
Reset
Q  R.«6t Time Med'.-
Speed Mud? 
Batch Mode
Figure 4.55: Models Run Tool Options
The process plan of a manufacturing system must be loaded before the user can the 
run the models. The process plan can be loaded by clicking on the option “Load 
Process Plan" from the Simulate options. This will display an “Open File” dialog 
box to enable the user to specify the name of the file where the process plan is saved. 
The process plan is saved in the same file where the database of the resources is 
saved. The process plan is stored within two Excel data sheets named “Process 
Flow ”, and “Orders”.
The process flow data sheet contains information that describes the manufacturing 
sequence of each part. The orders data sheet includes a predefined order of release 
for the parts to be manufactured as well as the lot size of each part. Figure 4.56 
depicts the algorithm used to transfer the data of the process plan from the Excel data 
sheets to the simulation model in Witness.
The information that needs to be transferred from the Excel data sheet to the 
simulation model includes part names, machine names, process names and the cycle 
time of each process. An algorithm written in VB is used to read the data from the 
Excel data sheets and then Witness OLE Automation Control is used as a mechanism 
to transfer these data from VB to the arrays that have been generated in the
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simulation model using WCL. The parts names array, machines names array and 
cycle times array will be associated with each machine. Dummy machines and 
dummy parts are used to collect the statistics of a manufacturing system.
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Figure 4.56: Transferring the Process Plan from the Excel Data Sheets 
to the Simulation Model in Witness
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Figure 4.57: Assigning a Route to a Part in Witness
Code written in WCL is used to read the supplied data of the process plan from 
arrays in the simulation model to detail the parts by assigning a route for each part 
automatically. The route consists of a number of stages that represent the destinations 
where the part is to be processed or delivered. Setup time and cycle time are applied
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for each stage as shown in Figure 4.57. The output rule of each part is set to “Push to 
route ” to enable the part to be pushed to the destinations that have been pre-assigned 
based on the process plan. Once the process plan is loaded to the VR-Simulator, the 
user can run the models using the Simulate commands (Run, Stop and Reset) or their 
icons that are located at the bottom of the main menu of the software. The functions 
of these commands are as follows:
■ Run: Runs the simulation model with an animated display in which parts appear to 
move instantly between the resources on the screen. The virtual model is used to 
simulate the activities of the manufacturing system in 3D presentation once models 
are running.
■ Stop: Halts the current simulation model run as well as the virtual model run.
■ Reset: Resets the simulation clock to the start of the run. All the simulation 
resources and the virtual resources are set to the idle state and all the statistics are 
cleared.
■ Run Modes: There are three modes to run the simulation model and the virtual 
model of a manufacturing system. These modes can be accessed from the Simulate 
options which include Real time mode, Speed mode, and Batch mode:
o Real time mode: This mode can be used to simulate the activities of a 
manufacturing system in real time, 
o Speed mode: This mode can be used to allow the user to run the 
simulation model and the virtual model very quickly, 
o Batch mode: This mode is useful to run the simulation more quickly 
when the user does not require an animated display of the activities. 
This mode is mainly used to collect statistics for a long nan period. 
Time should be specified at which the run should stop as shown in 
Figure 4.58.
_xj
r -  Run T o -------------------------------------------------
T im e: (M in)
Figure 4.58: Batch Run Dialog Box
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Once the user activates the “Run command”, the simulation engine of witness starts 
processing the data to simulate the activities of the simulation model. The algorithm 
in Figure 4.59 shows how the activities are simulated.
Figure 4.59: Run Execution Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, each part has to follow a number of destinations to be 
processed or delivered from one location to another. The destinations include 
machines, conveyors, transporters, AG Vs and buffers. The part has to follow a 
predefined sequence of stages, where the part has to spend specific time at each 
destination depending on the value of the “Cycle Time” attribute. Once the time has
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elapsed, the part is pushed to the next destination. The VR-Simulator software does 
not incorporate a scheduling tool to schedule the priorities of the processes. The 
simulation engine of Witness is used to select which part should be processed first 
based on the available destinations and the cycle time of each process.
Another algorithm is also executed when the user activates the ran command. This 
algorithm is used to collect statistics from the simulation model regarding the 
processes that have been defined by the user. A dummy machine and a dummy part 
are associated with each process for each machine to be used to collect statistics 
regarding the process (e.g. coating, cleaning).
4.4.7.1 Simulating the Activates Within the Virtual Model
Once the user activates the run command, the activities on the simulation model will 
be simulated in a three-dimensional presentation in real time mode within the virtual 
model. Algorithms developed in VB are used to transfer the data between the 
simulation model and the virtual model to simulate the activities of the simulation 
model in a 3D presentation. Linking the simulation model with the virtual model was 
accomplished using two mechanisms: Witness OLE Control and Superscape 3D 
Control. Witness OLE control was used to link the developed simulation model with 
VB algorithms to read the data from the simulation model using WCL, then this data 
were sent to the virtual model using Superscape 3D control. Figure 4.60 depicts the 
algorithm that has been developed to link the simulation model with the virtual 
model.
Code written in SCL is used to command the machines, labourers and the other 
resources to simulate the activities in real time that matches their activities in the 
simulation model. The user can interact with the models using voice commands, and 
navigate the virtual model using Head Mounted Display (HMD) while the models 
are simulating the activities of a manufacturing system.
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Figure 4.60: Linking the Simulation Model with the Virtual Model
Each resource in the simulation model was linked with the same resource within the 
virtual model using an individual algorithm. This algorithm executes every micro 
second in VB to check the current status of the resource, its properties and behaviour 
from the simulation model and then the algorithm is used to transfer this data to the 
virtual model to simulate the activities in the 3D presentation in real time. This 
approach was followed to link all the resources. The algorithm depicted in Figure 
4.61 shows an example of how the drilling machine in the simulation model was 
linked to the 3D object of the drilling machine in the virtual model.
As shown in Figure 4.61, WCL was used to read the current activities of the drilling 
machine within the simulation model and then convert these activities as data to be 
saved into variables. Witness OLE control was used as the mechanism to transfer the 
values of these variables to algorithm developed using VB which reads the 
parameters of the drilling machine in the simulation model. These parameters include 
the current status of the drilling machine, setup details, breakdown details, number 
and names of labourers who are handling the machine.
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Figure 4.61: Exchanging Data of the Drilling Machine in the Simulation Model with 
the Drilling Machine in the Virtual Model
The algorithm for transferring the data of the drilling machine from the simulation 
model to the virtual model executes every micro second to read these parameters and 
save them within variables in VB. Then, the values of these variables are sent to the 
properties and behaviours of the drilling machine in the virtual model through the 
“Superscape 3D Control” mechanism. Algorithms written in SCL were used to 
command the drilling machine to perform the right action that matches its activities 
in the simulation model. The same approach was repeated to link all the resources in 
the simulation model with their 3D objects in the virtual model.
4.4.7.2 Visualizing the Activities o f  a M anufacturing System
The activities of a manufacturing system were simulated within the virtual model by 
showing parts placed within the machines, buffers and conveyors. The processes of 
the machines were represented by a bulb light located on top of each machine. The 
yellow, green, red and blue lights indicate the idle, busy, breakdown and repair 
conditions of the machines, respectively. Delivering parts from one location to 
another was simulated by showing an AGV standing next to the collecting location to 
load the parts and then the AGV appears next to the delivering location to unload the 
parts. The movement of the AGV between the two locations was not simulated.
The labourers who are required to handle the machines were simulated within the 
virtual model by showing a labourer standing next to the machine that needs to be
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handled. By clicking on the labourer, a dialog box appears to indicate the number of 
labourers who are handling the machine at that time. More complex animation can be 
added to visualise more realistic activities of a manufacturing system. A pilot virtual 
model was developed using Superscape VRT that simulates an AGV collecting a part 
from one location and then it delivers the collected parts to the saw machine to be 
processed. The virtual AGV was created by using the shape and world editors of 
Superscape. Because it is time consuming to create some parts of the AGV using the 
shape editor of Superscape, AutoCAD were used to create these parts and then these 
parts have been imported into the world editor to assemble them to construct the 
virtual object of the AGV.
The AGV can move forward, backward, pivot in place to the right and to the left by 
360 degree. The AGV has a buffer to store the parts while delivering them from one 
location to another. The arm of the AGV has been constructed as a combination of 
two kinds of robot arms, which are Cartesian Coordinates and Cylindrical 
Coordinates. Figure 4.62 and Figure 4.63 shows the Cartesian coordinate and 
Cylindrical coordinate configurations.
The Cartesian coordinate configuration consists of a column and an arm. It is 
sometimes called an x-y-z robot, indicating the axes of motion. The x-axis is lateral 
motion, the y-axis is longitudinal motion, and the z-axis is vertical motion. Thus, the
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arm can move up and down on the z-axis, and slide along its base on the x-axis; and 
then it can telescope to move to and from the work area on the y-axis.
The cylindrical coordinate configuration typically has two linear axes: vertical and 
radial, and the rotations are achieved by a separate axis. The dedicated vertical axis 
gives smooth, rapid motion in the vertical direction, and the radial axis allows the 
robot to retract or extend quickly. These motions are usually useful in assembly, 
material handling, and machine loading/unloading. The gripper of the arm was 
constructed from two fingers to enable the AGV to grasp the parts during the work 
cycle.
The integration of Cylindrical coordinate and Cartesian coordinate configurations 
enable the arm of the AGV to grab the parts from the collecting location and store 
them in the buffer of the AGV, and vice versa. Figure 4.64 shows the developed 
virtual AGV.
Full movement and animation have been modelled to show how the AGV collects 
parts, moves from one location to another, rotates and delivers the parts to a machine 
to be processed. Figure 4.65 shows a snapshot of an AGV delivering a part to the 
saw machine to be cut.
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Figure 4.64: Virtual AGV
_______________________________________________________ * ^ 3 ____________________________ __________________________________
l  MG Il'Jt j^tl
Figure 4.65: A n AGV  Delivering Parts to the Saw M achine
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Once the part is delivered to the saw machine, the saw tool is used to cut the part into 
two pieces. Then, the arm of the AGV is used to collect the cut part to storage it in its 
buffer. The same principle can be used to model complex animation to visualise the 
processes of the other resources.
4.4.6.3 Navigating the Virtual Model
A viewpoint was attached to a movable object, which was made of a holding group 
object that has a dynamics attribute and a child object that has a rotation attribute. 
The holding group represents a human body, and the child object represents its head. 
The user can navigate the virtual world of a manufacturing system by changing the 
position of the object by using the movement bar (Figure 4.66). The viewpoint was 
attached to the object so that the user, while navigating the virtual model, has a sense 
of a walking person “viewing the environment from about 1.6 meters above the 
ground”. The user can also navigate the virtual model by using a joystick or 3D 
mouse, which makes the navigation easier.
Moves the viewpoint forwards and 
backwards, or rotate it left and right
Tilts the 
viewpoint left 
and right
Tilts the 
viewpoint up 
and down
Figure 4.66: Navigation Bai-
A Monitor and a Head Mounted Display were used as output devices to view the 
virtual environment of a manufacturing system. The HMD is coupled with a tracker 
which enables the user to navigate around the world by moving his/her head to have 
a better feeling of being present within the virtual model.
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4.4.7.4 Interacting with the Models o f  the VR-Simulator
Most of the simulation packages available on the market today do not allow real time 
interaction with their simulation models and virtual models when they are running. A 
new method is introduced by the author to allow users to interact with the simulation 
model of a manufacturing system through the virtual model in real time. The users 
can interact with the virtual model by a mouse or voice commands. Once a command 
is given by the user, the virtual model mimics the simulation model to simulate the 
same activity simultaneously in real time. Figure 4.67 illustrates the schematic 
diagram of how the user can interact with the models of the VR-Simulator in real 
time.
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Figure 4.67: Flowchart Illustrating Flow the User Interacts with the
Models of a Manufacturing System
Mouse or voice commands can be used to interact with the machines in the virtual 
models. Algorithms written in VB run every micro second to monitor the activities of 
the virtual model. Once the user interacts with one of the machines in the virtual 
model, a message will be sent to the simulation model to perform the right action 
based on the command that has been given. The interaction with the models is 
limited to stop, run, breakdown and repair the machines. Supercape 3D control and 
Witness OLE control are used as ActiveX controls to link the limning simulation
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model with the virtual model to transfer the commands that have been given by the 
user from the virtual model to the simulation model.
As shown in Figure 4.67, algorithms written by SCL are used to translate the user 
input commands to actions in the virtual model. The conditions of the machines are 
stored as numerical data within its properties. These properties are watched at all 
times by code written in SCL to check if the user has interacted with models. Once 
the user interacts with the models, a message will be sent to the simulation model 
through the Superscape 3D control and Witness OLE control mechanisms. Witness 
Command Language translates the received message from the virtual model into 
actions in the simulation model to simulate the same activity.
Once the user interacts with the virtual model by clicking on one of the machines, an 
interaction dialog box appears as shown in Figure 4.68.
BT8B1 _ in  I x |
Stop
Breakdown
Repair
Figure 4.68: Interaction Dialog Box
As shown in Figure 4.68, the user can interact with any machine to stop it for a 
period of time and then run it again. Also, the user can enforce breakdown and repair 
of the machines in real time. Real time interaction is a very useful method to conduct 
different experiments with the models without the need to change the logic and the 
code of the models, especially for non-expert users.
<S. Intera
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■ Voice commands
The VR-Simulator software has an extra feature not available in simulation packages 
available on the market today. It enables the user to interact with the generated 
models using voice commands for additional flexibility. One popular use of speech 
recognition is the user’s ability to speak a word or a phrase and have the computer 
perform a specific task based on what it heard. This method of speech recognition is 
commonly referred to as "Command and Control." Some popular uses for this type 
of speech recognition include the following:
■ Automatic e-mail handling
■ Computer activated security systems
■ Computer controlled devices
■ Games
■ Remote data entry
■ Learning systems
Voice input is one of the most natural ways of human communication. Since speech 
recognition has become quite robust and almost real-time, it was decided to integrate 
it with the VR-Simulator software. The voice command, as an input method for 
interaction, can be very useful especially if the user uses VR devices to interact and 
view the virtual model. For example, if the user is wearing a HMD or wearing gloves, 
then the user will not be able to see the keyboard and interact with it, so it is going to 
be very difficult to interact with the virtual model but once the interaction can be 
made using voice commands then the user can have more freedom and flexibility to 
interact with the virtual environment.
Several different voice recognition products currently exist on the marketplace, and 
viable choices are greater in number than they were only a few years ago. Microsoft 
speech engine, freely downloadable on the internet has been incoiporated into the 
VR-Simulator system. Speech recognition involves capturing and digitising sound 
waves, converting them into basic language units or phonemes, constructing words
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from phonemes, and contextually analysing the words to ensure correct spelling for 
words. Figure 4.69 illustrates this process.
User
f
Microphone Sound Card Speech Recognition 
Engine
Microsoft 
Direct Speech 
Recognition
VR-Simulator
software
Figure 4.69: Speech Recognition Process Flow
The speech engine needs to be trained to the type of microphone that is to be used as 
well as the individual speech pattern of the user to increase accuracy of detecting the 
user commands. Figure 4.70 shows a snapshot of the speech engine training software
from Microsoft that needs to be used to train the engine for the user’s voice.
Welcome to the Microsoft Speech Recognition Training 
Wizard!
The Microsoft Speech Recognition Engine needs to 
collect some samples o f your voice so that it can adjust 
to your speaking style.
This w izard will lead you through the training process. 
This will take a few minutes.
Voice Training - Default Speed i Profile
Next> Cancel
Figure 4.70: Snapshot of the Voice Training Software
After the software has been trained to recognise the voice of the user, the user can 
easily interact with the generated models of the VR-Simulator software. Voice 
commands can be used to interact with the machines of a manufacturing system, 
where the user can stop, nan, breakdown and repair the machines. Table 4.1 presents 
the voice commands that can be given to the machines of the generated models.
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Table 4.1: Voice Commands and Their Functions
Voice Command Function
Name of the machine (e.g. Spanerete) Activate the machine
Stop Stop the activated machine
Run Run the activated machine
Breakdown Breakdown the activated machine
Repair Repair the activated machine
Figure 4.71 shows the flowchart of how the voice commands were translated into 
actions within the models. When the user gives a command through a microphone, a 
program written in visual basic compares this command with predefined words that 
represent the machine names and the interaction commands. When a match is found, 
a text file opens and some data are written in it. Then a program written in SCL and 
linked to an algorithm developed using VB, is used to read the data from that file and 
then executes the appropriate function in the virtual model and the simulation model 
of a manufacturing system.
Figure 4.71: Voice Commands Interactions
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■ Linking the VR-Simulator with external hardware
A new and evolving area for simulation technology is real-time application. In this 
context, the simulation model is used to control a real manufacturing system. 
Whereby, the simulation model is purposely slowed down to run in real time and to 
execute in parallel to the real system. During execution, the model exchanges 
messages with the controller (either a computer or a person). These messages allow 
the model and real system to remain synchronised. They are also used by the model 
to issue commands to the real system to initiate specific tasks [130],
A simulation-based control system has a number of important advantages over 
traditional control systems. One very important advantage is that a simulation-based 
control system can, at any point in time, use its system model to predict the system 
status at some time in the future [97]. A pilot physical model has been developed and 
linked to the VR-Simulator software to support real time control of real 
manufacturing systems. The pilot model consists of four switches which represent 
the input commands to the models and physical bulbs that represent the condition of 
the machines. An interface circuit has been developed by the author to act as an 
interface between the physical switches, bulbs and the parallel port of the PC (Figure 
4.72).
The Parallel Port is one of the most commonly used ports for interfacing with 
external hardware. The parallel port is made up of three different sections, namely 
the data lines, control lines and status lines. There are eight data lines, and they are 
the primary means of getting information out of the port. The control lines are the 
four other outputs. They are meant to provide control signals to the printer (such as 
form feed or initialise). The status lines are a standard parallel port’s only inputs. 
There are five of them. They were meant to allow the printer to communicate things 
such as error, paper out and busy to the PC.
The ActiveX control “WIN95IO.DLL” was used to link the parallel port with the 
VR-Simulator. The five status lines were used to read the data from the parallel port. 
Four switches have been attached to the status lines; the functions of these switches
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are to send commands to the generated models using the VR-Simulator software. An 
algorithm developed in VB was used to enable the user to control the machines 
within the simulation model and the virtual model in real time. Two switches were 
used to breakdown the two machines, while the other two were used to repair them.
Figure 4.72: Interface Circuit for the External Switches
The command “[variable] = vblnp(889)” is used to read the current status of the 
status lines. Algorithms written in VB, SCL and WCL were used to translate the 
received commands to breakdown and repair the machines within the generated 
models. Algorithms written in VB, SCL and WCL were used to read the activities of 
the two machines within the simulation and virtual models, which include busy and 
idle status. Then, the command “vbOut 888,1” was used to send the current status of
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the machine to the physical bulb. Each machine within the models was linked to two 
bulbs. Once the bulb is on, it represents the busy status of the machine and when the 
bulb is off it represents the idle status of the machine.
4.4.8 Output Analysing Tools
The output analysing tools are used to predict and measure the performance of the 
activities that are being simulated, or to compare the performance of two or more 
alternative system designs of a manufacturing system. There are four types of output 
analysing tools that can be used to display the statistics of a manufacturing system. 
The output analysing tools of the VR-Simulator are Pie Charts, Timeseries, Gantt 
Charts and Reports. The output analysing tools can be accessed from the main menu 
options of the VR-Simulator or by clicking on the icons that represent these tools as 
shown in Figure 4.73.
** VR-Slmulator Software
File Process Modeling Tool Simulation Moddfcng Tool Virtual Modeling T od  emulate Outjx/t Ansfyzng Tools Hefc»
□ M m  PDlFLl S I ffll fe lM rdo l'
Pie Charts > Labourers
Gantt Charts Machines
Timeseries Material Hancfeng Systems
Reports
Figure 4.73: Output Analysing Tools
■ Pie Charts: An ActiveX control from Microsoft called “Microsoft Chart Control” 
was chosen to model the Pie chart of the VR-Simulator. It was used to measure the 
utilisation of the machines and the labourers, which can assist in determining if 
more labourers are required or not. If the results show that the utilisation of two 
labourers within a day is 20%. That means one of them can handle the duties of 
both of them and there is no need for the other. Machines utilisation is important to 
schedule the processes of a manufacturing system.
■ Timeseries: The same ActiveX control that was used to display the Pie chartx was 
used to model the timeseries. The timeseries is a graphical element that presents 
the simulation results in the form of a graph that plots values taken from the 
simulation model against time. This tool is useful for determining the trends or 
cycles that underlay the model, since they provide a history of the specified value
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as well as a static mean and standard deviation. A timeseries is analogous to a pen 
plotter; it plots values over simulated time. The VR-Simulator takes a reading from 
the simulation model at specified intervals and plots it on a graph, building up a 
series of values over a period of time. Once the space on the screen allocated to the 
timeseries has been exhausted, the graph scrolls to allow new plots to be made. 
The timeseries graph was also used to watch the activities of the labourers against 
the time. This tool could be used to help decision makers to assign and organise 
the duty of labourers in a manufacturing system.
■ Gantt chart: A Gantt chart tool was developed using a number of VB controls 
(e.g. "PictureBox”, “Shapes” and “ScrollBars”) controlled by functions and 
algorithms written in VB. The main function of the Gantt chart is to allow the user 
to monitor the activities of the processes on the machines as they happen against 
time. The Gantt chart helps the user to plan the tasks that need to be completed. It 
can also be used as a basic tool for scheduling when these tasks are to be carried 
out in the future. The Gantt chart is represented by bars with different colours 
where each colour represents a different process based on the processes that are 
predefined by the user.
■ Reports: This tool allows the users to examine the performance of the resources in 
the model and provide information about their activities at any time the user 
specifies. Reports can help identify areas where the user may be able to improve 
the system's operation. Eight Report dialog boxes have been created to display 
statistical information about the products, machines, labourers, conveyors, AGVs, 
transporters, processes and the buffers as shown in Figures 4.74 through 4.81 
respectively. The information for these reports can be generated in Excel files 
which can be used for documentation or other software packages to make the VR- 
Simulator as an open system to be integrated with other tools.
Algorithms written in VB linked with algorithms written in WCL were used to 
collect data from the Simulation model in Witness to feed the output analysing tools 
with the required data to display the statistics.
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has discussed the development of the VR-Simulator software to address 
manufacturing systems. The main advantage of the VR-Simulator software is to 
allow non-expert personnel to develop a robust simulation model and create a virtual 
model of manufacturing systems to study its behaviour. This software also reduces 
the time needed to develop complex simulation models by expert users. The MGT 
tool overcomes some of the limitations of the simulation packages (as mentioned 
earlier).
The main functions of the SMT of the VR-Simulator software are:
■ To measure the performance of an existing manufacturing system.
■ To examine the impact of alternative design & operating strategies on 
system performance.
■ To support decision making.
The VMT of the VR-Simulator software can be used to support the simulation 
models as follows:
■ To enhance confidence in the use of simulation tools.
■ To verify and validate the simulation model.
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Figure 4.81: Buffers Reports
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■ To provide a virtual environment for better understanding of the processes.
■ To allow the users to interact and with the simulation model during runtime.
■ To enable unskilled users to understand and participate in the planning 
process.
* To be used as a training tool for employees.
■ To support facility layout planning.
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C H A P T E R  5
VR-SIMULATOR SOFTWARE TESTING AND 
EVALUATION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Having described the conceptual design and development steps of the VR-Simulator 
software in Chapter four, the objective of this chapter is to evaluate the VR- 
Simulator software by conducting a real case study and a hypothetical case study of 
two different manufacturing systems.
It is now important to verify that the general functionalities of the VR-Simulator, 
such as editing functions, generating results, transferring data and operational and 
modelling logics work properly. The verification process was an exceedingly time 
consuming task, which required debugging the VB, WCL and SCL codes that have 
been used to develop the VR-Simulator software. The verification process of the VR- 
Simulator is presented to show the credibility and reliability of the developed 
software and therefore to increase the confidence in the outcome of the VR- 
Simulator that may be used by managers or other decision makers.
This chapter also evaluates the VR-Simulator by developing models for two different 
manufacturing system types to determine how well the generated model represents 
the system under study. The evaluation of the VR-Simulator is performed to examine 
its accuracy in developing models for different manufacturing systems and therefore 
identifying the domain of applicability of the VR-Simulator software. In evaluating 
the VR-Simulator a number of observations about the software capabilities were 
gained later on.
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5.2 VR-SIMULATOR SOFTWARE TESTING
One of the most difficult tasks in developing the VR-Simulator software was the 
verification process, as it involved performing a number of tests to isolate and 
remove errors from the programming logic of the software. Tests were carried out 
throughout the entire software development phase to make sure the software was 
error free. Verification is actually a process to ensure that the VR-Simulator software 
operates according to its conceptual design (see Figure 5.1).
Conceptual Design of 
the VR-Simulalor 
Software
The VR-Simulator 
Software
Figure 5.1: Verification Process of the VR-Simulator Software
The Verification of the VR-Simulator was accomplished by testing the developed 
software in stages as follows:
1. Tests were carried out to check if the main tools of the VR-Simulator were 
working correctly. These included testing the Process Modelling Tool (PMT), 
Simulation Modelling Tool (SMT) and the Virtual Modelling Tool (VMT). 
Each has been tested individually as follows:
o The PMT is used to model the behaviour and operational logics of the 
resources of the VR-Simulator. It has been tested to make sure that the 
functions of the detail dialog pages for each resource were working 
properly. These functions include defining the resources and the 
attributes associated with each resource. The validation was done by
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presenting the output of each detail dialog page on a different Excel 
data sheet.
o The SMT is used to generate resources automatically to construct the 
simulation model and has been tested to verify if the resources were 
generated correctly within the simulation model in Witness, and if 
their attributes were properly assigned to match their characteristics as 
being identified by the user. The Witness environment was used as a 
tool to verify the resources generated by the SMT.
o The VMT is used to generate virtual objects that represent the 
resources of a manufacturing system to create a virtual model 
automatically which represents a simulation model in 3D presentation. 
The VMT has been tested to verify if the layout of the virtual model 
matched the layout of the manufacturing system, and also to make 
sure that all the resources have been generated automatically within 
the virtual model with the right attributes and behaviour. SCL was 
used as a tool to verify the objects generated by the VMT.
o The data of the independent database were verified by defining an 
example of a manufacturing system using the PMT and then 
comparing the generated data in Excel data sheets with the modelled 
system.
o Functions written in VB were used to verify data transferring between 
the three tools of the software (PMT, SMT and VMT).
2. Tests were carried out to check if the developed VR-Simulator provides 
correct results. This was accomplished by generating small models using the 
developed software and comparing the results with models developed in the 
Witness simulation package manually.
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3. Tests were carried out to verify if the VR-Simulator could correctly store the 
information gathered by the PMT for a manufacturing system within an 
independent database.
4. Tests were carried out to make sure that the user can interact with the 
resources in real time.
5. Tests were carried out to verify if the simulation model mimics the virtual 
model in real time to visualise the activities of a manufacturing system as 
they happen in the simulation model.
6. The above mentioned tests were numerous and carried out throughout the 
development phase. For this reasons they are not documented here.
5.3 VR-SIMULATOR SOFTWARE EVALUATIONS
The evaluation of the VR-Simulator software is aimed at specifying the scope of the 
VR-Simulator applications and measuring the accuracy of the developed software in 
representing the intended applications. For this reason the VR-Simulator capability
was examined by developing the following two models:
■ A real case study of a job shop model.
■ Hypothetical example of a flow shop model.
The following subsections provide descriptions of how these models are developed 
and analysed using the VR-Simulator software.
5.3.1 Real case study of a Job Shop model
The first developed model using the VR-Simulator software was an existing 
manufacturing system that does treatment operations. The manufacturing system 
consists of five machines called Ovens which coat sheets with a special material for 
heat resistance. The sheets can be coated more than one time. Different processes can
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be associated with each Oven as shown in Table 5.1. The manufacturing system does 
not have any material handling devices. The labourers are used to carry the rolls 
between the Ovens.
Table 5.1: Processes Names and Their Descriptions
Process Name Description of the Process
Setup Setting up the Oven to place a new roll.
Pass Coating the sheets with special material.
Final Pass Final coating of the sheets.
Std Changeover Placing a sheet roll within the Oven to be coated.
Colour Changeover Changing the liquid of the Oven to coat the sheet roll 
with a different colour as requested.
Maintenance Maintaining the Oven.
Cleaning Cleaning the Oven.
Each process within the job shop model is handled by a number of labourers. Table
5.2 shows the labourers required for each process.
Table 5.2: Labourers Required to Handle Each Process
Process Name Number of labourers
Setup 2
Pass 1
Final Pass 1
Std Changeover 2
Colour Changeover 2
Maintenance 3
Cleaning 3
The data in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 were gathered by consulting the experts of the 
manufacturing system.
The main objective for developing a simulation model and a virtual model of the Job 
Shop was to measure its performance in terms of:
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■ Utilisation of each Oven.
■ Utilisation of each Labourer.
■ Monitoring the processes on each Oven.
Due to the confidentially of the process plan of the manufacturing system, only a 
sample of the given data is used in this section to show how the VR-Simulator 
software was used to model and study the Job Shop model. Figure 5.2 shows an 
Excel data sheet containing information about some of the jobs, such as the name of 
the product that needs to be coated; the name of the Oven required for processing the 
product; the name of the process and finally the cycle time the Oven needs to process 
the product.
£3 Microsoft Excel - Owens Data Sheet.xls
S y  File Edit View Insert Format lools Data Window Help
y  ¿ i 33 a  a  y  *o - ^ *; % z i\ g
► •  Security... S  i?' M
A B C D
1 Product Oven Process Name 1 Prcocessing Time |
2 Rolli Overil Setup 30
3 Roll2 Oven 2 Cleaning 60
4 Roin Ovenl Pass 45
5 RollS Oven4 Maintenance 90
6 Roll4 Oven3 Final Pass 40
7 RollS Oven 2 Dtd Changeover 45
8 Roll2 Ovenl Colour Changeover 30
9
10
Rolli Overi4 Setup 25
Figure 5.2: Sample Process Plan of the Job Shop Model
5.3.1.1 Defining the Job Shop Model
Before the resources and the process plan of the Job Shop model were defined using 
the VR-Simulator software, an Excel file was created to store its database. The 
Process Modelling Tool (PMT) of the VR-Simulator defines all the resources and the 
process plan. The resources of the job shop model include shifts, labourers, rolls of 
sheets, as products, and Ovens. The Shift Detail Dialog Page of the PMT was used to
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define two shifts, one applied to the labourers and the other to the Ovens. Figure 5.3 
shows the two shifts patterns that were defined.
Process Mtxk*8ng Tool
BS p s i\ E ild M
Mediine Tools ]' Processes bsl Process Row j"  Order Buffer_____J______Transporter
Shill I labîim______ [__________________ | Convoyai ]
Details 
Shifts Lisi
OjWrt.SfatVi'eai
( = □  c
Delete I Move Down I
Shifts Time
-  Monday-Friday - -  
Start Time [9"" ^  ||q~
Finish Time j i T  3
Salurdey --------
Start Time j* 3
Finish 1 ime: f V |  ~
Sunday- - -— — —---------------
Stall Time j
Finish Time: j    -»] “¡¡Tj
Figure 5.3: Defining the Shifts of the Job Shop Model
The Part Detail Dialog Page of the PMT was used to define the sheet rolls “Rolll”, 
“Roll2”, “Roll3” and “Roll4” that represent the products of the Job Shop model as 
shown in Figure 5.4.
The Labour Detail Dialog Page of the PMT was used to define the labourers who 
were required to handle the processes of the Ovens. Ten labourers are defined as 
shown in Figure 5.5. The type of the labourers has been set as “Labourers” who can 
handle any job type. The quantity was set to ten. Shift called “ShiftLabourers_Week”, 
which is used to identify the work time pattern for each labourer, was applied to the 
labourers.
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Figure 5.4: Defining the Products of the Job Shop Model
m 0 m ISBS P ©¡X M id & B
Macom*Tccli | Ptoc*»*«! Li»* ] PiocessRo* 
Part I  Sim* [  Lohnur
i
] Me
Ortfor ] Butioi 1 TiOMport»« 
cnine 1 Cowvyo* ] AGv
Nome
1
- Details
)LoO»>>
|5 3
I^ Delele^ J
•» i>ro<o*\ Modcttng lool
Figure 5.5: Defining the Labourers of the Job Shop Model
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The Machine Detail Dialog Page of the PMT was used to define the Ovens of the 
Job Shop model. Five Ovens were defined to process the sheets as shown in Figure 
5.6. The machine type “Generic” was used to represent the oven as the VR- 
Simulator software does not include this type of machine. The number of labourers 
was not specified by this detail dialog page as each process on the Oven requires a 
different number of labourers. Also, the breakdown details have not been specified 
since the maintenance is considered as a process. Shift called “OvensJShiftJWeek” 
was applied to all the Ovens.
The Processes List Detail Dialog Page was used to create a list of the processes that 
can be associated with each Oven to be analysed by the VR-Simulator. Figure 5.7 
shows the processes list that was created. Seven processes were defined (Setup, Pass, 
Final Pass, Std Changeover, Colour Changeover, Maintenance and Cleaning). 
Descriptions of these processes were given in Table 5.1.
** Process Modelu >u 1 ool
MfidhïiiT&Qif:
*]
I S  p
- Details
Machines List
]  lopour ]  Machine I Civr.vyO- ]
1 ronvfuyii’ r
|Genenc ▼ j  , 
1 ■ -  ^
Ilil Lebour
B akd
Breakdown Mode: Li
Breakdown 1nierval‘ r
Repair Time i
Labours Name r 3
Quantity i " i i
Shift [sbiftl_Week
Figure 5.6: Defining the Ovens
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pail    ^ Shift ~ ^ |  Loboui ~[______Maefunc J CtXrtit'/Qt |_______ AfiV
S^ lec-ii-i-g TtHUt, ] Processes Lis» | f  lof,--; :■ [_______Order _____ |__________________ j ~ralv.pr>-)i3!
Name
Delails
Ftoceesoi LraJ
StMillV
FriwrtPaw
Colom CnonpfiOvet
Clfiorilnljisj
Mtaïuibnence
| j Move Up j
| Delete | Move Down |
Figure 5.7: Defining the Processes List of the Job Shop Model
The Job Shop model, as mentioned earlier, does not have any material handling 
systems to move the rolls from one location to another within the shop floor. The 
labourers are used to carry the rolls between the Ovens. Based on that, carrying the 
rolls within the shop floor was modelled using the Transporter Detail Dialog Page 
as shown in Figure 5.8. Four transporters have been defined to specify the required 
time to deliver the rolls between the five Ovens.
The transporters are represented by a time interval that indicates carrying the rolls 
from one Oven to another within the shop floor. The time interval of the transporters 
was specified using the Facto]-y Layout Window which is discussed in the following 
section.
The Buffer Detail Dialog Page (Figure 5.9) was used to define a warehouse with a 
capacity set at 500 parts, which is the maximum capacity of the buffer.
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Figure 5.8: Defining the Transporters of the Job Shop Model
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Figure 5.9: Defining the W arehouse
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Figure 5.10: Defining the Process Flow of the Job Shop Model
Figure 5.11: Defining the Orders of the Job Shop Model
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Once all the resources of the job shop model were identified, the process plan was 
defined using the Process Flow Detail Dialog Page and the Orders Detail Dialog 
Page as shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. The Process Flow Detail Dialog 
Page in Figure 5.10 was used to define the sequence of the jobs by specifying the 
rolls names, the sequence of the Ovens needed to process the rolls and finally 
detailing the processes associated with the each Oven. The Orders Detail Dialog 
Page in Figure 5.11 was used to specify the lots size of each roll that needs to be 
processed using the same sequence of Ovens and processes.
5.3.1.2 Constructing the Job Shop Model Layout
Once all the resources of the shop floor model were defined using the Process 
Modelling Tool, the Factory Layout window of the VR-Simulator software was used 
to specify the location (x and y positions) of the resources within the shop floor to 
construct the layout of the Job Shop model.
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The “Generic Machine Icon” was used to represent the Ovens of the shop floor 
while the “Transporter Icon ” was used to represent the required time to deliver the 
products between the Ovens. The locations of the Ovens, transporters and the 
warehouse were assigned by selecting the name the resource from its list and the 
location that needs to be occupied. Then, the buttons “Generate M achine”, 
“Generate M H S” and “Generate Storage” were used to allocate the resources as 
shown in Figure 5.12.
The time of each transporter was specified by clicking on the transporter icon and 
entering its value in minutes as show in Figure 5.13.
Œ S S ^ E Ë eT  x
Please specify the transporter name
jTransporterl ▼ j
Delivery Time: |15 (min)
Figure 5.13: Specifying Transporters Names
5.3.1.3 Developing a Simulation Model o f  the Job Shop Model
After the resources and the layout of the Job Shop model were defined, the SMT of 
the VR-Simulator was used to develop a simulation model automatically of the shop 
floor in Witness as shown in Figure 5.14.
The simulation model of the shop floor was generated in three phases as following:
■ Define Phase:
At this phase, all the resources of the Job Shop model are defined in Witness. The 
resources included Ovens, labourers, rolls, transporters and a warehouse. The 
generated resource names were displayed on the left side of the window of the 
simulation model as shown in Figure 5.14.
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■ Display Phase:
The x and y positions of the Ovens and the warehouse were used by the SMT to 
display them within the simulation model in Witness as shown in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Simulation Model of the Shop Floor Generated Automatically
■ Detail Phase:
A number of variables were generated automatically to be attached to the resources 
to hold the process plan of the Job Shop model. More details of how the SMT 
generates simulation models automatically in Witness were discussed in section 
4.4.2.3.1.
5.3.1 A  Developing a Virtual Model o f  the Job Shop Model
The Virtual Modelling Tool (VMT) of the VR-Simulator software was used to 
generate a virtual model automatically of the Job Shop model. The VMT generated 
the virtual model in two phases as following:
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* Importing the resources to build the layout of the virtual model
The first phase of generating the virtual model of the Job Shop was im porting the 
virtual objects of the resources which were saved within the warehouse library of 
Superscape VRT. The types of the machines that were defined by the user using the 
PMT were used to specify the type of the machines to be im ported from  the 
warehouse library. Five Generic machines which represent the Ovens and a 
warehouse, were im ported to construct the layout of the Job Shop model.
■ Assigning properties to the imported resources
After each resource was im ported from the warehouse library, some properties were 
assigned to Ovens and the warehouse which included their x, y positions and their 
names. Figure 5.15 shows a snapshot of the virtual Job Shop model. A special virtual 
object was created to be used to represent the Ovens. More details regarding how the 
virtual model can be generated automatically are given in section 4.4.5.2.
4*
Figure 5.15: Virtual M odel of the Job Shop Model
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5.3.1.5 Loading the Process Plan o f the Job Shop Model
Once the simulation model and the virtual model of the shop floor were generated, 
the process plan in Excel file was loaded by the “Load Process Plan ” option, and the 
Model Running Too! was used to run the models for experiments with the Job Shop 
model as follows:
■ Effects of having different numbers of labourers were investigated to see how 
the shop floor reacts.
■ Different shifts have been applied to the labourers and the Ovens were 
investigated.
■ Effects of changing the sequences of the processes on each Oven were 
investigated.
■ Effects of adding more Ovens were investigated.
5.3.1.6 Results and Discussions
Gantt chart, Pie charts and Reports were used as output tools to display the statistical 
results o f the Job Shop model to measure its performance.
■ Gantt Chart:
The Gantt chart of the VR-Simulator was used to m onitor the activities of the 
processes on the ovens as they happened against time. The Gantt chart helps to plan 
the tasks that need to be completed; also it can be used as a basic tool for scheduling 
when these tasks are carried out in the future.
Figure 5.16 shows some results of using the Gantt chart to show the activities o f the 
Ovens where each colour represents a different type of process. For example, the red 
colour indicates the Oven is under maintenance and the white colour represents the 
cleaning process.
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Figure 5.16: Gantt Chart Displaying the Running Time of the Processes Vs Time for
the Job Shop M odel
■ Pie Charts:
Pie charts were used to display the utilisation o f the Ovens and the labourers. Figure 
5.17 shows the utilisation of Oven2. Each colour represents a different process as 
being assigned using the “Processes Detail D ialog”. The green colour stands for the 
Pass process that represents the time taken by Oven2 to coat the sheets since the start 
of the run.
The user can monitor the utilisation o f the other machines of the job shop model by 
selecting the machine name from the machine names list. Figure 5.18 shows the 
utilisation o f operator_l. The two states reflect the busy time and the idle time of the 
labourer.
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Figure 5.18: Utilisation of O perator_l
Reports were used to display some of the statistics of the performance of the Job 
Shop model. Figure 5.19 shows a report of the processes for Oven3. The output 
analysing tools were used to measure the performance of the Job Shop model. The 
virtual model was used as a tool to verify the simulation model, understand the 
results and provide an environm ent to communicate the results. The real time 
interaction with the models were tested by using mouse and voice commands. A  
Head M ounted Display was used to display the virtual model of the job  shop model.
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Figure 5.19: Report of the Processes of Oven3
5.3.1.7 Verification and Validation o f the Job Shop Model
The results of the Job Shop model were verified by an existing simulation package. 
The virtual model o f the Job Shop model has been used also to verify the simulation 
model by providing a visual trace of events as they happen. This technique was used 
to point out any gross discrepancies in sending the rolls to the right ovens and the 
processing times.
Validation is the process of determining whether the model reflects reality. However, 
there are no validation techniques that give 100% certainty in the results of a model. 
The results of the Job Shop model were validated using actual shop floor data and 
consulting the experts o f the m odelled system.
5.3.2 Hypothetical Example of Flow Shop Model of a Manufacturing System
The second case study used to test the capabilities of the VR-Simulator was to 
develop a simulation model and a virtual model o f a hypothetical example of a Flow 
Shop mode] that represents a work shop order to produce 2000 items/day of the 
product shown in figure 5.20.
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0
Figure 5.20: Product Design
5.3.2.1 Flow Shop M odel Representation
Figure 5.21 represents the diagram of how the products (sheets) are manufactured.
Figure 5.21: Flow Shop M odel Representation
The manufacturing system is a Flow Shop model where all the products have to 
follow the same sequence to be processed by all the machines within the shop floor. 
It is assumed that the sheets are available within the shop floor.
The first process of the model is to cut the sheets into small sheets and then the 
grinding machine is used to smooth the cut sides. The punching machine is used to 
drill two holes within the sheet with different diameters. Once the holes are drilled, 
the bending machine is used to bend the sheet as shown in Figure 5.19. The polishing 
machine is used to polish the sheets before they are packaged. The packaging 
machine is used to package the finished products to be sent to the warehouse for 
shipping. Table 5.3 describes the processes of the work shop.
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Table 5.3: Description of the Processes of the Work Shop
Process name Description
Cutting \  C u ttin g
Grinding Grinding
Punching
o 0
///
Bendine
Polishing m/imm
/
Packaging -► 1
/  ^
Shipping
/ /
/ 1/
5.3.2.2. Model Assumptions
The first assumption that has been made was specifying the required material 
handling systems to transfer the products from one location to another within the
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shop floor. Figure 5.22 displays the material handling systems to be used for 
delivering the products between the resources of the shop floor.
Packaging
Polishing
Machine
/—;----''i
4   ' Coi Wyo-'J -4
V  —*
Bending
Machine Co-weyoiJ
Figure 5.22: M aterial H andling Systems o f the Flow Shop Model
Five conveyors were assumed to transfer the products between the machines while 
an AGV is used to deliver the finished products to the warehouse to be shipped. 
Some other assumptions were made to detail the resources of the Flow Shop model 
that include:
■ Processing times of each machine.
■ Breakdown details for the machines and conveyors.
■ Setup details for the machines.
■ N um ber of labourers needed to handle each machine.
■ Shifts o f the machines and labourers.
■ Detailing the material handling systems.
■ Creating a list of the processes.
Table 5.4 through 5.7 show the assumptions that have been made to detail the 
machines, conveyors, AGVs and buffers of the Flow Shop model.
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Table 5.4: Modelling Assumptions for Machines
Machine
Name
Saw
Machine
Grinding
Machine
Punching
Machine
Bending
Machine
Polishing
Machine
Packaging
Machine
Cycle Time 
Unin)
30 40 60 25 40 25
Labourers
Type
Labour Labour Labour Labour Labour Labour
Labourers
Quantity
1 1 1 1 1 1
Breakdown
Mode
No. of 
Opera.
No. of 
Opera.
No. of 
Opera.
No. of 
Opera.
No. of 
Opera.
No. of 
Opera.
Breakdown
Interval
400 500 400 500 400 500
Repair
Time
60 50 30 30 20 40
Labourers
Names
Any any Any any any any
Labourers
Quantity
2 2 1 2 1 3
Setup
Time
20
Labourers
Name
Any
Labourers
Quantity
1
Shifts 9am-
6pm
9am-
6pm
9am-
6pm
9am-
6pm
9am-
6pm
9am-
6pm
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Table 5.5: Modelling Assumptions for Conveyors
Conveyor
Name
C onl Con2 Con3 Con4 Con5
Length In Parts 10 10 10 10 10
Movement Index 
Time
1 1 1 1 1
Breakdown Mode
Breakdown
Interval
Repair Time
Labourers
Names
Labourers Quantity
Shifts
Table 5.6: Modelling Assumptions for AGVs
AGV Name AGV1
Capacity In Parts 5
Speed With Load 1
Speed Without Load 1.5
Breakdown Interval 500
Repair Time 100
Table 5.7 M odelling Assumptions for Buffers
Buffer Name Capacity in Parts
B 1 10
B2 10
. . . . 10
B12 10
Warehouse 500
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The tools of the VR-Simulator were used to build a simulation model and a virtual 
model of the Flow Shop model as follows.
5.3.2.3 Defining the Flow Shop Model
The PM T was used to define the resources and the process plan of Flow Shop model 
based on the assumptions that have been made as explained in the previous sections. 
Before the PM T was used, an Excel file was created to be used as a database for the 
Flow Shop model. The Excel file included a number of Excel data sheets in which 
the information of each resource was saved within an individual Excel data sheet. 
The shifts, labourers and the products were defined as explained in the Job Shop 
model. Figure 5.23 shows two cutting tools were defined using the Machine Tools 
Detail Dialog Page to be used by the punching machine to drill two holes in the 
sheets.
Type: j  QuttinqT ools„Drilling
Quantity j i
Name:
I—
Figure 5.23: Defining the M achine Tools of the Flow Shop Model
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Six machines were defined using the Machine Detail Dialog Page as Figure 5.24 
shows. The machines were cutting machine, a grinding machine, a punching machine, 
a bending machine, a polishing machine and a packaging machine. Table 5.4 was 
used to detail each machine.
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5.24: Defining the M achines of the Flow Shop M odel
The material handling systems of the Shop Flow model consisted of five conveyors 
and an AGV. Figure 5.25 shows the Conveyors Detail Dialog Page that was used to 
define the conveyors based on the assumptions in Table 5.5.
The AG V Detail Dialog Page as shown in Figure 5.26 was used to detail the AGV 
based on the assumptions in Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.25: Defining the Conveyors o f the Flow Shop Model
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Figure 5.26: Defining the AGVs of the Flow Shop Model
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The Processes List Detail Dialog Page, as shown in Figure 5.27 was used to create a 
list of all the processes that can be performed using the m achines to process the parts.
Prom u ModriM/Kj T oot
k m t tu IS p
Figure 5.27: Defining the Processes of the Flow Shop M odel
The Buffer Detail Dialog Page, as shown in Figure 5.28 was used to define 12 
buffers and a warehouse. The buffers w ere located in front of and after each 
conveyor to store some of the products of the flow shop m odel until the next 
destination is free.
Table 5.7 was used to detail the buffers and the warehouse. Once all the resources 
were defined, the Process Flow Detail Dialog Page was used to define the sequence 
of how each product is m anufactured and to provide details regarding processes of 
the machines as shown in Figure 5.29.
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Figure 5.28: Defining the Buffers of the Flow Shop M odel
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Figure 5.29: Defining the Process Flow of the Flow Shop Model
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The Order Detail Dialog Page was used to specify the orders o f each product that 
needs to be manufactured as shown in Figure 5.30. The order included the product 
name and the lot size of each product.
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5.30: Defining the Orders of the Flow Shop Model
5.3.2.4 Constructing the Layout o f  the Flow Shop Model
After the Process M odelling Tool was used to define the resources and the process 
plan of the Flow Shop model, the Factoiy Layout window was used to construct the 
layout of the modelled system to specify the locations of the machines, conveyors 
and buffers. Figure 5.31 shows a snapshot of the layout of the flow shop model.
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Figure 5.31: Constructing the Layout o f the Flow Shop M odel
5.3.2.5 Developing a Simulation Model o f the Flow Shop M odel
After the resources and the layout of the Flow Shop model were defined, the SM T of 
the VR-Simulator was used to develop a simulation model automatically of the shop 
floor in W itness as shown in Figure 5.32. The simulation model of the shop floor was 
generated in three phases as following:
■ Define Phase:
At this phase, all the resources of the flow shop m odel were defined in W itness. The 
resources included products (sheets), saw machine, grinding machine, punching 
machine, bending machine, polishing m achine, packaging machine, labourers, twelve 
buffers, four conveyors and a warehouse.
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Figure 5.32: Simulation M odel of the Flow Shop M odel Generated Automatically
■ Display Phase:
The x and y positions of the machines, conveyors, buffers and the warehouse were 
used by the SMT to display them within the simulation model in W itness as shown in 
Figure 5.32.
■ Detail Phase:
A number of variables were generated automatically to be attached to the resources 
to hold the process plan of the Flow Shop model. A t this stage, the information in 
Tables 5.4, through 5.7 were used to detail the resources.
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5.3.2.6 Developing a Virtual Model o f  the Flow Shop Model
The Virtual M odelling Tool (VMT) of the VR-Sim ulator software was used to 
generate a virtual m odel automatically of the Flow Shop model. The V M T generated 
the virtual model in two phases as following:
■ Importing the resources to build the layout of the virtual model
The first phase o f generating the virtual m odel o f the Flow Shop was im porting the 
virtual objects that represent the machines, conveyors and the buffers from  the 
warehouse library of Superscape VRT.
■ Assigning properties to the imported resources
After each resource was imported from the w arehouse library, some properties were 
assigned to the resources which included their x, y positions and name o f each 
resource. Figure 5.33 shows a snapshot of the virtual flow shop model.
Figure 5.33: Virtual M odel of the Flow Shop Generated Automatically
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5.3.2.7 Loading the Process Plan o f the Flow Shop Model
Once the simulation model and the virtual model of the shop floor were generated, 
the process plan which was stored within the excel file was loaded to run the 
following experiments:
■ Effects of having different numbers o f labourers were investigated to see how 
the flow shop model reacts.
■ Different shifts have been applied to the labourers as the machines were 
investigated.
■ Effects of changing the cycle times of the machine were investigated.
■ Effects of changing the capacity of the buffers were investigated.
■ Effects of applying breakdowns were investigated.
5.3.2.8 Results and Discussion
Gantt chart, Pie charts and Reports were used as output tools to display the statistical 
results of the Flow Shop model to measure the performance of the modelled system.
■ Gantt chart:
The Gantt chart of the VR-Simulator was used to m onitor the activities o f the 
processes on the machines as they happened against time. The Gantt chart helps to 
plan the tasks that need to be completed; also it can be used as a basic tool for 
scheduling when these tasks are carried out in the future.
Figure 5.34 presents some results of using the Gantt chart to show the activities of 
the machines where each colour represents a different process type. For example, the 
red colour represents the status of the m achine under maintenance, the green colour 
represents the busy time of the machine and the blue colour represents the repair time.
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Figure 5.34: Gantt chart Displaying the Running T ime of the Machines Vs Time for
the Flow Shop Model
■ Pie Charts:
Pie charts were used to display the utilisation of the machines, conveyors and the 
labourers of the flow shop model. Figure 5.35 represents the utilisation of saw 
machine.
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Figure 5.35: Utilisation of the Saw Machine
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The Pie chart of the machines has four colours where each colour represents a 
different status. The green colour represents the main process of the machine which 
is cutting. The yellow colour represents the idle time of the machine. The red colour 
represents the time when the machine is broken down, the blue colour represents the 
repair Lime of the machine.
■ Reports:
The Reports output tool of the VR-Simulator software was also used to examine the 
performance of the resources in the model and to provide the user with relevant 
information about their interaction, details and status. Reports can help to identify 
areas where the user may be able to improve the m odel’s operation. Reports have 
been collected at different times about all the resources of the Flow Shop model. 
Figure 5.36 shows a report about the saw m achine and Figure 5.37 shows another 
report about the sheets (products).
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Figure 5.36: Reports about the Saw Machine
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Figure 5.37: Reports about the Sheets (Products)
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Different experiments were conducted to measure the performance of the Flow Shop 
model in each case by changing some assumptions, which included processing times, 
shifts, capacity of buffers and the parameters of the conveyors. The output analyzing 
tools were used to monitor the statistical analysis of the resources to determine 
performance of the job shop model. The virtual model was used as a tool to verify 
the simulation model, understand the results and provide an environm ent to 
communicate the results. The real time interaction with the models was tested using 
mouse and voice commands. A Head M ounted Display was used to display the 
virtual model of the flow shop model.
5.4 MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
The VR-Simulator was designed and developed as a tool to address manufacturing 
system design and operational problems and to support the users in decision-making 
processes. Therefore in order to explore the application domain of the VR-Simulator, 
two main types of discrete manufacturing systems were studied as described below:
Job Shop: In a Job Shop system, a wide variety of different products in low volume 
are produced. The products are released to the production system in batches of one or 
more parts. For each batch (job) the production sequence and processing time at each 
workstation in the sequence are known. Due date may also be known. Job Shop 
manufacturing systems present significant modelling challenges due to their 
complexity and versatility.
Flow Shop: A Batch Flow Shop or Flow Shop is similar to Job shop in that many 
different types of discrete parts are produced in batches. However in a Flow Shop 
different product batches visit workstations in the same sequence. Basically the flow 
is unidirectional, following the same route through the system. The emphasis on this 
system is to remove bottlenecks and make effective use of resources.
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5.5 THE VR SIMULATOR LIMITATIONS AND BENEFITS
As outlined before, the V R-Simulator software was designed and developed to allow 
users to develop simulation models and virtual models automatically of 
manufacturing systems from a valid Process M odels. In addition the VR-Simulator 
software, with a number of tools, enables the user to study a manufacturing system 
and interact with the generated models in real time using voice commands and VR 
devices. As a result the VR-Sim ulator has inherited a num ber of limitations and 
benefits which became more evident when models were developed for a Job shop 
and a Flow Shop. These are discussed in the coming subsections.
5.5.1 General Features of the VR-Simulator Software
User-Friendliness:
The VR-Simulator software has been developed to be user-friendly to enable the user 
to model and study a manufacturing system without a need for extensive training. 
Non-experts users, who do not have good knowledge about simulation modelling and 
programming, can easily em ploy the VR-Simulator to develop simulation models 
and virtual models of shop floor activities.
Modelling the Resources:
The VR-Simulator provides the user with the required resources for modelling 
manufacturing systems. These resources have been chosen based on the resources 
available in the simulation packages available on the market today, such as W itness. 
The Process M odelling Tool provides the users with a multiple detail dialog pages 
interface that allows them  to model each resource individually and apply some 
characteristics to it.
Modelling the Material Handling Systems:
In manufacturing systems in order to transfer parts from one location to another 
different material handling systems are com monly used. The VR-Simulator software 
allows the user to model three types of material handling systems, namely AGVs, 
Conveyors and Transporters. These systems represent operating characteristics which
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must be considered in modelling activities. For instance, in modelling a conveyor, 
one must address several issues such as: how the load is transported, how its capacity 
determined and how loading and unloading of the conveyor occur. Also, in conveyor 
analysis, decision such as conveyor speed, accumulation size must be considered. 
The VR-Simulator provides a detailed method of m odelling such systems to increase 
the flexibility in m odelling different manufacturing systems.
Modelling Flexibility:
The VR-Simulator establishes a relatively high degree of flexibility in modelling 
different systems such as Job Shop and Flow Shop manufacturing systems. However, 
to develop an accurate model for complex aspects of a system requires further 
development of the functions and resources of the VR-Simulator.
Ease o f Model Development:
Instead of writing programs, model development is now an interactive process 
involving mouse clicks, list box selections, and similar paraphernalia. The tools of 
the VR-Simulator enable the user to develop simulation models and virtual models of 
shop floor activities automatically.
Process representations:
Using the Process Flow detail page and Factory Layout window of the VR-Simulator 
one can simply specify the relationship between the resources in a model. However 
further flexibility in this field is required to allow a better presentation of cyclic 
flows in a model.
Visualization:
The VR-Simulator software provides the user with a virtual environment to simulate 
the activities of a shop floor in 3D presentation. The virtual environment can be used 
as a tool to verify the simulation model.
Interactivity:
The user can interact with the simulation models and the virtual models that have 
been generated automatically in real time using mouse, keyboard, joystick and
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microphone. The virtual models can be displayed using Head M ounted Display 
(HMD).
Interface to other software tools:
The VR-Simulator software has been successfully integrated with other tools such as 
W itness, Superscape VRT and Excel. M ore software tools supporting OLE 
automation can be integrated to the VR-Sim ulator to increase its capabilities.
Output Analysis:
The VR-Simulator has a set of output tools that can be used to display statistical 
analysis of shop floor activities to measure their performance.
5.5.2 The Limiting Factors of the VR-Simulator Software:
Process Flow Logic:
The process flow logic describes the m ovem ent of parts through the system from one 
operation to another. The process flow logic is predefined using the Process Flow 
detail dialog page and the Factory Layout window. This means that parts are routed 
to particular operations via a predefined route. This method of modelling the flow 
logic proved to be very efficient for m odels where the flow logic is fixed as 
presented in the case studies of the Job Shop and the Flow Shop.
However in modelling manufacturing systems with product varieties and routing 
sequences increase, the complexity of making a flow decision increases as well. Such 
systems will have some situations where there are multiple outputs and each output 
has a different set of destinations from  which to choose. Therefore, it was necessary 
to consider a number of assumptions and estimations in order to model parts 
movements in the system.
As a result, the modelling of the flow logic m ust be im proved to facilitate a more 
efficient way to determine the part m ovem ents in the system. For instance, the 
incorporation o f conditional statements to model the flow logic (i.e. Alternative 
atoms) could greatly help to address this limitation. Using the conditional statements,
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the user would be able to define conditions or decision logics and when the 
conditions are realised then parts would proceed to the specified destinations in the 
system. Nevertheless, the current flow logic that can be constructed using the VR- 
Simulator is efficient enough for models with a typical degree of flow complexity.
Job assignment logic:
A Job is an activity perform ed by a number of resources on parts. A Job is 
characterised by the input parts and the specific Auxiliary or M anpower resources 
configurations. The job assignment logic is used to define the sequence by which a 
job is performed by particular resources in the model. This logic is defined in the 
VR-Simulator by a random  selection rule. This means that the machines, conveyors 
and AGVs execute whichever job is available. The availability of a job is based on 
the availability of the input parts, auxiliary and m anpower resources. The random 
assignment of jobs has limited the VR-Simulator capability in scheduling and 
sequencing jobs in complex manufacturing systems.
Resource allocation logic:
The resource allocation logic is used to select a resource from  all those resources that 
are waiting to perform tasks. The allocation logic is performed randomly in the VR- 
Simulator. In this way a resource is selected random ly among other resources waiting 
for the same process. The random  allocation of resources has proved to be a very 
efficient discipline since no difficulties were observed in any of the generated models. 
However, sometimes it would be necessary to define a specific allocation for a 
resource which suggests a method for selecting a resource from among several 
resources. Therefore incorporating other resource allocation rules such as highest 
priority operation and longest waiting operation could greatly increase the modelling 
flexibility of the VR-Simulator. Nevertheless the random allocation of resources is a 
suitable selection criterion in many cases.
Interactivity:
The real time interaction with the models is lim ited to breakdown, repair, stop and 
run the machines. More interaction commands can be added to give more flexibility 
to the user to interact with other resources such as labourers and material handling
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systems. This can be useful in some decision making situations to command a 
resource to perform a particular job. For example, giving a command to an AGV to 
collect some parts and deliver them to another location.
Visualisation:
The current virtual model is limited to display the resources in 3D presentation 
within the virtual environment. The virtual machines do not simulate the actual 
process where the lamps, sounds and simple tool animation on the machines are used 
to give an indication about the status of each machine. Complex animation can be 
added to the machines to simulate the actual processes. Also, the 3D presentation of 
the AGVs in the virtual model is limited to show the AGV beside the collecting or 
delivering points. M ore animation can be added to simulate the actual movement o f 
the AGV for transferring the products within the virtual environment.
Shop Floor La\out:
The layout that can be generated using the VR-Simulator is lim ited to a number of 
machines, material handling systems, and buffers with predefined locations. M ore 
flexibility needs to be added to allow the user to increase the number of resources as 
well as the ability to change the locations of each resource.
5.5.3 The Scope of the VR Simulator Application
The VR-Simulator presented a very flexible way to model the real case study of the 
Job Shop and hypothetical example of the Flow Shop. It was relatively simple to 
translate these systems to simulation models and virtual models using the three main 
tools of the VR-Simulator software (PMT, SM T and VMT). After introducing the 
two case studies using the VR-Simulator, it was found that the tools in the VR- 
Simulator are adequate to mimic the dynamic behaviour of these systems. The 
generated models were suitable for analysing and understanding these systems. 
Having developed models for different manufacturing systems, it was realised that 
using the VR-Simulator one can build models for relatively complex systems. 
However as the complexity of the systems increases in terms of flow, operational and
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behavioural logics, it would be necessary to further enhance the VR-Simulator 
functionalities to be able to formalise and capture ihe system's dynamic behaviour.
Overall, the functionality of ihe VR-Simulator falls between the Spreadsheet that is 
used by companies to formalise shop floor data and a sophisticated simulation tool 
that requires high expertise to develop detailed models. The Simulator allows the 
user with the least expertise to develop simulation models and virtual models for 
manufacturing systems.
5.6 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has discussed the evaluation of the VR-Simulator software. Two case 
studies were presented to identify the capabilities and the limitations of the 
developed software. The general features of the VR-Simulator software and the 
scope of its applications were also presented.
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C H A P T E R  6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE W ORK
6.1 THESIS SUMMARY
The aim of this thesis was to design and develop a new software that allows non­
expert personnel to develop simulation models and virtual models of manufacturing 
systems automatically to study their behaviours and is summarised as follows:
■ Limitations of the simulation tools available on the market today that can be used 
to model and analyse manufacturing systems were discussed. The objective of this 
research was to overcome these limitations.
■ The case study involving integrating of the simulation with the virtual model of a 
real manufacturing system showed that developing simulation and virtual models 
of manufacturing systems require programming and m odelling skills. Hence, a 
new software was developed to enable non-expert personal to automatically 
develop simulation and virtual models on their own.
■ The thesis presented the three technologies (Simulation, Process M odelling and 
Virtual Reality) that have been applied successfully to design, model and analyse 
manufacturing systems. A literature review of using these technologies in 
manufacturing application has also been presented.
■ The thesis presented a new approach of integrating a simulation model with a 
virtual model to address a real manufacturing system. The presented approach can 
be followed to integrate existing simulation tools with virtual reality tools that 
support OLE automation to allow users to interact with the simulation models and
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the virtual environments in real time using voice com mands and displaying the 
virtual model using Head M ounted Display.
■ A real case study and a hypothetical example of manufacturing systems were 
presented in this thesis to evaluate the capabilities of the VR-Simulator software.
6.2 CONCLUSIONS
The overall conclusions that can be drawn from this thesis are as follows:
1. The main objective of this research has been achieved by developing a software
called VR-Simulator which aids to address the design and validation of
manufacturing systems. The developed software has the following features:
■ Easy to use by non-technical personnel.
■ Has its own Process M odelling tool to define a manufacturing system.
■ Enables non-expert users to develop simulation models automatically in 
W itness environment of manufacturing systems.
■ Enables non-expert users to develop virtual models automatically in 
Superscape environment of manufacturing systems.
■ Provides the expert users with a tool to shrink the time of developing 
simulation and virtual models of m anufacturing systems.
■ Create an environment to simulate the activities of the simulation model in 3D 
presentation within the virtual model in real time.
■ Permits users to interact with the simulation model and the virtual model in 
real time using input devices (e.g. keyboard, joystick, mouse, voice 
commands).
■ Supports Virtual Reality devices (e.g. Head M ounted Display).
■ Has its own Gantt chart that has been developed by the author using VB to 
monitor the activities of the processes on the machines as they happen against 
time.
■ Provides the user with other output tools (e.g. Pie charts, Timeseries) to display 
the statistical analyses of the generated models.
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■ The VR-Simulator software is an open system that can be integrated with 
scheduling tools or linked to a real manufacturing system.
2. A new approach was developed by the author that integrates a simulation model 
with a virtual model of manufacturing systems. The developed approach enables 
users to interact with the models in real time and display the virtual environment 
using HMD. The develop approach can be followed to develop a simulation 
model automatically in any simulation packages that supports OLE automation.
6.3 FUTURE WORK
In order to make the VR-Simulator software a commercial system, the following 
issues need to be addressed:
■ Improving user friendliness o f the Simulator:
As mentioned before, the main users of this tool are the non-technical personnel 
who are often unfamiliar with software in their work. Further development can 
make the VR-Simulator even more User-Friendly.
* Improving operational logics:
In order to enhance the general features of the VR-Simulator, further 
improvements of some operational logics could be undertaken. Examples of these 
logics are Process Flow logics, Job assignment logics and Resource allocation 
logics. These improvements would provide the VR-Simulator with a higher degree 
of modelling flexibility and ease of model development.
■ Virtual Reality devices:
The VR-Simulator software supports Head M ounted Display (HMD) to view the 
virtual models. More VR devices can be added to enhance the interaction with the 
virtual model. For example, Gloves can be added to allow the user to change the
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virtual operational machine tools or to interact with the virtual machines. The VR 
devices can provide great features to the VR-Simulator to be used as a training tool.
■ Improving visualisation:
Further work can be done to enhance the virtual model presentation and animation 
as following:
o Constructing more realistic shapes of the current virtual resources, 
o  Adding more virtual machines such as lathe and assembly machine to 
the warehouse library of Superscape VRT. 
o Adding more features to the virtual machines to simulate more 
realistic processes of how the products are manufactured, 
o Adding movement animation to the AG Vs.
■ Factory Layout:
The Factory Layout tool of the VR-Simulator can be improved to allow more 
freedom of constructing the layout of manufacturing systems.
■ Interactivity:
The interaction with the models of the VR-Simulator is limited to stop, run, 
breakdown and repair the machines. M ore commands for interacting can be added.
■ Linking the VR-Simulator to a real manufacturing system:
The VR-Simulator software with some efforts can be linked to a real system to 
examine the status of its behaviour and also to control it for optimisation and 
scheduling purposes.
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■ Developing an independent simulation engine:
The VR-Simulator uses the simulation engine of Witness to process the data of 
the simulation elements. A special simulation engine can be developed to make 
the VR-Simulator works as standalone application.
■ Adding more features to the VR-Simulator to support operations management:
Features can be added to the VR-Simulator software to increase its capability and 
functionality to be used as a tool for operations management aspects of 
manufacturing systems.
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APPEN D IC ES
APPENDIX A
The attached CD of this thesis includes the source code of the VR-Simulator 
software divided into seven files as following:
1. Source code of the Graphic User Interface (GUI) of the VR-Simulator:
This file contains the source code which was used to design and develop the GUI of 
the VR-Simulator software.
2. Source code of the Process Modelling Tool (PMT) algorithms:
This file contains the source code of the algorithms which were used to collect 
information from the user of a manufacturing system to define resources and the 
process plan of the modelled system.
3. Source code of the algorithms for generating simulation models 
automatically in Witness:
This file contains the source code of the algorithms which were used to generate 
simulation model automatically in W itness.
4. Source code of the algorithms for generating virtual models automatically:
This file contains the source code of the algorithms which were used to generate 
virtual model automatically in Superscape environment.
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5. Source code of the algorithms for loading the process plan:
This file contains the source code of the algorithms which were used to load the 
process plan from the VR-Sim ulator to the simulation model.
6. Source code of the factory layout algorithms:
This file contains the source code o f the algorithms which were used to read the 
layout of a manufacturing system and then provide the positions data of the resources 
to the SMT and VM T to construct the layout of the modelled system.
7. Source code of the statistical algorithms:
This file contains the source code of the algorithms which were used to read the 
status of the resources of the simulation model to collect and display the statistics of 
the modelled system.
8. Source code of the SCL algorithms:
This file contains the source code of Superscape Control Language (SCL) algorithms 
which were used in Superscape environment to generate virtual objects to construct a 
virtual model of a manufacturing system.
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